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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCOPE OF MANUAL 

This manual describes the operation and database entry for the QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer 

system. The system supports the following features: 

-      Load Shedding 

-     Voltage Reduction 

-     Power Factor Control 

-     Voltage Optimization 

-     Distribution Automation 

 

1.2 BACKGROUND REQUIRED 

This document assumes that the reader is thoroughly familiar with the QSCADA SCADA System 

described in the following manuals: 

DB-3000 QSCADA Database Preparation Manual 

The reader must also be knowledgeable of the operating characteristics of the system being 

controlled.  This includes knowledge of the desired load control functions of the electrical system. 
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2 OVERVIEW 

2.1 LOAD SHEDDING AND VOLTAGE REDUCTION 

 

The objective of load shedding and voltage reduction is to defer power from a peak usage period 

to a non-peak period. By doing so, peak penalties are eliminated and a utility can still receive 

revenue from its users by selling the power during a non-peak period.  Load monitoring and load 

forecasting (if desired) are performed by the Server software. When it is determined that load 

shedding should begin, the Server sends control commands to load shed switches to temporarily 

disconnect selective system loads. When it is determined that voltage reduction should begin, the 

Server sends control commands to voltage regulators that selectively reduce the voltage. The 

strategies to be followed during load shedding and voltage reduction are entirely defined by the 

user in the Server database. 

The QEI Volt-VAR Optimizer system is extremely versatile in that it allows the user to customize 

the load monitoring, load forecasting and shed/reduction operations by means of database 

alterations rather than by software changes. 

Database editors are provided to allow the user to define: 

- Billing points 

- Control strategies 

- Control sets (groups of load shed switches) 

- Regulator groups (for voltage reduction) 
 

The defined shedding and reduction strategies are automatically activated to independently 

reduce the peak demand on each billing point. 

The QEI Volt-VAR Optimizer system is also topologically dynamic. By of means of a Connections 

Editor, the user can define the topology of the network. By analysing the topology and the current 

state of breakers and switches, the system determines for itself the association of all the control 

devices to the various billing points. 

2.2 POWER FACTOR CONTROL 

The objective of power factor control is to maintain the billing power factors to within user-defined 

limits. The system accomplishes this by maintaining associated feeder power factors to within 

their limits by adding or removing capacitance at the feeders. 

Database editors are provided to allow the user to define: 

- Billing point power factor parameters 

- Feeders and their power factor parameters 

- Capacitor groups 

As in the case of load shedding and voltage control, the system analyses the topology of the 

network to make association between the billing points, feeders and capacitor groups.      
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2.3 VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION 

The objective of voltage optimization is to maintain billing point and feeder voltages to within user-

defined limits. The system accomplishes this by maintaining voltage profiles for billing points and 

feeders within their limits by adjusting voltage regulators and adding or removing capacitor banks. 

Database editors are provided to allow the user to define: 

- Billing point voltage optimization parameters 

- Feeders and their optimization parameters 

- Voltage sensors 

 

As in the case of load shedding and voltage control and power factor, the system analyses the 

topology of the network to make association between the billing points, feeders, regulators, capacitor 

groups, and voltage sensors.      

 

2.4 DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION  

Distribution automation can be thought of as supervisory control and data acquisition beyond the 

RTU.  The RTUs poll the Distribution Automation Units (DAUs) for analog, and accumulator data. 

The Server, in turn, polls the RTUs for the DAU data. 

Database editors are provided to allow the user to define the DAUS, their configurations and 

locations in the network.  The topology evaluation of the Server determines the associations of the 

RTUs to the DLCs.  

Through the DAUs, the QEI load management RTUs have the capability themselves of executing 

default load shed and voltage reduction strategies in the event of loss of communication with the 

Server.  The user can define and download these default strategies to the RTUs by means of 

editors at the Server. 

2.5 HARDWARE 

There are two types of load control systems, radio based and distribution line (or power line) 

carrier based.   Both types of systems utilize the same QSCADA software and database editors. 

The principal difference between the two types of systems is in the RTUs and the load control 

switches. 

QEI’s product line encompasses both types of load shed equipment, radio and distribution line 

carrier.  The Radio Energy Management System (REMS) is a one-way system that controls RLC-

1020 Radio Load Controllers via one or more radio transmitter.  The Distribution Line Carrier 

System has one-way control of distribution load controllers, but also has the capability for two-way 

communication with QEI’s line of distribution automation units and transponders.  

2.5.1     RADIO SYSTEMS 

The Radio Energy Management System consists of a Server site, a minimum of one radio 

transmitter site and a number of radio-based Load Controllers.  The Server site has a computer in 

a single or a redundant configuration, one or more operator consoles, one or more printers for 

logging of events and alarms, and one or more modems for communication with the radio load 

controller units.  
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The radio transmitter site has a radio transmitter and an RCU-5500 Radio Communication Unit.  

The heart of the RCU-5500 Radio Communication Unit is the 6CPP Central Processing Panel.  

This panel interfaces to the radio via a Synthesizer Panel and it also has the added capability of 

communicating to input and out boards, thereby allowing SCADA functions to be performed.  

Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) may also be interfaced to the server site, thereby making the 

system an integrated SCADA and load shedding system.  The final component of the Radio 

Energy Management System is the RLC-1020 Load Controller switch.  This switch is wired to the 

consumer’s device that is to be shed (e.g. water heaters, air conditioners, space heaters).  Figure 

2-1 is a block diagram of a Volt-VAR Optimizer System. 

2.5.2    DISTRIBUTION LINE CARRIERS SYSTEMS 

The Distribution Line Carrier system consists of a Server site, one or more line signal coupling 

sites (normally located at the substation) and a number of Distribution Load Controllers.  The 

Server site has a computer in a single redundant configuration, one or more operator consoles, 

one or more printers for logging of events and alarms, and one or more modems for 

communication with the power line signal coupling sites.  The power line signal coupling site is a 

DMU-6500 Distribution Management Unit and consisting of a Model 7DPA1 Distribution Power 

Amplifier Assembly, a Model 7DLT1 Distribution Line Transceiver Board and a 6CPP6 Central 

Processing Panel.  The 6CPP6 Central Processing Panel has the added capability of connecting 

to input and out boards thereby allowing SCADA functions to be performed.  The final component 

of the Distribution Line Carrier Volt-VAR Optimizer system is the DLC-2020 Distribution Load 

Controller. 

The DLC-2020 Distribution Load Controller is wired to the consumer’s device (e.g., water heaters, 

air conditioners, space heaters). 

2.6 SERVER/RTU INTERFACING 

In a standard QSCADA system, the Server communicates with the field devices through QUICS 

RTUs.  Additional capabilities are added to the QUICS RTU to handle Volt-VAR Optimizer 

functions.  To differentiate between normal SCADA functions and Volt-VAR Optimizer functions, 

the RTU operates as two separately addressed RTUs.  The SCADA RTUs address is strap 

selectable on its Central Processor card.  The Load Management RTU (LM RTU) uses the next 

adjacent address (i.e., SCADA RTU strapped address, plus one).  If the standard functions of the 

SCADA RTU are used, it must be defined to the system as an entirely separated RTU type point 

from the LM RTU.  If the standard functions of the SCADA RTU are not used, the LM RTU must 

still use the RTU number one greater than the address strapped in the SCADA RTU.  Define the 

LM RTU via the Point Editor in PlusEditors.  Refer to the DB-3000 QSCADA Database 

Preparation Manual. 

2.6.1     POLLING OPERATION 

The polling operation for the SCADA RTU remains the same as if there were no Volt-VAR 

Optimizer capabilities.  Load Management RTU polling is performed by two regular alternating 

polls. 

The first LM RTU poll (for set 0) is to pick-up 16 Load Management RTU operational status points 

reflecting the state of internal LM RTU functions and 240 field status points retrieved from devices 

along the distribution network.  The operational statuses can be accessed in the same way as any 
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other telemetered status point by using panel zero in the in the telemetry address definition.  DLC 

device field statuses are mapped to the status points enabled for a DLC device via the Distribution 

Line Communication Device Editor (Dist Line Carr Editor in PlusEditors under the LDM – Power 

Line tree).  The following is a table describing the meaning of each status of set 0. 

  

 

PNL# 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

 

PNT# 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9-15 

16-
255 

 

DESCRIPTION 

RTU was rest  /  cleared after time is downloaded 

Device table failure  /  set after checksum failure 

Default table failure  /  set after checksum failure  

Server-RTU Comm. Clear to send  /  hold all messages 

REMS Frequency Synthesizer failure 

Meter reading ready – Request type 2 and type 3 

Survey reading ready – Request type 4 

Default load manager running cleared when comm 
restored  

Locate devices report ready 

Spare 

DLC status points 

Point 0 set indicates that the LM RTU has recovered from a restart power failure, the 

Server automatically downloads the correct time of day to the LM RTU. 

Point 1 set indicates a problem with the DLC device table, the Server automatically 

downloads to the LM RTU, the DLC device table associated with that LM RTU.  The 

operator may also force a download of the device table via Distribution Line 

Communication Device Editor (Dist Line Carr Editor in PlusEditors under the LDM – 

Power Line tree). 

Point 2 set indicates a problem with the default Volt-VAR Optimizer table, the Server 

automatically downloads the default Volt-VAR Optimizer table for that LM RTU.  The 

operator may also force a download the default Volt-VAR Optimizer table via the Default 

Load Shed Editor (Def Shed Editor in PlusEditors under the LDM – Load Control tree) or 

the Default Voltage Reduction Editor (Def Voltage in PlusEditors under the LDM – Reg 

Control tree). 

The server will retry tables download up to two times if the LM RTU fails to receive the 

table properly information from the server.  If after the third attempt the LM RTU fails to 

receive the table correctly, the server generates an error message to alert the operator to 

the problem.  In this case, the LM RTU will in its next tables verification check, request 

another download. 

Point 3 set indicates that the LM RTU requires time to process the requests that it 

currently has queued and cannot accept more requests until it does. 

Point 4 set indicates that the REMS frequency synthesizer in the LM RTU is not 

responding to transmit requests. 

Point 5 set indicates that the previously requested meter reading(s) is ready for retrieval 

by the server.  The meter reading program automatically requests the upload of the meter 

reading information. 
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Point 6 set indicates that the previously requested survey meter reading is ready for 

retrieval by the server.  The survey meter reading program automatically requests the 

upload of the survey meter reading information. 

Point 7 set indicates that the default Volt-VAR Optimizer scenario previously downloaded 

to the LM RTU was running at the restoration of mater/RTU communication. 

Point 8 set indicates that the previously requested search for lost DLC devices has 

completed and is ready for upload to the server.  The device locate program automatically 

requests the upload of the results of the search. 

Points 16 through 255 reflect status points contained in DLC devices. 

The second LM RTU poll (for set 1) is to retrieve the communication status of devices on 

distribution network.  These are mapped to the RTU points defined to represent the 

Distribution Line Communication devices specified in the Distribution Line Communication 

Device Editor (Dist Line Carr Editor in PlusEditors under the LDM – Power Line tree). 

2.6.2     QSCADA/RTU COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE 

If communications between the QSCADA Server and the Load Management RTU(s) is lost, 

provision exists for the LM RTU to do voltage reduction and load shedding itself.  The LM RTU 

contains the logic necessary to perform these tasks previously loaded from the Server to the LM 

RTU.  The Load Management RTU requires the following: 

Time Synchronization: 

The RTUs clock is synchronized with the Server clock once an hour, when the Server 

restarts and every time the RTU restarts.  The Server downloads the correct time (day of 

the week, hour, minute, seconds) and the RTU will reset its clock and echo back with the 

time it received (day of the week, hour, minute, seconds).  If, for some reason, the RTU 

did not receive the correct time, the Server tries two more times.  If, after the two more 

attempts, the message is still not downloaded properly, an error message is generated.  

The RTU uses its clock when performing default shedding based upon the time of day 

 

Default Strategy for Voltage Reduction and Load Shedding: 

Since the RTUs have the ability to perform voltage reduction and load shedding when 

communications between the Server and RTUs is lost, default voltage reduction and load 

shed tables are downloaded to the RTU. 

The downloaded voltage reduction default table for each RTU consists of 16 pairs of control 

points with associated stages of reduction.  The downloaded load shed table to each RTU 

consists of 4 control sets with up to 20 group switch addresses per set. 

The user enters the default voltage control points and load shed control sets via the Default 

Voltage Regulation and Default Load Shed Editors.  Using these editors, the user can manually 

download these tables to the RTU by selecting and executing the DOWNLOAD RTU target.  

When this process is completed, the Server compares this data against the original data to 

ensure that no errors occurred in the downloading process.  This checking process will be done 

by checking the number of words received against the number of words sent and also by reading 

the RTU memory.  This default table is automatically downloaded to the RTUs if the tables are 

corrupted for any reason. 
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2.6.3     EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION 

The QSCADA Server computer communicates by voice grade lines to Substation Control Units 

located at the substations.  The QUICS SCADA RTUs act as protocol converters between the 

QSCADA Server and these Substation Control Units (SCUs) manufactured by one of several 

companies. 

The SCU couples coded frequency instructions onto the power feeder lines to control load 

shedding devices located at the individual consumer loads.  Voltage regulating devices are 

normally located at the Substation. 

In addition to direct central control, default strategies for load shedding and voltage reduction can 

be downloaded to the SCUs over the voice grade lines.  Each SCU stores its strategies for stand-

alone operation during prolonged communication failures. 
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3 DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

For the Volt-VAR Optimizer system to function properly, the Server must understand the 

topography of the network.  For load shedding and voltage reduction, it must know where the load 

shed switches and voltage regulators are in the distribution line configuration.  For power factor 

control, it must know where the feeders and capacitor banks are. 

The topography of the network is defined by the user.  By means of a Connections Editor, the 

user identifies the sections of the network and the breakers and switches that connect them. By 

following connected sections (taking the present states of the breakers and switches into 

account), the Server determines the present configuration of the network.  When the user defines 

the billing points, feeders and control devices (load shed switches, voltage regulators and 

capacitor banks etc.), the user locates them on the network by assigning them to section 

numbers within the network structure.  This allows the Server to make the dynamic associations 

between these monitoring and control entities.  The Server makes use of these associations to 

optimise peak demand and power factor on each billing point using the resources (control 

devices) available on each billing point. 

For purposes of reading Distribution Line Carrier equipped devices (i.e., meters, communications 

verification devices) the Connections Editor allows the user to define the Load Management 

RTUs that service communications with these devices.  Through an analysis of the defined 

distribution line configuration, the Server informs the LM RTU of the devices (i.e., DAUs) from 

which it must regularly retrieve data.  As the distribution line connection change, the LM RTU by 

which the devices can reach may change.  This causes the need for a re-evaluation of the 

distribution line connections by the Server to update the LM RTUs with revised lists of devices to 

service. 

3.2 CONNECTIONS EDITOR 

The Connections Editor (Connectivity Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Common tree) is used to 

define the topography of the network by identifying the sections of the network and the breakers 

or switches that connect them.  Each page of the Connections Editor contains an area with space 

for 28 network connections, plus an area with space for 4 LM RTU connections. 

Up to 999 active sections can be defined.  Active sections are those which billing points, feeders 

and control devices (such as load controllers, voltage regulators and capacitor banks) can be 

assigned. 

Up to 1000 bus sections can also be identified.  Bus sections are used to isolate adjacent 

feeders.  Bus sections have no effect on billing points and control device connections, and 

therefore, for billing points and control devices, they act as passive sections.  Bus sections do 

have an effect, however, in the determination of the extent of each feeder on a billing point.  In 

this case, use of bus sections otherwise have been deemed to be electrically linked.  (For 

feeders, this is considered to be a connection error).  One other use for Bus sections is to define 

the location of the LM RTUs that communicate with the remote Distribution Line Carrier equipped 

devices. 
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CONNECTIONS EDITOR 
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3.2.1   OPERATION 

From this editor, the operator may: 

-     scan records in original entry order 

-    access a desired record by record number 

-    add network connections 

-    modify network connections 

-    delete network connections 

-    update the online connections table 

 

The following is a description of each field.  When a record is completed, press the “Apply” button 

and the input will be checked for validity.  If all is correct, the data can be stored to the Server. 

.Accessing the desired record: 

       Manual sequential scan of records: 

The Forward and Backward buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

      Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in the GoTo textbox then press <ENTER> to access the 

record. 

 

Add a distribution network connection entry: 

1. Access a blank connection line. This may require accessing another connections editor 

record if the presently displayed one is filled. 

2. Enter the connection definition into the connection entry. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input error by message, correct the specified and redo step 3. 

Modify a network connection entry: 

1. Access the record containing the connection entry to be modified. 

2. Type over the data in the connection entry. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

**NOTE: When the user adds/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE 

LOST. 

Delete a network connection entry: 

1. Access the record containing the connections entry to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

Notify Volt-VAR Optimizer system of changes: 
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After all changes to the network connections are complete, perform following steps to 

notify the Volt-VAR Optimizer system to update its online connections table. 

1. Save the data to the Server by pressing the “dbSave” button. 

 

3.2.2    DATA FIELDS 

SECTION 

Identifies a section of the network to be used as one end of a connection.  The range is 1 to 

999 for active sections and 3000 to 3999 for Bus sections. 

 

Enter a valid section number: 

 

SWITCH PNT 

The status point name of a switch or breaker that will connect the two sections of the network 

if the status of the point is closed. 

 

Enter the switch or breaker point name. 

 

RTU CONTROL – SECT. 

Identifies the network bus section to which a load management RTU is physically connected. 

 Valid bus section numbers are 3000 to 3999. 

 

Enter the bus section number. 

 

RTU CONTROL – RTU POINT 

The name of the load management RTU point physically connected to the bus. 

 

Enter the Load Management RTU point name. 

 

BUS 

Identifies the actual substation bus that the RTU uses for connections with devices.  Valid 

numbers are 0 to 3. 

 

Enter the actual bus number. 
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3.3 DEFINING A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 

The following is a step by step guideline for defining the connectivity of a network. 

1. Obtain a copy of the topography of the power distribution network.  The following diagram 

is an example of a network topography which will be used in this guideline: 

 

Figure 1 – Example Distribution Topology 
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2. Section off the network by marking breaks in the power lines to isolate sections that are 

determined to require individual controllability.  Each section could be associated with a 

single or many control and/or monitoring points (billing points, feeders, billing meters, 

capacitor banks, voltage regulators, power measurement equipment, etc.) depending on 

engineering requirements.  For instance, the input at a billing point should be isolated to 

allow the relief of automatic controls to any devices serviced by this billing point.  Mark the 

power line at the point of billing and other desired points as illustrated below: 

 

Figure 2 – Sectioning the Distribution Network 
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3. Label each section in the network.  Section numbers range from 1 to 999 for active 

sections and from 3000 to 3999 for bus sections.  Spread the sections numbers out to 

allow for insertion of new sections in the future and still maintain an orderly topography. 

See diagram below: 

 

Figure 3 - Labelling Distribution Network Sections 

Here, the only billing point in the system is assigned to section 1 and the downline has 

been broken into individually controllable segments. 

Note:  That sections 20 and 30 are intended to be designated as feeders.  They are 

therefore isolated by the definition of bus section 3000. 

 

 

4. Define a status point via the Station Editor (STNED) for each of the marks dividing 

adjoining sections, as indicated below: 

A = CONN, SWTCHA 

B = CONN, SWTCHB 

C = CONN, SWTCHC 

D = CONN, SWTCHD 

E = CONN, SWTCHE 

F = CONN, SWTCHF 

G = CONN, SWTCHG 
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These switches do not have to be telemetered points.  They can be pseudo points that the 

operator may manually set to make or break the connection. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Defining Section Connection Points 

 

5. Enter the connections information on the Connections Editor.  For the network of this 

example, the data entry required is shown below: 

 

The first data entry line shown in the table connects the billing point section (1) to the  

bus section (3000).   

The next two lines connect the bus section to the two feeder sections (20 and 30). 

The next three lines connect sections 40, 50 and 60 to feeder section 20. 

The last line connects section 70 to feeder section 30. 
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3.3.1   GENERATING THE CONNECTIONS TABLE 

A connections program analyses the information given on the Connections Editor to produce a 

connections table.  This table defines to the Volt-VAR Optimizer programs which feeders and 

control devices are connected to which billing points. 

The connections program executes on request by the user. 

When the connections program is activated, it first instructs all the Volt-VAR Optimizer programs 

to suspend their operations while the table is being built.  The program then starts with the home 

section of each billing point, and taking the status of switches into account, follows and records all 

sections that are connected to each billing point.  The same procedure is followed for feeders (if 

any).  The result is a table that associates each connected section with a billing point, and 

possibly a feeder.  Unconnected sections are assigned a billing point of zero (0). 

If the connections program encounters any errors, a message is displayed that an error occurred. 

The user must correct the error and re-activate the connections program. 

On rebuild of the table, the connections program instructs the Volt-VAR Optimizer programs to 

resume their operations. 
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3.3.1.1    CONNECTIONS ERROR MESSAGES 

SECTION #n CONFLICT – BILLING POINTS #a AND #b 

Section ‘n’ is connected to both Billing Points ‘a’ and ’b’ at the same time.  This illegal 

situation, as it is unclear which Billing Point is servicing the section. 

User Action: 

- Check the distribution network for switches in the incorrect state. 

- Check that the billing points have different home section numbers 

- Check that an unused billing point’s home section is isolated from the rest of the  

  distribution network. 

 

SECTION  #’n’ CONFLICT – FEEDERS #a AND #b 

 Section ‘n’ is connected to both Feeders ‘a’ and ‘b’ at the same time.  This is an illegal 

situation, as it is unclear which Feeder is servicing the section. 

 User Action: 

- Check the distribution network for switches in the incorrect state. 

- Check that the Feeders have different section numbers. 

- Check that unused Feeder home sections are isolated from the rest of the 

network. 

. 

“FAILED TO UPDATE TABLES REGION TO DISK” 

The connections table generated in memory has completed, but a backup copy was not  

successfully copied to disk.  Usually, the cause of the error is insufficient space in the 

backup file. 

“SECTION #n IS UNASSIGNED TO A BILLING POINT” 

The active section is not connected to any Billing Points in the current network.  This is 

not an illegal situation, it only warns the operator of the fact.  The Connections program 

will continue to complete the connections table.  Upon successful completion, the 

message “CONNECTIONS TABLES COMPLETED” will appear on the operator’s console 

and will be logged on the system console.  The Volt-VAR Optimizer subsystem will be 

restarted upon completion. 
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4 BILLING POINTS 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

A billing point is a critical location within the network.  It usually is, but does not have to be, a point 

where power is purchased.  The objective of the Volt-VAR Optimizer programs is to optimize 

conditions at each billing point.  The load shed and voltage reduction programs act to reduce the 

peak demand at each billing point to below user-specified level.  The power factor control program 

acts to maintain each billing point’s power factor within user-specified limits. 

To support these functions, each billing point definition includes: 

- home section to locate the billing point in the network 

- strategy numbers 

- specifications for demand reading, threshold and forecasting parameters 

- operating mode 

For load shedding and voltage reduction, these parameters are defined on the Billing Point Editor, 

with most of the parameters duplicated and entered separately for each function.  This is so that 

the load shedding and voltage reduction functions can be independently defined for each billing 

point.  Additional parameters required for power factor control are defined for each billing point in 

the Billing Point Power Factor Editor (Billing Point Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Factor 

tree). 

Active load shedding is triggered by manual control, external contact or automatic means 

depending on the operating modes described below: 

Auto Demand Only Mode 

A demand forecast is calculated for each billing point.  These forecasts are linear extrapolations of 

the previous two “moving average” demand readings for each billing point.  The “moving 

averages” are produced by retaining eight previous demand readings, discarding the oldest 

reading as each new reading is taken, and averaging the four most current readings and the four 

oldest readings to obtain the two previous “moving average” demand readings. 

 

The length of the linear extrapolation is determined by the product of the Volt-VAR Optimizer 

interval (defined on the SYSPAR Editor) and the user-defined projection distance. 

 

Load Shedding or voltage reduction increases or decreases at every Volt-VAR Optimizer interval, 

through the 16 steps of the assigned strategy as required to keep the demand forecast under a 

user-defined threshold for each billing point.  Load shedding or voltage reduction will start at the 

quick shed level when the demand forecast exceeds the user-defined threshold plus the user-

defined quick shed band. 

 

Auto-Time Only Mode 

The user can define two (2) separate periods of time only load shedding scenarios.  Load 

shedding is set to the initial step if not already there at the time and increases load shedding by 

one (1) strategy step for each defined time interval until the off time. After the off time, load 

shedding decreases by one strategy step for each defined time interval. 

This mode is useful when monitoring of the load is temporarily or permanently not available to the 

system. 

 

Auto-Timed Demand Mode 

In this mode, the on and off times enable operation of the Demand Only Mode.  Load Shedding 

decreases by one strategy step per time interval after the off time. 
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Manual Mode 

This can be considered an advisory mode.  The program operates in the Demand Mode, but only 

sets the requested shed step.  The operator must manually set the actual shed step before active 

load shedding occurs for each step. 

 

External Mode 

The program runs in the AUTO Mode while the external contact is open.  When the contact 

closes, load shedding starts at the user-defined initial step and increases only one step for each 

time interval. 

 

This mode handles cases where utility must accept Volt-VAR Optimizer instructions form a 

regional power authority whose demand peak does not occur at the same time as the local peak. 

 

NOTE:  This initial step is distinct from the quick shed level. 
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4.2 BILLING POINT DEMAND EDITOR 

The Billing Point Demand Editor facilitates the specification of the QSCADA points to be used for 

data required for monitoring and control of the load shedding and voltage reduction capabilities for 

up to 32 billing points. 

 

Billing Point Demand for Load Shedding Editor 
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Billing Point Demand for Voltage Reduction Editor 

4.2.1   OPERATION 

There are two methods of accessing the desired billing point demand record. 

1. The “Forward” and “Back” buttons will access the next/previous page. 

2. The GoTo textbox can be used to locate the particular record in which you are interested. 

 To do this, enter the Record Number and Press <ENTER> to retrieve the record entered. 

From this editor, the operator may: 

- scan records in original entry order 

- access a desired record by record number 

- add a billing point demand definition 

- modify a billing point demand definition 

- delete a billing point demand definition 

 

The following description is a description of each field.  When a record is completed, 

press the “Apply” button and the input will be checked for validity.  If all is correct, the data 

can be stored to the Server. 
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4.2.2    DATA FIELDS 

 

NAME 

This field contains the 6 character name of the billing point. 

 

Enter the name of the billing point 

 

DESCRIPTION 

A text description of the billing point of up to 20 characters. 

 

Enter the billing point description text. 

 

SECTION 

The number that specifies the section in the distribution network at which the billing point is 

located (refer to connectivity).  Note that a value of 0 takes the billing point out of the 

network. 

 

Enter the section number from 0 to 999. 

 

CURRENT MODE 

The name of the pseudo status point where the present mode is stored.  The modes are (0) 

deactive, (1) auto, (2) manual, (3) external and are determined by the system user. 

 

Enter point name for Load Management (Shedding) and a point name for Regulator 

Management (Voltage Reduction).  These may be the same point if desired. 

 

REQUESTED SHED STEP 

The name of the pseudo analog point holding the shed step level that, in auto mode, is used 

by software as the step level to be activated.  When the billing point is not in DEACTIVE 

mode, the value of this point, if not manually set, is determined by the software. 

 

Enter the point name for Load Management (Load Shedding) and a point name for Regulator 

Management (Voltage Reduction).  These must be different points. 

 

ACTUAL SHED STEP 

The name of the pseudo analog point holding the shed step level that is currently activated. 

When the billing point is in AUTO or EXTERNAL mode, the value of this point is set by the 

software and must not be manually set.  When in MANUAL mode, the value of this point is to 

be set by the user. 

 

Enter the point name for Load Management and the point name for Regulator Management. 

 

STRATEGY NUMBER 

The name of the pseudo analog point that holds the strategy number which is assigned to 

this billing point at the time.  For load shedding, the number must direct Volt-VAR Optimizer 

to a type “L” strategy record.  For voltage reduction, the number must direct Volt-VAR 

Optimizer to type “R” strategy record. (SEE STRATEGY EDITOR). (Set by the user). 

 

Enter the point name for Load Management and the point name for Regulator Management. 

 

SCRAM 

The name of a pseudo status point that can be used by the operator to initiate a load shed 

SCRAM function for this billing point.  For Load Management only. 
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When the operator sets this point to state 1, the system immediately jumps to step 16 and 

stays there as long as the point remains in state 1.  When the SCRAM point returns to state 

0, the system goes back toward step 0, one step at a time, to provide a smooth transition of 

the billing point back to normal. 

 

CURRENT DEMAND 

The name of the analog point that holds the present demand measurement which is used in 

the regulator management or load shedding decision process. 

 

THRESHOLD 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the demand threshold used by the regulator 

monitoring or load shedding program in its decision making process.  If the FORECASTED 

DEMAND is above the THRESHOLD value, then REQUESTED STEP is incremented 

(unless manually set).  (Set by the user). 

 

Enter the point name for Load Forecasting and the point name for Regulator Forecasting. 

 

QUICK SHEDBAND 

The name of the pseudo analog point that holds a second threshold value.  If the 

FORECASTED DEMAND is above (THRESHOLD + QUICK SHEDBAND), then the 

REQUESTED STEP is immediately advanced to the QUICK SHED LEVEL.  (Set by the 

user). 

 

Enter the point name for Load Forecasting and the point name for Regulator Forecasting. 

 

QUICK SHED LEVEL 

The name of the pseudo analog point that holds the shed step level to be activated when the 

FORECASTED DEMAND reaches a value equal to or greater than the sum of the 

THRESHOLD plus the QUICK SHEDBAND.  This point is used in AUTO mode and is set by 

the user. 

 

Enter the point name for Load Forecasting and the point name for Regulator Forecasting. 

 

DEADBAND 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the value of the deadband.  The deadband 

is an absolute value below the threshold.  Once voltage reduction or load shedding begins, 

the projected demand must fall below the “threshold” by an amount greater than the 

“deadband” before the “requested step” will begin to be reduced.  This is to eliminate 

bouncing when the demand is floating at the threshold level.  (Set by the user). 

 

Enter the point name for Load Forecasting and the point name for Regulator Forecasting. 

 

EXTERNAL CONTACT 

The name of the status point (used only in EXTERNAL mode) that when set (closed) causes 

the shed step level to be incremented at each INTERVAL until either the maximum shed step 

level (16) is reached or the EXTERNAL CONTACT status clears (opens).  When this status 

point is clear (open), the software operates as in AUTO MODE. 

 

Enter the point name for Load Forecasting and the point name for Regulator Forecasting. 

 

INTERVAL 

The name of the pseudo analog point that contains the time period between step increments 

when operating by external contact closure.  The value is in units or seconds. This time 
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interval MAY NOT be less than the Volt-VAR Optimizer run interval (SYSPAR editor).   (Set 

by the user). 

 

Enter the point name for Load Forecasting and the point name for Regulator Forecasting. 

 

EXTERNALLY CALCULATED DEMAND (Y/N) 

Defines whether or not the forecasted demand is calculated externally to the Volt-VAR 

Optimizer package.  If checked, the forecasted demand is an input from the externally 

calculated forecasted demand point and is not calculated by the Volt-VAR Optimizer 

software. 

 

Check (YES) or Uncheck (NO) for Load Forecasting and Regulator Forecasting. 

 

ON TIME 1 AND ON TIME 2 

 

The names of the pseudo analog points that contain the time in military format (hours and 

minutes) at which voltage reduction or load shedding begins using time only or time and 

demand control of AUTO mode,  (Set by the user). 

 

Enter the ON Time 1 and ON Time 2 point names for Load Forecasting and Regulator 

Forecasting. 

 

OFF TIME 1 AND OFF TIME 2 

The names of the pseudo analog points that contain the time in military format (hours and 

minutes) after midnight at which voltage reduction or load shedding will stop if the trigger 

program is achieved.  (Set by the user). 

 

Enter the OFF Time 1 and OFF Time 2 point names for Load Forecasting and Regulator 

Forecasting. 

 

LOAD SHED CONTROL (LOAD FORECASTING) 

The name of the pseudo status point holding a value which determines the triggering factor 

for load shedding in auto mode.  Valid values are entered by the user. 

 

0 = Demand Only 

1 = Time Only 

2 = Time and Demand 

 

Enter the name of the pseudo status point which determines the triggering factor for load 

shedding. 

 

SHED CONTROL (REGULATOR FORECASTING) 

The name of the pseudo status point that determines the triggering factor for voltage 

reduction when in auto mode.  (Set by the user). 

 

0 = Demand Only 

1 = Time Only 

2 = Time and Demand 

 

Enter the Shed Control point name for Regulator Forecasting. 

 

FORECASTED DEMAND 

The name of the pseudo analog point that holds value of the system generated forecasted 

demand that is compared to the initial threshold to determine if regulator control or load 
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shedding should begin. If externally Calculated Demand field is Y for Yes, then the 

Forecasted Demand point is used as an input to the regulator monitor or load shedding 

program to determine if regulator or load shedding should begin. 

 

Enter a point name for Load Forecasting and Regulator Forecasting. 

 

INITIAL STEP 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the step number in the load shed or 

regulator control strategy where load shedding or voltage reduction will start when the 

external contact is closed.  It is also used in setting the starting step in the control strategy 

where load shedding or voltage reduction will start when in the Auto-Time Only mode.  (Set 

by the user).  In either case, this is used only if the current step is less than the initial step. 

 

Enter a point name for Load Forecasting and Regulator Forecasting. 

 

PROJECTION DISTANCE 

The multiplier used in the linear extrapolation calculation to determine the forecasted 

demand.  The value represents the number or Volt-VAR Optimizer intervals to project ahead. 

 

If the demand curves are smooth (not noisy or erratic), then a longer projection distance may 

be useful in providing improved load shed response to steep increases. 

 

If the demand readings are noisy, then any linear projection would only serve to amplify the 

noise.  In this case, projections should be kept short or avoided altogether. 

 

If the projection distance is entered as zero, the regulator and load shed programs will use a 

value of four (4).   

 

To disable internal forecasting, the user should enter Y in the EXTERNAL FORECASTING 

field and enter the name of the demand point in the FORECASTED DEMAND field. 

 

Enter a value between 0 and 99 for both Load and Regulator Forecasting. 
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5 CONTROL STRATEGIES 

When load shedding or voltage reduction occurs, the amount of load to be shed or voltage to be 

reduced is defined by control strategies.  Each strategy is user-defined and consists of 16 steps of 

control.  For load shedding, each step specifies a percentage of load to shed, in multiples of 5%.  

For voltage reduction, each step specifies a stage of reduction:  0-3 for 3-step regulators, 0-5 for 

5-step regulators. Each step should be defined to specify an increasing amount of shed or 

reduction as the step number increases. 

Control strategies are contained in a set of 40 strategy records, which are edited by the user via 

the Strategy Editor (Strategy Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Common tree).  Each billing point 

may be assigned one load shedding strategy record and one voltage reduction analog strategy 

record.  (Several billing points may use the same strategy records). 

A strategy record contains a 16 step control strategy for each of 32 load classes.  Each defined 

load shed switch set and voltage regulator group is assigned to a load class.  (This is described 

later.) 

When the system decides to execute load shedding for a particular billing point, it starts to 

progress through the steps of the billing point’s load shed strategy record (for all load classes), 

cyclically shedding the amount of load specified by each step.  At every Volt-VAR Optimizer 

interval (defined on the System Parameters editor), the load shed program advances to the next 

step until the demand is brought down to a level below the threshold.  The actual number of 

switch entries that are cyclically controlled at any given time will be the closest discrete number of 

entries, rounded up, that corresponds to the percentage step value. 

In the strategy record, not all steps need to be defined. 

A strategy set may be reduced to fewer than 16 steps by leaving a row of Zero step values (i.e., 

for all load classes) at the first step that is not to be used.  In some applications, it may be desired 

to use fewer than 16 steps, so as to speed up the process of going into and out of load shedding 

or voltage reduction. 
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5.1 STRATEGY EDITOR 

The Strategy Editor allows the user to define Strategy sets that may be assigned to billing points 

for use in load shedding and voltage reduction. 

 

STRATEGY EDITOR 

5.1.1     OPERATION 

There are two methods of accessing the desired strategy record. 

1. The “Forward” and “Back” buttons will access the next/previous page. 

2. The GoTo textbox can be used to locate the particular record in which you are interested. 

 To do this, enter the Record Number and Press <ENTER> to retrieve the record entered. 

From this editor, the operator may: 

-    scan record in original entry order 

-   access a desired record by record number 
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-   add a strategy definition 

-   modify a strategy definition 

-   delete a strategy definition 

 

The following is a description of each field.  When a record is completed, press the “Apply” button 

and the input will be checked for validity. If all is correct, the data can be stored to the Server. 

 

5.1.2    DATA FIELDS 

 

NAME 

The 6 character reference name of the strategy. 

 

Enter the strategy name. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The text description of the strategy up to 20 characters. 

 

Enter the strategy description. 

 

CLASS 

These are device group that are acted upon in the same fashion by this particular strategy.  

There are a total of 32 device classes.  Since this form can accommodate either Load Shed 

or Regulator Control, make sure that either Load Shed or Regulator Control values are 

entered on any one form.  Each strategy form that is filled out will represent ONE particular 

strategy for either Load Shedding or Regulator Control (Voltage Reduction). 

 

When billing a Strategy for Regulator Control (Voltage Reduction) only 6 possible states of 

control are possible for the 16 steps.  These states are designated 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.  For 

example, if you have a particular type of device such as water heaters for class 1, you could 

enter 0 steps 0, 1, 2, and 3, 1 for steps 4, 5 , 6 and 7. 2 for steps 8, 9,10 and 11 and 3 for all 

steps 12 through 16. 

 

The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represent discrete steps of voltage reduction.  Thus, in our 

example, for a class one device such as water heaters, this strategy calls for all devices in 

class 1 to be subjected to voltage reduction levels, spread out over 16 steps in the system.  If 

other classes are defined in this strategy, they too will be subject to the voltage reduction 

specified in the table.  When the system operates in a voltage reduction mode, all classes 

specified in any given strategy will be scanned together and each will progress through the 

16 steps of reduction and resumption.  If is not necessary that other classes in the one 

strategy contain the same levels of reduction.  The levels may be set from any step 1 through 

16. 

 

In a similar fashion, when filling out a strategy for load shedding, instead of 1, 1, 2 or 3, a 

percentage of load shedding, 5% to 100% in multiples of 5% can be entered.  

 

For Regulator Control, enter 0 –5 as desired for all regulator classes. 

 

For Load Shedding, enter a percentage of 5% to 100% as desired for all load classes. 

 

STEP 
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This is a shed level from 1 to 16.  For voltage reduction, this equals 0 to 5.  For load 

shedding, this can be from 5% to 100% in multiples of 5%. 

Fill in desired shed/values for each class steps. 
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5.2 REGULATOR STRATEGY EDITOR 

The Regulator Strategy Editor (Strategy Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Reg Control tree) 

allows the user to define Strategy sets that may be assigned to voltage regulators that will be 

controlled by setpoint commands. 

 

REGULATOR STRATEGY EDITOR 

5.2.1     OPERATION 

There are two methods of accessing the desired regulator strategy record. 

1. The “Forward” and “Back” buttons will access the next/previous page. 

2. The GoTo textbox can be used to locate the particular record in which you are interested. 

 To do this, enter the Record Number and Press <ENTER> to retrieve the record entered. 

From this editor, the operator may: 

-    scan record in original entry order 

-   access a desired record by record number 

-   add a regulator strategy definition 

-   modify a regulator strategy definition 
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-   delete a regulator strategy definition 

The following is a description of each field.  When a record is completed, press the “Apply” button 

and the input will be checked for validity. If all is correct, the data can be stored to the Server. 

 

5.2.2    DATA FIELDS 

 

NAME 

The 6 character reference name of the strategy. 

 

Enter the regulator strategy name. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The text description of the strategy up to 20 characters. 

 

Enter the regulator strategy description. 

 

TYPE 

The setpoint calculation method for this regulator strategy: 

1 = % voltage, setpoint increase or decrease will be % of current setpoint 

2 = absolute voltage, setpoint increase or decrease will be entered volts. 

 

CLASS 

These are device group that are acted upon in the same fashion by this particular regulator 

strategy.  There are a total of 8 voltage regulator device classes.   

 

STEP 

This is a shed level from 1 to 16.  For absolute voltage calculation, enter the voltage 

decrease/increase in volts.  For percent voltage calculation, enter the % decrease/increase 

for this step. 

Fill in desired percentages/voltages for each class step. 
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6 LOAD SHEDDING (CONTROL SETS) 

6.1 OVERVIEW 

A control set defines a set of up to 20 switch elements, each containing either a direct address or 

the name of a control point. 

The user creates control sets by means of the Control Set Editor (Control Set Editor in PlusEditors 

under LDM – Load Control tree).  Besides defining the switch elements, the user also assigns 

each control set a section number (to locate it in the network) and a load class. 

When the sys ten decides to activate load shedding for a particular billing point, the load shed 

program advances through the billing point’s strategy record to cyclically control the switches 

defined in all the control sets associated with that billing point.  The system connections 

determines which control sets are associated with each billing point. 

For each control set, the number of switch entries shed any given time is determined by the step 

value (a percentage) at the current step for the control set’s load class. 

The load shed program is designed to cycle through the elements within each control set 

independently.  If a communication error causes a checkback error on an address in one control 

set, the program will, 15 seconds later, retry the load shed command for the next address.  This 

will cause this control set to become out of sync with other control sets.  This is inconsequential in 

most cases, since as long as the correct number of addresses are shed, it does not matter which 

addresses are shed. 

This can cause a problem, however, in radio-based systems where transmitter coverages overlap. 

 In this case, the areas of overlapped coverage may be shed for twice as much time if the control 

sets for the neighbouring transmitters are not in sync.  This has been overcome by the use of a 

status point to force control set synchronization (refer to SPECIAL FEATURES). 

Each control set may have a combination of addresses and control points, but only one or the 

other for each control element.  If control points are used, the only command which is issued to 

the control point is the OPEN command. 

After billing points and associated control sets are defined, the Volt-VAR Optimizer system must 

be notified that there are changes so it may update its list of load controllers that can be used to 

shed load for each billing point.  This is done by generating the distribution network connections 

table via the Connections Editor (Connectivity Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Common tree). 
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6.2 CONTROL SET EDITOR 

 

6.2.1     OPERATION 

Accessing the desired control set record: 

      Manual sequential scan of records: 

 The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

     Go to record number: 

 The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a control set definition: 

1. Access a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the input data field. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to apply the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 
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Modify a control set definition: 

1. Access the control set record to be modified. 

2. Modify the data in the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to apply the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a control set record: 

1. Access the control set record to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to apply the changes. 

 

Notify Volt-VAR Optimizer system of changes: 

After all changes to the control set database are complete, perform following steps to 

notify the Volt-VAR Optimizer system to update its online control set data: 

1. Save the data to the Server by pressing the “dbSave” button. 
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6.2.2    DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

A 6 character name for the control set for user reference. 

Enter the control set name. 

DESCRIPTION 

A 20 character test description of the control set. 

Enter the text description for this particular control set. 

SECTION 

Specifies the section in the distribution network to which the control set is connected 

(refer to connections). 

Enter the section number from 1 to 999. 

CONTROL MODE 

The name of the pseudo status point indicating the user control mode of the control set. 

Control sets have two modes: 

(0) deactive = not used for load reduction 

(1) active = participant in load shedding 

Enter the pseudo status point name. 

LOAD CLASS 

A logical grouping of control sets that are acted upon in parallel by a particular Volt-VAR 

Optimizer strategy.  This is the column in the Strategy Editor (LDMSTR).  For each billing 

point defined, there are up to 32 classes, which can be assigned for load shedding. 

Enter the load class number. 

PERCENT SHED 

The name of the pseudo analog point which contains the percentage of entries in this 

control set presently shed.  This value is calculated by the Volt-VAR Optimizer system. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point to be used to store this value. 
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SHED TIME 

The time period (in minutes) that any entry in this control set will be shed for from a single 

load shed command device that the system assumes that the load is to restore.  The 

same time duration applies to all of the entries in the control set.  This time normally is, 

but does not have to be the same as the load controllers actual shed period (e.g., 7.5 

minutes). The maximum time period is 1079 minutes (18 hours). 

Enter the shed time period in minutes. 

LCR DEVICE TYPE 

The Load Control Receiver (LCR) type which in turn defines the format of the commands 

used to shed a directly addressed entry.  Refer to APPENDIX D for a table defining the 

possible LOAD CONTROLLER DEVICE TYPE codes. 

Enter the LCR device type code. 

SCRAM 

The name of a pseudo status point that can be used by the operator to initiate a load shed 

SCRAM function for this control set. 

When the operator sets this point to state 1, the system operates the control set at 100% 

shed for as long as the point is in state 1.  When the SCRAM point is changed back to 

state 0, the system immediately reverts to normal operation of the control set. 

MAX CONTROL PER DAY 

The name of a pseudo analog point representing the maximum hours of control per day.  

This point, which may be shared by multiple control sets, is set by the operator. 

Command sequencing programs may be used to deactivate control sets for which the 

accumulated hours of control have exceeded the limit.  As short-lived control sets 

become de-active, the load shedding software automatically intensified its use of the 

remaining control sets. 

NUMBER OF DAYS ON CONTROL 

The name of a pseudo analog point representing the maximum hours of control per day. 

This point is incremented by the system at the first control of the day.  Whether a control 

is the first of the day or not is determined from the value of the HOURS ON CONTROL 

TODAY point (see below).  For this reason the HOURS ON CONTROL TODAY point 

must be defined for the NUMBER OF DAYS ON CONTROL to function. 

HOURS ON CONTROL TODAY 

The name of a pseudo analog point used to accumulate the number of hours the control 

set has been active on the current day. 
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The system updates this point every minute (by adding 1/60 of an hour) as long as the 

control set is executing a non-zero percent shed.  It is automatically reset to zero at 

midnight. 

HOURS ON CONTROL TO DATE 

The name of a pseudo analog point used to accumulate the number of hours the control 

set has been active to date. 

The system updated this point every minute (by adding 1/60 of an hour) as long as the 

control set is executing a non-zero percent shed.  It may be reset by the operator, or from 

CALCED or command sequencing. 

DATE OF LAST CONTROL 

The name of a pseudo analog point containing the date of the last control. 

This point is updated every time a control is issued from this control set.  The point is 

given a value that represents the date in the format YYMMDD. 

TIME OF LAST CONTROL 

The name of a pseudo analog point containing the time of the last control. 

This point is updated every time a control is issued from this control set.  The point is 

given a value that represents the time in the format HHMMSS. 

CONTROL SET ELEMENTS 

The address of each switch element may be specified in either of two ways:  directly 

addressed or control point addressed. 

A direct address is comprised of seven data fields, some of which are LCR dependent. 

An indirect address is the open-control address of a specified control point. The control 

point does not require an input address. 

A control set may use any combination of direct and indirect addresses in its switch 

elements.  However, the editor will not allow the user to enter both a direct and indirect 

address for the same switch element. 

CONTROL POINTS (indirectly Addressed by POINT NAME) 

The name of control points defined with the control addresses of the load controller.  This 

control set entry field may not be used if the same entry has a direct address defined. 

Enter any loads shed via SCADA control point. 

SWITCH ADDRESSES 

Each address of a directly addressed control set element is comprised of seven fields as 

follows: 
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CL:RTU:A:B:C:D:E 

CL:RTU 

The communication line number and the RTU number through which the load controller 

can be accessed. 

Enter the communication line number in the “CL” field and the RTU number in the “RTU” 

field. 

A:B:C:D:E 

The remaining portion of a direct address is LCR dependent.  Rules for entering these are 

shown in Appendix L. 

6.2.3   SPECIAL FEATURES 

The load shed program can be instructed to maintain all the control sets in sync by defining a 

status point named “SYS$,CSSYNC” and manually setting it to 1.  In this case, when the load 

shed program wishes to repeat a shed command because of a shed command failure, it will do so 

for the same address as before. 

If federal regulation requires that the user can allocate only a portion of a radio frequency for their 

use for radio transmitted load shedding, it is necessary to limit the number of load shed 

commands that are sent to the RTU in a single transmission request because the RTU may not 

be able to transmit all of the commands in request before the transmission window expires.  

Likewise, if the communication quality between the Server and the RTU is marginal due to 

interference or other, the same limiting of commands per request can increase the number of 

timely load sheds as the shorter the request, the more likely it will not be corrupted. The maximum 

controls per request is preset.  The user can adjust the maximum the number of actual load shed 

commands that are sent to the RTU for transmission can be adjusted by the user. 

6.3 RADIO TONE CONTROLS 

The REMS system allows the user to generate any control sequence necessary for any type of 

LCR that responds to tone sequences transmitted by radio.  The QSCADA system supports a 

number of predefined protocols for commonly used LCRs.  For these, the user need only enter 

information required in the Control Set editor (Control Set Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Load 

Control tree).  The user may also define control sequences for LCRs unfamiliar to QSCADA.  To 

do this, the user must specify, via editors, a set of entire radio tone control sequences, where 

each sequence includes BCH/CRC error checking, transmitter keying tones, etc. 

The required radio sequences are defined using two editors: 

 

- Radio Tone Frequency Editor (Radio Freq in PlusEditors under LDM – Load 

Control tree), which allows the user to define up to 26 tone frequencies. 

 

- Radio Tone Sequence Editor (Radio Seq in PlusEditors under LDM – Load 

Control tree), which allows the user to define sequences of tones defined in the 

Radio Tone Frequency Editor. 
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6.3.1    RADIO TONE FREQUENCY EDITOR 

The Radio Tone Frequency Editor allows the user to define tone frequencies which are used to 

make up tone sequences. 

 

RADIO TONE FREQUENCY EDITOR 

 

6.3.1.1    OPERATION 
 
6.3.1.2    DATA FIELDS 
 

TONE CODE 

This field, which pre-printed on the form, identifies the tone frequency.  These tone codes 

may be referenced on the Tone Sequence editor/form to construct sequences. 

FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 
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This is the radio transmitted tone frequency. 

Enter the tone frequency (0 to 20479). 

DESCRIPTION 

This is a command field that describes the purpose of the transmitted tone. 

1.  Enter the description (up to 30 characters). 

 

6.3.2    RADIO TONE SEQUENCE EDITOR 

The Radio Tone Sequence Editor allows the user to construct tone sequences which, when 

transmitted by radio, cause load control devices to execute predefined functions.  A tone 

sequence is constructed by assembling a list of tone codes defined on the Radio Tone Frequency 

Editor. 

 

RADIO TONE SEQUENCE EDITOR 
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6.3.2.1 OPERATION 

Accessing the desired radio tone sequence record: 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

 The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

 The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press 

<ENTER> to access that record. 
 

6.3.2.1.1 DATA FIELDS 

Each page of the form or editor accepts data for up to six (6) tone sequences. 

The data field for each tone sequence is as follows: 

DESCRIPTION 

This is text description of the purpose of the transmitted sequence. 

Enter the description (up to 30 characters). 

SEQ# 

This non-modifiable field is required to identify the tone sequence.  The sequence may be 

referenced in a control set (LCR device type 4) by entering this sequence # in the “A” 

portion of the direct address. 

B-TIME 

This is the period of time, in milliseconds, that each tone in the sequence is to be 

transmitted.   

Example:  If the bit time is 6.5 milliseconds, a tone sequence of: 

-  AAA, causes the frequency defined for tone code “A” on editor to be transmitted for 

3*6.5 or 19.5 milliseconds without a break. 

-  5(C) causes the frequency defined for tone code “C” on the editor to be transmitted 

for 5*6.6 or 32.5 milliseconds without a break. 

-  5(ABC), causes the frequencies defined for tone codes “A”, “B” and “C” on the 

editor to be transmitted cyclically 5 times for 6.5 milliseconds each totaling a 

transmission period of 3*5*6.5 or 97.5 milliseconds. 

Enter the bit time.  The valid range is 0 to 86.5 milliseconds. 

TONE SEQUENCE 
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This field contains the actual tone sequence.  Each tone in this sequence is transmitted 

for a time period defined by the BIT TIME field of this sequence. 

The sequence may contain references to other sequences if it is necessary to embed or 

concatenate sequences.  This is useful if a common tone sub-sequence appears in many 

complete sequences, or if a complete sequence definition is longer than the input area 

allows.  To reference another sequence from within a sequence, the user may use the 

“@” symbol.  For example: the string @ 45 causes sequence of 45 to be included as part 

of the current sequence when transmitted.  Note that the bit times used for referenced 

sequences will be those defined for those referenced sequences. 

Enter the tone sequence. 

Example: 

The following described Radio Tone Sequence 1 defined in the editor sample. 

-      Sequence 1 transmits tone “Z” for 75 milliseconds.  This could be a tone used to key 

a radio repeater. 

-     Sequence 2 transmits tone “W” for 75 milliseconds.  This could be one used to de-key 

the same radio repeater. 

-     Sequence 3 could be the actual tone sequence used for Volt-VAR Optimizer control, 

which uses sequence 1 to key radio repeater, transmit the actual load shed command 

and uses sequence 2 to de-key the repeater.  The tones comprising the actual load 

shed control are each transmitted for 6.5 milliseconds. 
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6.4 CONTROL SET SUMMARY REPORT 

The user may obtain a report of all sets that are connected to a specific billing point. 

This report can be obtained from the WorldView Map Viewer from the menu Map->Load 

Management->Billing Point.  The user can select the button for Control Set Report. 

The report shows the connected control sets for the selected billing point.  For each control set, 

the report shows control set number, control set name, description, current mode, and current 

shed percentage. 

<insert control set summary report when complete> 

CONTROL SET SUMMARY REPORT 

 

6.5 LOAD SHED APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

The versatility of the QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer system lies in its ability to be customized to a 

user’s specific application by means of database alterations, not software modifications. 

Before any database is entered, the user must have a detailed plan of how he wants the system to 

determine when to shed load or reduce voltage and what is to happen when load shedding or 

voltage reduction begins. 

By way of simple example, this section will introduce the reader to the process of configuring his 

Volt-VAR Optimizer system. 

In this example, a utility wants to shed load when the total system demand exceeds a certain 

threshold.  When the threshold is exceeded, the utility has four types (classes) of load to shed:  

residential central air conditioning systems, residential hot water heaters, residential pool filters, 

and industrial air conditioning systems. 

Multiple units in each class can be assigned to each switch address.  This will allow the system to 

reduce the system demand by a meaningful amount by shedding one switch address.  The 

various switch addresses for each class must be divided into sets (control sets) of addresses with 

a maximum of twenty addresses per set, that will be controlled in cyclical fashion.  For example: a 

utility may have one thousand residential central air conditioning systems that may be controlled. 

Twenty units are assigned to each switch address.  This gives a total of 50 switch addresses to be 

subdivided into control sets.  To evenly distribute the total disconnect time among the 50 

addresses, the addresses cab be divided into two control sets with twenty addresses each and 

one control set with ten addresses. 

The same approach is taken for the residential hot water heaters, residential pool filters and 

industrial air conditioning systems.  Having done the above, the structure of the system devices to 

be shed is defined.  The next parameter to be defined is the percentage of switch addresses in 

each control set that will be shed for the various levels (steps) of shedding, from step 1 to step 16. 

This is done for each load class.  For example, if for class 1, step 1 is 10% and step 2 is 20%, 

since two of the control sets in class 1 previously defined have twenty addresses each and one 
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control set has ten addresses, 10% of 20 = 2 and 10% of 10 = 1 switch address and 20% of 20 = 

4 and 20% of 10 = 2 switch addresses.  Therefore, two switch addresses in the control set with 20 

addresses and one switch address in the control set with 10 addresses that belong to class 1 (i.e., 

residential air conditioning systems) will be disconnected while the load shed program remains at 

step 1 of its strategy.  When the program increments to step 2, four switch addresses and 2 

switch addresses, respectively, will be disconnected.  As noted before, the switch will disconnect 

the load for a predefined amount of time and prior to the switch restoration of the load, the next 

switch address in the control set will be disconnected.  This cyclical control will evenly distribute 

the disconnect time among all members. 

Once the approach that will be taken during load shedding has been defined, the actual database 

can be entered.  The first step in creation of a database is the definition of a system disconnection 

table.  This is done via the Connections Editor.  The connections table defines for the system the 

physical or logical connection of all load shed switches to one or more common points known as 

billing points.  A billing point, which may or may not be a utility’s point of billing, is a central point to 

which load switches are connected that will be controlled according to a common set of 

parameters. 

Each billing point has a unique set of operating parameters:  demand, threshold, deadband, time-

of-day activation strategy, etc.  Therefore, creation of multiple billing points in a system allows for 

multiple control strategies to operate independently on separate groups of load switches.  The 

purpose of the connections table is to keep track of which switches are with each billing point. 

A sample connections diagram is shown in Figure 6.5 – 1.  This diagram shows five general areas 

of control:  the north side of town, the west side of town, the east side of town, the south side of 

town and the industrial park.  The south side of town is further subdivided into three areas of 

control directly relating to the types of devices that will be controlled (i.e., hot water heaters, air 

conditioners and pool filters).  The control sets that are to be created will be assigned to a specific 

area of control by relating each control set to a section.  Various breakers may actually exist in the 

system such as the main bus and feeder breakers.  Other breakers are pseudo switches, such as 

the breakers associated with devices to be controlled in the south side of town.  The overall intent 

of this connections setup is to indicate to the software which devices should or should not be 

included in the control scenario based upon the stat of actual breakers in the system, and also to 

give the ability to disconnect certain types of load in a specific area of control by controlling 

(manually setting) the pseudo breakers.  A table of connections entries that would be entered on 

the Connections Editor for the layout shown in Figure 6.5-1 is given below: 

 

    1  CONN,BRKR A  10 ; Home section to Bus 

 10  CONN,BRKR B 101 ; Bus to a Feeder 1 

 10  CONN,BRKR C 102 ; Bus to Feeder 2 (Industrial Park) 

 10  CONN,BRKR D 103 ; Bus to Feeder 3 

101  CONN,BRKR E 201 ; Feeder 1 to North Side of Town 

101  CONN,BRKR F 202 ; Feeder 1 to West Side of Town 

103  CONN,BRKR G 203 ; Feeder 3 to East Side of Town 

103  CONN,BRKR H 204 ; Feeder 3 to South Side of Town 

204  CONN,BRKR J 300 ; South Side Hot Water Heaters 

204  CONN,BRKR K 301 ; South Side Air Conditioning Systems 

204  CONN,BRKR L 302 ; South Side Pool Filters 

 

Having completed the connections portion of the database, the next step is to create via the 

Station Editor all the points required for use of parameters in load shedding.  These points are all 

pseudo points except for current (system) demand and external contacts, which are normally 

telemetered points. 
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Figure 6.5 – 1.  Example Distribution Network Topography SLD 

Regardless of the mode of operation to be used for load shedding, the best approach for 

completing the Billing Point Demand Editor is to create pseudo points for all the parameters.  By 

doing so, the user has the ability to change modes at a later date without the need for further 

database editing.  A consistent naming convention should be used for all billing points.  The 

following page shows a completed Billing Point Demand Data Base form.  

The next step is to define the control sets in the Control Set Editor.  This editor defines the switch 

addresses that will be controlled in a cyclical fashion for each class of load.  Along with the switch 

address parameters, there are two pseudo points that each control set requires:  mode and 

percent shed.  For simplicity sake, the example previously discussed with three control sets will be 

used in completion of the control database forms.  It will be expanded to include one control set 

with twenty switch addresses for residential pool filters and two control sets for hot water heaters, 

one with twenty switch addresses and the other with ten. 

Referring to the connections diagram (Figure 6.5 –1), our example will control load on the south 

side of town (i.e., sections 300, 3001 and 302).  Control sets 000,001 and 002 define switches 

that will control residential central air conditioning systems on the south side of town.  Control sets 

003 and 004 will control hot water heaters, and control set 005 will control pool filters in the same 

area.  The residential central air conditioning systems are load class 1.  The hot water heaters are 

load class 2 and the pool filters belong to class 3. 

With the above in mind, the next Volt-VAR Optimizer editor to be filled in is the Strategy Editor.  

This Editor will define what percent of the total number of entries for each control set will be shed 

for each of the 16 steps allowed.  In the example system being defined, it is desired to shed the 

pool filters (i.e., load class 3) at a higher percentage than the hot water heaters and air 
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conditioning systems.  For this reason, the strategy editor will define higher percentages at the 

lower step for pool filters, slightly lower percentages for hot water heaters and the smallest for air 

conditioning systems.  A completed Strategy Editor form is shown on page 7-28.  Relating the 

entries in this editor to the example being discussed, the following will occur once load shedding is 

deemed necessary. 

1. The system will begin at step 1 of the strategy and will not control air conditioning systems, but will 

control 10% of hot water heaters (i.e., 10% of CS003 and CS004 or switch addresses 51, 52, and 71), 

and  20% of the pool filters (i.e., 20% of CS005 or switch addresses 81, 82, and 84). 

2. Controlling the above switches may satisfy the load shed requirement.  For example, in the 

demand mode, it may reduce the load below threshold.  However, if this is not accomplished 

before the next time the load shed program runs, the program will proceed to the next step of 

the strategy. 

3. Step 2 of the strategy will not control any air conditioning systems.  20% of the hot water 

heaters and 40% of the pool filters (as calculated in item 1) will be shed. 

4. The above process will continue until it is determined that load shedding should cease, at 

which time, the program will decrement one step of the strategy for every run of the load shed 

program. 

Having completed the Strategy Editor, the Volt-VAR Optimizer database required for operation of 

load shed switches is finished.  The only remaining operation is the creation of one or more 

displays that the system operator will use to control and monitor the Volt-VAR Optimizer system.  

These displays should contain the values of the pseudo and real points entered in both the billing 

point demand editor and the control set editor.  Figure 6.5-2 is an example of such a diagram. 
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Figure 6.5 –2.   Example of Display for Load Shed 
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7 VOLTAGE REDUCTION (VOLTAGE REGULATORS) 

7.1 OVERVIEW 

A regulator group defines controls for a group of tap changers. 

The user creates regulator groups by means of the Regulator Group Editor (Regulator Editor in 

PlusEditors under LDM – Reg Control tree).  Besides defining the controls, the user also assigns 

to each regulator group a section number (to locate it in the network) and a load class. 

When the system decides to activate voltage reduction for a particular billing point, the voltage 

reduction program advances through the billing point’s strategy record to control the tap changers 

defined in all the regulator groups associated with that billing point.  The system connections 

determines which regulator groups are associated with each billing point. 

For each regulator group, the control to be executed at any given time is determined by the step 

value (a stage of reduction) at the current step for the regulator group’s load class. 

When the Volt-VAR Optimizer data base is first created, each of the possible 200 regulator groups 

is initialised to have a section number of zero.  After billing points and associated regulator groups 

are defined, the connections program must be activated. 
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7.2 VOLTAGE REGULATOR GROUP EDITOR 

Voltage Editor Regulator page    (See Appendix A, Section 13) 

 

7.2.1     OPERATION 

There are two methods of accessing the desired voltage regulator record. 

1. The “Forward” and “Back” buttons will access the next/previous page. 

2. The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to access 

that record. 

From this editor, the operator may: 

-      scan records in original entry order 

-     access a desired record by record number 

-     add a voltage regulator definition 

-     modify a voltage regulator definition 

-     delete a voltage regulator definition 
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The following is a description of each field.  When a record is completed, press the “Apply” button 

and the input will be checked for validity.  If all is correct, the data can be stored to the Server. 

 

7.2.2     DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

An up to 6 characters text name for the voltage regulator for user reference only. 

Enter the name of the voltage regulator 

DESCRIPTION 

An up to a 20 character text description of the voltage regulator for user reference only. 

Enter the description. 

MODE 

The pseudo status point name which defines the operating mode for this group.  The 

purpose of the mode is to activate or deactivate the automated control of the regulator.  

The actual state (0) deactive or (1) active is set by the user. 

Enter the pseudo status point name. 

SECTION 

The number of the section in the distribution network to which the voltage regulator device 

is connected (refer to Connections). 

Enter the section number from 1 to 999. 

LOAD CLASS 

The group of regulator devices which are to be controlled in parallel in accordance with 

Volt-VAR Optimizer strategy (see Strategy Editor).  One of 32 classes can be specified. 

Enter the Load Class. 

STAGE 

The name of the pseudo analog point that receives the current stage of voltage reduction 

(from 0 to 5) as determined by the program. 

Enter the pseudo analog point name. 

TYPE 

The type of voltage regulator controller which is being addressed. 

Enter 3 for 3-step regulators or enter 5 for 5-step regulators. 
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POINT 1 AND POINT 2 

The names of the status/control points which operate the regulator controller via the RTU. 

For 3-step regulators: 

The RTU contains a QUICS QVRC Regulator Controller which contains two (2) 

control relays, K1 and K2 which pertain to point 1 and point 2 respectively. 

 

For 5-step regulators: 

Point 1 is the status/control point which takes the regulator through the levels of 

reduction.  Each close control to this point causes an increased level of reduction. 

 Point 2 is the status/control which, by means of close command, resets the 

regulator to the 0 level of reduction. 

Enter the point names associated with the control relays. 

VOLTAGE 

The name of the telemetered analog point containing the voltage reading at the regulator. 

Enter the name of the analog point. 

SETPOINT 

The name of the telemetered setpoint for the regulator controller via direct 

communications to the regulator.  This point will replace POINT 1 and POINT 2 for those 

regulators controlled by setpoint. 

CMD INT 

The name of the pseudo analog point that contains the delay (in seconds) between 

allowed setpoint commands to the voltage regulator.  Required for regulators controlled 

by setpoint. 

Enter the pseudo analog point name. 

STRATEGY 

The name of the pseudo analog point that contains the regulator strategy record number 

(from Strategy Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Reg Control tree) for the voltage 

regulator.  Required for regulators controlled by setpoint. 

Enter the pseudo analog point name. 
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7.3 REGULATOR GROUP SUMMARY REPORT 

The user may obtain a report of all regulator groups that are connected to a specific billing point. 

This report can be obtained from the WorldView Map Viewer from the menu Map->Load 

Management->Billing Point.  The user can select the button for “Regulator Report” for the 

appropriate billing point. 

The report shows the connected regulator groups, grouped by billing point.  For each regulator 

group, the report shows: 

-    regulator group number 

-   regulator group name 

-   description 

-   current mode 

-   current stage of reduction 

 

REGULATOR REPORT EXAMPLE 
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8 POWER FACTOR CONTROL 

8.1 OVERVIEW 

The objective of the Power Factor Monitoring and Control (PFCTR) program is to maintain the 

Power Factor (PF) at a billing point between user-defined limits while minimizing switching of 

Capacitors (Cap Groups).  PFCTR uses a model of one or more Feeders connected to a Billing 

Point where each Feeder has one or more capacitors (Cap Groups) connected to the Feeder 

circuit.  PFCTR can control these Capacitors to change the PF on the Feeder and consequently to 

change the PF at the Billing Point. 

The operator has a choice of three (3) modes of operation for power factor control at the billing 

point. 

1 DEACTIVE (0) – PFCTR does no monitoring or control for this Billing Point 

2 AUTO (1) – PFCTR periodically monitors the PF for this Billing Point and determines a 

control  scheme, and controls capacitors to implement the scheme without operator 

intervention. 

3 MANUAL (2) – PFCTR periodically monitors the PF for this BillingPoint and determines a 

control scheme.   Messages are output that indicate the required control action.  The 

operator can then control the specified capacitors manually. 

The parameters which govern operation of the power factor control program are defined with the 

following editors: 

1. Billing Point Factor Editor 

2. Feeder Power Factor Editor 

3. Capacitors Group Editor 

 

The Billing Point Power Factor Editor specifies pseudo points to contain the operating mode, the 

upper and lower limits, the analog source points for KWATT and KVAR measurement data, and 

the analog destination points for calculated power factor and total capacitance in service. 

The Feeder Power Factor Editor specifies the feeder section number, upper and lower limits, the 

analog source points for KWATT and KVAR measurement data, and the analog destination points 

for calculated power factor and capacitance in service data. 

The Capacitor Group Editor specifies the capacitor group’s section number, mode, net 

capacitance value, and the control/status point for the capacitor switch. 

 

8.2 THEORY OF OPERATION 

PFCTR periodically computes the PF at a BillingPoint and compares this value with user entered 

limits.  A decision on what type of action should be taken is made based on these BillingPoint 

criteria.  If the PF is below the low limit, capacitance should be added to the feeders connected to 

the billing point.  If the PF is above the high limit, capacitance should be removed from the 

feeders connected to the billing point.  Note that a leading PF (negative value) is always “greater” 

than a positive upper limit. 
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Although BillingPoint criteria determine the type of action that should be taken, individual feeder 

criteria are used to determine what actions are taken.  These criteria are the Feeder PF, and 

upper limit, a lower limit, and the Capacitors available for control.  Each Feeder can have specific 

upper and lower limits assigned or the Feeder can use the limits assigned to the BillingPoint.  

PFCTR uses these criteria to determine the Capacitors that should be controlled. 

The first step is to find the “worst” Feeder connected to the BillingPoint.  The information 

generated by Connectivity is used to scan all Feeders to determine which ones are connected to 

the BillingPoint.  During the scan, the “worst” feeder is determined by the following rules. 

1 The PF at the Feeder must be “following” the BillingPoint.  That is to say, if the BillingPoint 

PF is lagging, the Feeder PF must be lagging.  If the BillingPoint PF is leading, the Feeder 

PF must be leading. 

2 The Feeder must be available.  After a Feeder has been processed as the “worst” Feeder 

at a BillingPoint, it is marked not available until every other Feeder on the BillingPoint has 

been designated “worst” feeder or has not been selected because of rule one above. 

3 When adding capacitance, the worst Feeder is the one that has the largest difference 

between the Feeder PF and the lower limit. 

4. When removing capacitance, the worst Feeder is the one that has the largest difference 

between he feeder PF and the upper limit. 

Once the worst feeder has been found, PFCTR attempts to find a control scheme for the 

Capacitors on the Feeder that would bring the PF within Feeder limits or, at least, improve the PF. 

To find a control scheme, the program applies a set rules in order (e.g., Rule 2 is only used if Rule 

1 fails to find a scheme).  The rules for the control schemes are as follows: 

1 Reach Feeder limits using the best capacitor.  The “best” capacitor is the largest single 

capacitor selected from all available capacitors that brings the feeder within the limits.  An 

available capacitor is a capacitor that can be controlled and is currently in a state such 

that control to the other state would improve. 

2 Reach Feeder limits using best group.  If a “best” capacitor cannot be found, PFCTR 

looks for a ”best” group.  A “best group” is a group containing the minimum number of 

capacitors selected from all available capacitors that will bring the Feeder within limits.  If 

more than one group with the same number of members can bring the Feeder within 

limits, the group that supplies the greatest amount of capacitors is selected. 

3 Reach Feeder limits using a combination of adding and removing capacitance.  If a best 

group cannot be found, PFCTR examines the possibility of meeting Feeder limits by 

switching “unavailable” capacitors “out” and switching available capacitors “in”.  (The 

actual meaning of “out” and “in” depends on whether the PF is lagging or leading).  

PFCTR attempts to find a combination that will bring the Feeder within limits with the 

minimum amount of switching. 

4 Force leading Feeders to lagging.  This is a special case that applies when there is no 

way to  reach the Feeder limits and the Billing Point is leading and the Feeder is leading. 

PFCTR attempts to find a capacitor or a group of capacitors that will make the Feeder PF 

become lagging. If the upper PF limit is less than 1.00, PFCTR looks for a scheme 

(removing a capacitor or capacitors, etc…) that will place the PF between the upper limit 

and 1.00.  If such a scheme cannot be found or  the upper PF limit is 1.00, PFCTR looks 

for a scheme that makes the Power Factor lagging at a PF that is as close as possible to 
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the lower limit.  However, PFCTR will not make the magnitude of the PF less in this 

attempt to make the feeder go lagging.  For example, if the Feeder PF is –0.90 and 

removing the only available capacitor will make the Feeder PF become 0.85, PFCTR will 

not select that capacitor. 

5. Do the best job possible.  If the Feeder cannot be brought within limits or the special case 

for leading Feeders cannot be satisfied, PFCTR looks for a capacitor or group of 

capacitors that provides the greatest improvement in the PF.  In this case, PFCTR looks 

for the greatest improvement and does not minimize switching. 

If a control scheme is found, PFCTR requests control of the capacitor(s) using the Telemetry 

subsystem.  If the device that controls the capacitor does not reply (e.g., the device can only 

receive commands), the control request(s) is immediately successful and the state of the device 

changed in the DataBase by the Telemetry Subsystem; otherwise PFCTR waits until the controls 

request(s) completes or fails.  Te Feeder is then marked un-available and the program moves to 

the next BillingPoint.  (e.g., this BillingPoint is not examined further until the next Volt-VAR 

Optimizer Interval).  

 

PFCTR does allow negative limits on the billing point.  The rules for the limits are as follows: 

1. If the upper limit is positive, the lower limit must also be positive. 

2. The lower limit must always be less than the upper limit. 

3. To prevent a leading billing point power factor, you should use a positive upper limit.  A leading 

power factor is always "greater" than a positive upper limit. 

 

The switching algorithm is very simple.  If the billing point power factor is below the lower limit, 

capacitance is added.  If the billing point power factor is above the upper limit, capacitance is 

removed. 

 

8.3 POWER FACTOR CALCULATIONS 

PFCTR calculates the PF for each feeder and each BillingPoint using the values of designated 

KW and KVAR measurement points.  Power factor is calculated as: 

PF=KW / KVA 

Where: 

PF – The power factor 

KW – Actual Power (in KW) measured (or calculated) for the BillingPoint or Feeder. 

KVA – The measurement power (in KVA ) at the BillingPoint or Feeder.  The value is the vector 

sum of actual power (KW) and reactive power (KVAR). 

KVA is derived from the measured quantities KW and KVAR as follows: 

KVA² =KW² + KVA² 

KVA=√(KW² + KVAR² ) 

Therefore PF is equal to: 

   PF==KW /√(KW² + KVAR² ) 
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The following figures show the relationship between KVA, KW, and KVAR.  Power Factor is also 

equal to the cosine of the angle between KVA and KW.  Figure 8 –1 shows that a positive value of 

KVAR produces a positive (lagging) value of pF (since the cosine of a is greater than zero).  

Figure 8 –2 shows that a negative value of KVAR produces a negative (leading) value of PF 

(since the cosine of b is less than zero). 

 

Figure 8-2 Negative KVAR gives Negative PF 

To change a lagging PF closer to unity requires reducing the amount of KVAR present at the 

Feeder.  Adding a capacitor group to a feeder produces this effect and is the desired action when 

the PF is below the lower limit.  Removing a capacitor group increases the amount of KVAR 

present and is the desired action when the PF is above the upper limit or is leading.  Capacitors 

are rated in KVAR; therefore, PFCTR must determine the effect on the PF of adding or removing 

a given amount of KVAR to determine the proper control scheme.  To simplify calculations, 

PFCTR converts the upper and lower limits into KVAR amounts.  Since the KVAR value for the 

Feeder is known (it was used to compute PF), arithmetic comparisons can be used to determine if 

a give Capacitor will bring the feeder within limits. 
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For example, assume Feeder conditions as follows: 

LOWER LIMIT = .96 

UPPER LIMIT = .98 

FEEDER PF = .80 

KW  = 1000 

KVAR   =  750 

 

The feeder PF has been derived from the field input readings of KW = 1000, KVAR = 750 as 

follows: 

KVA ²= KVAR² + KW =>1000² + 750² => 156250 

KVA = SQRT(156250) => 1250 

PF = KW / KVA =>  1000/1250 =>  .80 

The KVAR at a given KW and PF is determined from the following: 

PF = KW / KVA   =>   KVA = KW / PF 

and 

KVA² = KVAR² + KW²    =>    KVAR² = KVA² - KW²     

For this example, the following is true at the upper limit of .98: 

KVA = 1000 / .98  => 1020  and  KVA² = 1020² = 1040400 

KW² = 1000² = 1000000  

KVAR² = 1040400 - 100000 = 40400 

KVAR = SQRT(40400) = 201 

For this example, the following is true at the lower limit of .96: 

KVA = 1000 / .96  => 1042   and  KVA² = 1020² = 1085764 

KW² = 1000² = 1000000  

KVAR² = 1084764 - 100000 = 85764 

KVAR = SQRT(85764) = 293 

The amount of KVAR that needs to be added to reach a limit is the arithmetic difference between 

the current KVAR and the KVAR calculated at the limits.  In this case, adding 457 KVAR ( 750 - 

293) reaches the lower limit and adding 549 (750 - 201) reaches the upper limit. 
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8.4 BILLING POINT POWER FACTOR EDITOR 

The Billing Point Power Factor Editor (Billing Point Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power 

Factor tree) is used to define the billing point parameters required by the Power Factor Control 

program.  These records are parallel to the records in the Billing Point Demand Point Editor 

meaning that the section number defined there also applies here. 

 

BILLING POINT POWER FACTOR EDITOR 

 

8.4.1      OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

 The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

 The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press 

<ENTER> to access that record. 
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Add a billing point power factor definition: 

1. Access a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

 

Modify a billing point power factor definition: 

1. Access the record to be modified. 

2. Modify the data in the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a billing point power factor definition: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to save changes. 

Notify Volt-VAR Optimizer system of changes: 

After all changes to the power factor database are complete, perform following steps to 

notify the Volt-VAR Optimizer system to update its online billing point data. 

1. Save the data to the Server by pressing the “dbSave” button. 

 

8.4.2     DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

This is up to a 6 character name for the billing point. 

 

Enter the name of the billing point. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

This is a 20 character text description of the billing point. 

 

Enter the description. 

 

MODE CONTROL POINT 

This is the name of a pseudo status point which contains the operator entered mode of 

the billing point’s power factor control.  Three possible modes of operations are (0), (1) 

auto and (2) manual, which is entered by the user.  

  

Enter the name of the pseudo status point for current mode. 
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POWER FACTOR MEASUREMENT POINT 

This is the name of the pseudo analog point which contains the present value of the 

power factor as calculated by the power factor control program. 

 

Enter the proper analog point name. 

 

DEMAND MEASUREMENT POINT 

This is the name of the analog point which contains the present demand at the billing 

point used for calculating power factor). 

 

Enter the proper analog point name. 

 

KVAR MEASUREMENT POINT 

This is the name of the analog point which contains the present KVAR value for the billing 

point (used for calculating power factor).  

 

Enter the proper analog point name. 

 

LOWER LIMIT  

This is the name of the pseudo analog point containing the lower operating threshold to 

which the calculated power factor is compared.  If the power factor is below this limit, the 

power factor control program will begin correction by adding capacitance.  This raises the 

power factor to avoid a lagging power factor.  (Set by the user).   

 

Enter the proper pseudo analog point name. 

 

UPPER LIMIT 

This is the name of the pseudo analog point containing the upper operating threshold to 

which the calculated power factor is compared.  If the power factor is below the limit, the 

power factor control program will begin to remove capacitance, thereby lowering the 

power factor to avoid a leading power factor. (Set by the user).   

 

Enter the proper pseudo analog point name. 

 

CAPACITANCE IN SERVICE 

This is the name of the pseudo analog point which contains the total capacitance in 

service (switched in) for the billing point (in KVARS).  This field is optional.  If left blank, 

the value of capacitance in service will not be stored.   

 

** NOTE:  When defining this point, an offset may be defined when the analog point is defined.  

This offset will be added to the current capacitance in service. 

Enter the proper pseudo analog name. 
 

8.5 FEEDER POWER FACTOR EDITOR 

The Feeder Power Factor Editor (Feeder Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Factor tree) 

allows the user to define parameters specific to individual feeders. 
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FEEDER POWER FACTOR EDITOR 

8.5.1      OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a feeder power factor definition: 

1. Access a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a billing point power factor definition: 
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1. Access the feeder record to be modified. 

2. Modify the data in the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, <STORE> must be pressed before proceeding 

to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a feeder power factor definition: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

Notify Volt-VAR Optimizer of system changes: 

After all changes to the power factor Database are complete, perform the following steps to notify 

the Volt-VAR Optimizer system up update its online feeder data. 

1. Save the data to the Server by pressing the “dbSave” button. 

 

8.5.2     DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

This is up to a 6 character name for the feeder. 

 

Enter the name of the billing point. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

This is up to a 20 character text description of the feeder. 

 

Enter the description. 

 

SECTION 

This number specified the section in the distribution network to which the feeder is 

connected.  (Refer to Distribution Network Connections).   

 

Enter the section number 1 to 999. 

 

DEMAND MEASUREMENT POINT 

This is the name of the analog point which contains the present value of demand at the 

feeder, used for calculating the feeder power factor.    

 

Enter the analog point name. 

 

POWER FACTOR MEASUREMENT POINT 

This is the name of the pseudo analog point which contains the present value of the 

feeder power factor (calculated by the power factor control program), 

 

Enter the pseudo analog point name. 

 

KVAR MEASUREMENT POINT 
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This is the name of the analog point which contains the present feeder KVAR, used for 

calculating the feeder power factor.   

 

Enter the proper analog point name. 

 

CAPACITANCE IN SERVICE 

This is the name of the analog point which contains the present total capacitance which is 

switched in at the feeder.  An offset may be defined when the analog point is defined on 

the Station editor.  The offset will be added to the capacitance service. (Set by the 

system). 

 

Enter the analog point name. 

 

LOWER LIMIT 

This field contains the operating threshold, below which the power factor correction 

program will begin correction for this feeder.  Correction is only done if the Billing Points 

Power Factor is also below its lower limit.  Then, correction is only done if this feeder 

violates its limit the most.  If both lower and upper limits are zero for the feeder, the billing 

point limits are used.  

 

Enter the lower limit between –1.0 and 1.0. 

 

 

UPPER LIMIT 

This field contains the value at which the power factor control program will begin to 

remove capacitance, thereby lowering the power factor for both the feeder and the billing 

point.  Correction is only done if the Billing Points Power Factor is also above its upper 

limit.  Then correction is only done if this feeder violates its limit the most.  If both lower 

and upper limits are zero for the feeder, the billing point limits are used.   

 

Enter the upper limit between -1.0 and 1.0. 
 

8.6 CAPACITOR GROUP EDITOR 

The Capacitor Group Editor (Capacitor Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Factor tree) is 

used to define the capacitor groups which are used by Power Factor Control program to optimise 

billing point and feeder power factors.  Capacitors are also used by the Voltage Optimization 

program to optimize voltage for billing points and feeders.  Each capacitor group defines a bank of 

capacitors which will be controlled via a control point. 
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CAPACITOR GROUP EDITOR 

8.6.1      OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a capacitor definition: 

1. Access a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a billing point power factor definition: 
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1. Access the feeder record to be modified. 

2. Modify the data in the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a feeder power factor definition: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

 

Notify Volt-VAR Optimizer of system changes: 

After all changes to the capacitor Database are complete, perform the following steps to notify the 

Volt-VAR Optimizer system up update its online feeder data. 

1. Save the data to the Server by pressing the “dbSave” button. 

 

8.6.2     DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

This is up to a 6 character name of the capacitor group. 

Enter the capacitor group name. 

DESCRIPTION 

This is up to a 20 character text description of capacitor group. 

Enter the text description. 

MODE 

This is the name of the pseudo status point containing the mode of the capacitor group. 

The mode for any capacitor group may be manually set by the operator.  The following 

describes each mode: 

(0) DEACTIVE – The capacitor group will not be considered when power factor 

control is performed. This capacitor group will remain in its present state. 

(1) ACTIVE – The capacitor group will be switched in and out as required. 

Enter the pseudo status point name. 

PRIORITY 

This number specifies the priority for the capacitor to be used by Voltage Optimization. 
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Enter the priority from 1 to 999.  

SECTION 

This number specifies the section in the distribution network to which the capacitor group 

is connected (refer to connections).    

Enter the section number from 1 to 999. 

VOLTAGE 

The name of the telemetered analog point containing the voltage reading at the capacitor 

bank. 

Enter the name of the analog point. 

CAPACITANCE 

This is the name of the pseudo analog point containing the net value of capacitance for 

the capacitor group expressed in KVAR.  (Set by the user). 

Enter the pseudo analog point name. 

MAX VOLTAGE 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum voltage at the capacitor 

bank for which the capacitor bank will still be switched IN by Voltage Optimization. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

CONTROL POINT 

The name of the status/control point used to control the capacitor bank.  The capacitor 

bank may be controlled via an RTU control point, a DAU control point or a CCR-1030 

capacitor control receiver.  For all three types of control, a control point must be created in 

the Point Editors in PlusEditors.  Proper procedure for creating a control point is outlined 

in the DB-3000. 

The point address of the point to be used for control via a CCR-1030 must equal the 

address of the CCR-1030 switch.  These addresses must be between 0-127 avoiding, of 

course, all addresses reserved for inter-group and group calls.  The communication line 

number equals the commline number of the RCU-5500 and the RTU address equals the 

Load Management address of the RCU-5500 (usually the physical RTU address plus 1).  

A control message to this point will be sent to the RCU-5500 which in turn will convert it to 

a CCR-1030 switch message with the same address and send a control to the switch. 

In systems where either local RTU control points or DAU control points are used to control 

the capacitor banks, this point also may contain the status of the capacitor bank.  In 

systems where capacitors are controlled via CCR-1030 switches, this feedback is 

normally not available. 

Enter the status/control point name. 
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**NOTE:  Status points for any capacitor group SHOULD NOT BE MANUALLY SET. If the 

point is manually set, the status will be updated, and thus the possibility exists that it may 

differ from the status in the field. 

The operator may change the status of a capacitor group by manually setting the 

capacitor group mode to DEACTIVE and issuing control commands against the capacitor 

group status point. 

MIN VOLTAGE 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the minimum voltage at the capacitor 

bank for which the capacitor bank will still be switched OUT by Voltage Optimization. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

OPEN VOLTAGE 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the expected voltage change at the 

capacitor bank when the capacitor bank is switched OUT by Voltage Optimization. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

CLOSE VOLTAGE 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the expected voltage change at the 

capacitor bank when the capacitor bank is switched IN by Voltage Optimization. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

SWITCHING LIMIT 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum number of device 

operations of the capacitor bank allowed by Voltage Optimization during the limit period 

(see below). 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

LIMIT PERIOD 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the limit period for the capacitor bank (in 

minutes). 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

 

8.7 CAPACITOR GROUP SUMMARY REPORT 

The user may obtain a report of all capacitor groups that are connected to a specific billing point. 

This report can be obtained from the WorldView Map Viewer from the menu Map->Load 

Management->Billing Point.  The user can select the button for “Capacitor Report” for the 

appropriate billing point. 
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The report shows the connected capacitor groups, grouped within each billing point by feeder.  

For each feeder, the report shows feeder number, feeder name, feeder KVAR, feeder power 

factor and a list of all the connected capacitor groups. 

 

CAPACITOR REPORT
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9 VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION 

9.1 OVERVIEW 

The objective of the Voltage Optimization program (VOMTR) is to reduce energy consumption by 

optimizing voltage reduction.  Voltage Optimization monitors voltage sensing devices on the billing 

points and feeders to determine the voltage profile and need for action.  Voltage Optimization has 

the following objectives: 

- Monitor end-of-line voltage using voltage sensing devices 

- Maintain end-of-line voltage using voltage regulators 

- Use capacitor banks to flatten voltage profile 

o Switch in/out capacitor banks to increase/decrease voltage at specific network 

points 

- Invoke Conservation Voltage Reduction to lower voltage throughout the network 

o Using substation and feeder voltage regulators 

- Minimum voltage during high demand 

o Lowering optimization target based on forecasted demand 

- Minimize device operations 

o User configurable limits per device per time period 

- Maximize voltage optimization against user-defined limits 

- Achieve objectives inside existing QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer system framework 

The operator has a choice of four (4) modes of operation for voltage optimization control at the 

billing point and feeder. 

1. DEACTIVE (0) – VOMTR does no monitoring or control for the billing point or feeder. 

2. MONITOR (1) – VOMTR periodically monitors the billing point and feeders and makes 

calculations of voltage levels. 

3. SUGGEST (2) – VOMTR periodically monitors the billing point and feeders and makes 

calculations of voltage levels.  VOMTR recommends control actions but does not control 

any devices.  Suggested actions are logged as events. 

4. AUTOMATIC (3) – VOMTR periodically monitors the billing point and feeders and makes 

calculations of voltage levels.  VOMTR takes control actions based on the configuration.  

Control actions are logged as events. 

The parameters which govern operation of the voltage optimization program are defined with the 

following editors: 

1. Voltage Sensor Editor 

2. Billing Point Voltage Optimization Editor 

3. Feeder Voltage Optimization Editor 
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9.2 VOLTAGE SENSOR EDITOR 

The Voltage Sensor Editor (Voltage Sensor Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Voltage Opt tree) is 

used to define voltage sensing input devices for the Voltage Optimization program.  Each voltage 

sensor will be used to determine the voltage profile for a billing point or feeder.  The section will 

determine where in the distribution network the voltage sensor resides. 

 

VOLTAGE SENSOR EDITOR 

9.2.1      OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a voltage sensor definition: 
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1. Access a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a voltage sensor definition: 

1. Access the sensor record to be modified. 

2. Modify the data in the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a voltage sensor definition: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

 

9.2.2     DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

This is up to a 6 character name of the voltage sensor. 

Enter the voltage sensor name. 

DESCRIPTION 

This is up to a 20 character text description of voltage sensor. 

Enter the text description. 

SECTION 

This number specifies the section in the distribution network to which the voltage sensor 

is connected (refer to connections).    

Enter the section number from 1 to 999. 

VOLTAGE 

The name of the telemetered analog point containing the voltage reading at the voltage 

sensor. 

Enter the name of the analog point. 
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9.3 BILLING POINT VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION EDITOR 

The Billing Point Voltage Optimization Editor (Billing Point Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – 

Voltage Opt tree) is used to define parameters of the billing point to be used by the Voltage 

Optimization Program. 

 

BILLING POINT VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION EDITOR 

9.3.1      OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a billing point definition: 

1. Access a blank record. 
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2. Enter the relevant data into the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a billing point definition: 

1. Access the billing point record to be modified. 

2. Modify the data in the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a billing point definition: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

 

9.3.2     DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

This is up to a 6 character name of the billing point. 

Enter the billing point name. 

MODE 

This is the name of a pseudo status point which contains the operator entered mode of 

the billing point voltage optimization control.  Four possible modes of operations are (0) 

deactive, (1) monitor, (2) suggest, and (3) automatic, which is entered by the user.  

 Enter the name of the pseudo status point for optimization mode. 

DESCRIPTION 

This is up to a 20 character text description of billing point. 

Enter the text description. 

VOLTAGE TARGET 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the voltage target for the billing point to 

be controlled by Voltage Optimization. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

SECTION 
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This number specifies the section in the distribution network to which the billing point is 

connected (refer to connections).    

Enter the section number from 1 to 999. 

MIN VLT LIM 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the minimum voltage level for the billing 

point.  The voltage levels of the billing point will not be allowed to go below the minimum 

level minus the minimum deadband. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MAX VLT LIM 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum voltage level for the billing 

point.  The voltage levels of the billing point will not be allowed to go above the maximum 

level plus the maximum deadband. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MIN LIM DBND 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the minimum deadband voltage level. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MAX LIM DBND 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum deadband voltage level. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MIN CALC VLT 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the minimum voltage level calculated by 

the Voltage Optimization program for the billing point. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point.  

MAX CALC VLT 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum voltage level calculated by 

the Voltage Optimization program for the billing point. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point.  

COMMAND INTVL 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the command interval for the billing point 

to be used by Voltage Optimization.  This is a time period (in minutes) after which Voltage 

Optimization will take control action (even if no changes have occurred on the billing 

point). 
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Enter the name of the pseudo analog point.  

STRATEGY 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the strategy number to be used by 

Voltage Optimization when reducing the voltage target during peak demand.  This 

strategy number matches a record number. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

9.4 FEEDER VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION EDITOR 

The Feeder Voltage Optimization Editor (Feeder Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Voltage Opt 

tree) is used to define parameters of the feeder to be used by the Voltage Optimization Program. 

 

FEEER VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION EDITOR 

9.4.1      OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 
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2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a feeder definition: 

1. Access a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a feeder definition: 

1. Access the feeder record to be modified. 

2. Modify the data in the input data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a feeder definition: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Space out all input data fields and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

 

9.4.2     DATA FIELDS 

NAME 

This is up to a 6 character name of the feeder. 

Enter the feeder name. 

MODE 

This is the name of a pseudo status point which contains the operator entered mode of 

the feeder voltage optimization control.  Four possible modes of operations are (0) 

deactive, (1) monitor, (2) suggest, and (3) automatic, which is entered by the user.  

 Enter the name of the pseudo status point for optimization mode. 

DESCRIPTION 

This is up to a 20 character text description of feeder. 

Enter the text description. 
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VOLTAGE TARGET 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the voltage target for the feeder to be 

controlled by Voltage Optimization. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

SECTION 

This number specifies the section in the distribution network to which the feeder is 

connected (refer to connections).    

Enter the section number from 1 to 999. 

MIN VLT LIM 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the minimum voltage level for the feeder. 

 The voltage levels of the feeder will not be allowed to go below the minimum level minus 

the minimum deadband. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MAX VLT LIM 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum voltage level for the 

feeder.  The voltage levels of the feeder will not be allowed to go above the maximum 

level plus the maximum deadband. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MIN LIM DBND 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the minimum deadband voltage level. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MAX LIM DBND 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum deadband voltage level. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point. 

MIN CALC VLT 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the minimum voltage level calculated by 

the Voltage Optimization program for the feeder. 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point.  

MAX CALC VLT 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the maximum voltage level calculated by 

the Voltage Optimization program for the feeder. 
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Enter the name of the pseudo analog point.  

COMMAND INTVL 

The name of the pseudo analog point containing the command interval for the feeder to 

be used by Voltage Optimization.  This is a time period (in minutes) after which Voltage 

Optimization will take control action (even if no changes have occurred on the feeder). 

Enter the name of the pseudo analog point.  

9.5 VOLTAGE PROFILE REPORT 

The user may obtain a report of voltage levels for all devices that are connected to a specific 

billing point or a feeder. 

This report for a billing point can be obtained from the WorldView Map Viewer from the menu 

Map->Load Management->Billing Point.  The user can select the button for “Voltage Report” for 

the appropriate billing point. 

This report for a feeder can be obtained from the WorldView Map Viewer from the menu Map-

>Load Management->Feeder.  The user can select the button for “Voltage Report” for the 

appropriate feeder. 

The report shows the connected devices, grouped by feeder.  For each billing point, the report 

shows billing point number, billing point name, billing point description, billing point section and a 

list of all connected devices. For each feeder, the report shows feeder number, feeder name and 

a list of all the connected devices.  For each device, the voltage level is displayed. 
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VOLTAGE PROFILE REPORT 

9.6 VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION REPORT 

The user may obtain a report of voltage optimization for a specific billing point or for all billing 

points. 

This report for a billing point can be obtained from the WorldView Map Viewer from the menu 

Map->Load Management->Billing Point.  The user can select the button for “Optimization Report” 

for the appropriate billing point. 

This report for a feeder can be obtained from the WorldView Map Viewer from the menu Map-

>Load Management->Feeder.  The user can select the button for “Optimization Report” for the 

appropriate feeder. 

The report shows the billing points and feeders, and within each billing point, grouped by feeder.  

For each billing point, the report shows billing point number, billing point name, billing point 

description, billing point section and the voltage optimization configuration. For each feeder, the 

report shows feeder number, feeder name and the voltage optimization configuration. 
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VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION REPORT 
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9.7 VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION MANAGER 

The Voltage Optimization Manager (VOMTR) processes all billing points and feeders during each 

Volt-VAR Optimizer cycle (determined by the System Parameter LOAD MANAGEMENT 

INTERVAL).  VOMTR uses the following control action hierarchy: 

1. Adjust voltage targets on billing points and feeders based on new voltage regulation 

step (based on forecast demand) 

2. Adjust for violations (minimum or maximum voltages outside of limits and deadbands) 

3. Adjust capacitor banks to improve voltage profile 

4. Adjust regulators for optimization (based on voltage target) 

The Voltage Optimization Manager (VOMTR) activity can be monitored via the ScanMonitoring 

utility.  The VOMTR logs messages when it monitors and controls devices. 

The actions in ScanMonitoring should be directed to LdmVltOptServerLog: 

 
 

Example output: 
21-JUN-2013 10:39:00.00 VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION INTERVAL 
 
    BILLING POINT #  1 - VO MODE -> AUTOMATIC 
        FD #  1 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 25.00) 
          MIN LIM ( 23.00) MIN DB (  1.11) MAX LIM ( 28.20) MAX DB (  1.22) 
          MIN VLT ( 23.00) SECTION (  101) MAX VLT ( 35.00) SECTION (  105) 
          PFCTR   (0.8384) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    65.00) CIS (    35.00) 
          KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
        FD #  2 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 31.00) 
          MIN LIM ( 22.50) MIN DB (  1.00) MAX LIM ( 33.50) MAX DB (  1.00) 
          MIN VLT ( 25.00) SECTION (  102) MAX VLT ( 32.00) SECTION (  102) 
          PFCTR   (0.8575) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    60.00) CIS (    20.00) 
          KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
      BP #  1 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 30.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 23.00) MIN DB (  1.10) MAX LIM ( 35.20) MAX DB (  1.20) 
        MIN VLT ( 23.00) SECTION (  101) MAX VLT ( 35.00) SECTION (  105) 
        PFCTR   (0.8575) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    60.00) CIS (    55.00) 
        KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
 
    BILLING POINT #  2 - VO MODE -> SUGGEST 
      BP #  2 - STATUS (SUGGEST  ) TARGET ( 55.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 47.00) MIN DB (  2.10) MAX LIM ( 50.52) MAX DB (  2.20) 
        MIN VLT ( 46.00) SECTION (  121) MAX VLT ( 51.00) SECTION (    2) 
        PFCTR   (0.8384) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    65.00) CIS (    20.00) 
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        KVARLL  (    51.23) KVARUL (    32.87) 
 
    BILLING POINT #  3 - VO MODE -> AUTOMATIC 
      BP #  3 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 70.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 65.00) MIN DB (  1.31) MAX LIM ( 71.20) MAX DB (  1.32) 
        MIN VLT ( 60.00) SECTION (  130) MAX VLT ( 75.00) SECTION (    3) 
        PFCTR   (0.9950) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    10.00) CIS (    10.00) 
        KVARLL  (    53.97) KVARUL (    14.25) 

 
21-JUN-2013 10:40:40.00 VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION INTERVAL 
 
    BILLING POINT #  1 - VO MODE -> AUTOMATIC 
        FD #  1 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 25.00) 
          MIN LIM ( 23.00) MIN DB (  1.11) MAX LIM ( 28.20) MAX DB (  1.22) 
          MIN VLT ( 23.00) SECTION (  101) MAX VLT ( 35.00) SECTION (  105) 
          PFCTR   (0.8384) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    65.00) CIS (    35.00) 
          KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
        FD #  2 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 31.00) 
          MIN LIM ( 22.50) MIN DB (  1.00) MAX LIM ( 33.50) MAX DB (  1.00) 
          MIN VLT ( 25.00) SECTION (  102) MAX VLT ( 32.00) SECTION (  102) 
          PFCTR   (0.8575) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    60.00) CIS (    20.00) 
          KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
      BP #  1 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 30.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 23.00) MIN DB (  1.10) MAX LIM ( 35.20) MAX DB (  1.20) 
        MIN VLT ( 23.00) SECTION (  101) MAX VLT ( 35.00) SECTION (  105) 
        PFCTR   (0.8575) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    60.00) CIS (    55.00) 
        KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
 
    BILLING POINT #  2 - VO MODE -> SUGGEST 
      BP #  2 - STATUS (SUGGEST  ) TARGET ( 55.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 47.00) MIN DB (  2.10) MAX LIM ( 50.52) MAX DB (  2.20) 
        MIN VLT ( 46.00) SECTION (  121) MAX VLT ( 51.00) SECTION (    2) 
        PFCTR   (0.8384) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    65.00) CIS (    20.00) 
        KVARLL  (    51.23) KVARUL (    32.87) 
 
    BILLING POINT #  3 - VO MODE -> AUTOMATIC 
      BP #  3 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 70.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 65.00) MIN DB (  1.31) MAX LIM ( 71.20) MAX DB (  1.32) 
        MIN VLT ( 60.00) SECTION (  130) MAX VLT ( 75.00) SECTION (    3) 
        PFCTR   (0.9950) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    10.00) CIS (    10.00) 
        KVARLL  (    53.97) KVARUL (    14.25) 
 
    BILLING POINT #  1 - FLAGS (00000000) 
     MODE (  0) MNSEC (101) MXSEC (105) MNDST (9999) MXDST (9999) 
     MNREG ( -1) MXREG ( -1) TIMR (  0) 
     OLREG ( -1) ORREG ( -1) OPCB ( -1) 
    BILLING POINT #  2 - FLAGS (00000000) 
     MODE (  0) MNSEC (121) MXSEC (  2) MNDST (9999) MXDST (9999) 
     MNREG ( -1) MXREG ( -1) TIMR (  0) 
     OLREG ( -1) ORREG (  5) OPCB ( -1) 
    BILLING POINT #  3 - FLAGS (00000000) 
     MODE (  0) MNSEC (130) MXSEC (  3) MNDST ( 127) MXDST (   0) 
     MNREG (  6) MXREG (  6) TIMR (  0) 
     OLREG ( -1) ORREG ( -1) OPCB ( -1) 
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    FEEDER #  1 - FLAGS (00000000) 
     MODE (  0) MNSEC (101) MXSEC (105) MNDST (9999) MXDST (   1) 
     MNREG ( -1) MXREG (  7) TIMR (  0) 
     OLREG ( -1) ORREG ( -1) OPCB ( -1) 
    FEEDER #  2 - FLAGS (00000040) 
     MODE (  0) MNSEC (102) MXSEC (102) MNDST (9999) MXDST (9999) 
     MNREG ( -1) MXREG ( -1) TIMR (  0) 
     OLREG ( -1) ORREG (  2) OPCB ( -1) 
    REGULATOR #  1 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (101) MODE (  1) STPNT (    31.44) VLT (    25.00) 
    REGULATOR #  2 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (2) 
     SEC (102) MODE (  1) STPNT (    -1.00) VLT (    32.00) 
    REGULATOR #  3 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (103) MODE (  1) STPNT (    -1.00) VLT (    25.10) 
    REGULATOR #  4 - BPNUM (2) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (  2) MODE (  1) STPNT (    50.00) VLT (    51.00) 
    REGULATOR #  5 - BPNUM (2) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (121) MODE (  1) STPNT (    -1.00) VLT (    51.00) 
    REGULATOR #  6 - BPNUM (3) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (  3) MODE (  1) STPNT (    -1.00) VLT (    75.00) 
    REGULATOR #  7 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (104) MODE (  0) STPNT (    25.00) VLT (    24.99) 
    CAP BANK #  1 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (101) MODE (  1) STS (  1) PRI (  0) CAP (    20.00) 
     VLT (    23.00) MAX IN (     0.00) MIN OUT (     0.00) 
                    OUT CHG (     0.00)  IN CHG (     0.00) 
     SW LIM (1) SW PER (1) SW CNT (0) SW MIN (0) 
    CAP BANK #  2 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (101) MODE (  1) STS (  1) PRI (  0) CAP (    15.00) 
     VLT (    23.00) MAX IN (     0.00) MIN OUT (     0.00) 
                    OUT CHG (     0.00)  IN CHG (     0.00) 
     SW LIM (2) SW PER (6) SW CNT (0) SW MIN (1) 
    CAP BANK #  3 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (2) 
     SEC (102) MODE (  1) STS (  1) PRI (  0) CAP (    20.00) 
     VLT (    31.50) MAX IN (    90.00) MIN OUT (    30.00) 
                    OUT CHG (     1.00)  IN CHG (     1.00) 
     SW LIM (2) SW PER (16) SW CNT (0) SW MIN (14) 
    CAP BANK #  4 - BPNUM (2) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (121) MODE (  1) STS (  1) PRI (  0) CAP (    20.00) 
     VLT (    46.00) MAX IN (     0.00) MIN OUT (     0.00) 
                    OUT CHG (     0.00)  IN CHG (     0.00) 
     SW LIM (0) SW PER (0) SW CNT (0) SW MIN (0) 
    CAP BANK #  5 - BPNUM (3) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (130) MODE (  1) STS (  1) PRI (  0) CAP (    10.00) 
     VLT (    60.00) MAX IN (    90.00) MIN OUT (    30.00) 
                    OUT CHG (     1.00)  IN CHG (     1.00) 
     SW LIM (10) SW PER (10) SW CNT (0) SW MIN (0) 
    CAP BANK #  6 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (105) MODE (  0) STS (  0) PRI (  0) CAP (     0.00) 
     VLT (    35.00) MAX IN (     0.00) MIN OUT (     0.00) 
                    OUT CHG (     0.00)  IN CHG (     0.00) 
     SW LIM (0) SW PER (0) SW CNT (0) SW MIN (9) 
    VLT SENS #  1 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (101) VLT (    25.00) 
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    VLT SENS #  2 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (2) 
     SEC (102) VLT (    25.00) 
    VLT SENS #  3 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (104) VLT (    25.00) 
    VLT SENS #  4 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (100) VLT (    26.50) 
    VLT SENS #  5 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (101) VLT (    -1.00) 
    VLT SENS #  6 - BPNUM (2) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (121) VLT (    -1.00) 
    VLT SENS #  7 - BPNUM (2) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (121) VLT (    -1.00) 
    VLT SENS #  8 - BPNUM (2) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (121) VLT (    -1.00) 
    VLT SENS #  9 - BPNUM (2) FEEDER (-1) 
     SEC (121) VLT (    -1.00) 
    VLT SENS # 10 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (106) VLT (    -1.00) 
    VLT SENS # 11 - BPNUM (1) FEEDER (1) 
     SEC (107) VLT (    -1.00) 
 
 
21-JUN-2013 10:44:05.00 VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION INTERVAL 
 
    BILLING POINT #  1 - VO MODE -> AUTOMATIC 
        FD #  1 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 25.00) 
          MIN LIM ( 23.00) MIN DB (  1.11) MAX LIM ( 28.20) MAX DB (  1.22) 
          MIN VLT ( 23.00) SECTION (  101) MAX VLT ( 35.00) SECTION (  105) 
          PFCTR   (0.8384) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    65.00) CIS (    35.00) 
          KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
        *** FD #  1 - REG #  7 - LOWER REQUESTED 
        *** REGULATOR NOT ACTIVE 
        FD #  2 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 31.00) 
          MIN LIM ( 22.50) MIN DB (  1.00) MAX LIM ( 33.50) MAX DB (  1.00) 
          MIN VLT ( 25.00) SECTION (  102) MAX VLT ( 32.00) SECTION (  102) 
          PFCTR   (0.8575) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    60.00) CIS (    20.00) 
          KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
      BP #  1 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 30.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 23.00) MIN DB (  1.10) MAX LIM ( 35.20) MAX DB (  1.20) 
        MIN VLT ( 23.00) SECTION (  101) MAX VLT ( 35.00) SECTION (  105) 
        PFCTR   (0.8575) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    60.00) CIS (    55.00) 
        KVARLL  (    48.43) KVARUL (    32.87) 
        *** FD #  2 - REG #  2 - OPT RAISE 
 
    BILLING POINT #  2 - VO MODE -> SUGGEST 
      BP #  2 - STATUS (SUGGEST  ) TARGET ( 55.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 47.00) MIN DB (  2.10) MAX LIM ( 50.52) MAX DB (  2.20) 
        MIN VLT ( 46.00) SECTION (  121) MAX VLT ( 51.00) SECTION (    2) 
        PFCTR   (0.8384) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    65.00) CIS (    20.00) 
        KVARLL  (    51.23) KVARUL (    32.87) 
      *** BP #  2 - REG #  5 - OPT RAISE SUGGESTED 
      *** BP #  2 - VOLTAGE TARGET OUTSIDE LIMITS 
      *** BP #  2 - NO OPTIMIZATION ACTION TAKEN 
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    BILLING POINT #  3 - VO MODE -> AUTOMATIC 
      BP #  3 - STATUS (AUTOMATIC) TARGET ( 70.00) 
        MIN LIM ( 65.00) MIN DB (  1.31) MAX LIM ( 71.20) MAX DB (  1.32) 
        MIN VLT ( 60.00) SECTION (  130) MAX VLT ( 75.00) SECTION (    3) 
        PFCTR   (0.9950) DMD (   100.00) KVAR (    10.00) CIS (    10.00) 
        KVARLL  (    53.97) KVARUL (    14.25) 
      *** BP #  3 - REG #  6 - RAISE REQUIRED 
      *** BP #  3 - REG #  6 - CANT BE RAISED - VLT ABOVE LIMIT
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10 DEFAULT VOLT-VAR OPTIMIZER 

10.1 OVERVIEW 

If communication between the QSCADA Server and a QUICS Load Management RTU is lost, 

there is provision for the LM RTU to execute its own preloaded default Volt-VAR Optimizer 

strategies.  This includes up to four shedding strategies and one voltage reduction strategies. 

This section explains the method of defining the Volt-VAR Optimizer strategies at the Server and 

loading these strategies into the QUICS LM RTU via the QUICS Server. 

10.2 DEFAULT LOAD SHED EDITOR 

 

RTU DEFAULT LOAD SHED EDITOR 

10.2.1      OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 
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2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a default load shed strategy definition: 

1. Navigate to a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the device definition fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

 

Modify a device definition: 

1. Access the record to be modified. 

2. Change the information in the data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding o any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a device record: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Blank out all data defining the strategy and press the “Apply” button to save the 

changes. 

Force an update of the online RTU default Volt-VAR Optimizer strategy: 

1. Store the data to the Server by pressing the “dbSave” button. 

 

10.2.2     DATA FIELDS 

RTU NAME 

The point name of the RTU to which this default table is to be downloaded.  This RTU 

must be defined as a Load Management RTU.  Wildcard RTU points ids consist of all 

asterisks (i.e., **** ******) and may be entered in the RTU NAME field. 

Wildcard RTU records may be placed anywhere in the file, but it is suggested that they 

are placed last in the file as some RTUs may require a specifically defined default 

loadshed record (table).  If there are four wildcard default load shed records at the start 

file, these are only records that will be used for all Load Management RTUs. 

For every Load Management RTU in the system (flagged in parameter 2 when defining 

the RTU point), the default loadshed table downloader will search sequentially through the 

default load shed editor and use records specifically defined for that RTU or the wildcard 
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RTU until four records or the end of records is found.  If less than four records are found, 

the downloader substitutes null tables to make up the rest. 

Enter the RTU point name. 

The operator may search for the first/next occurrence of a specific Load Management 

RTU record, Wildcard RTU record or blank record.  Do this by entering the desired RTU 

point name in the RTU key field directly below the record field on the editor and press the 

<ENTER> key. 

DESCRIPTION 

A 20 character text description of the default load shed record for operator reference only. 

 

Enter the text description. 

 

EVALUATION INTERVAL 

The amount of time, in minutes, between re-evaluation of the Volt-VAR Optimizer data 

specified in the record.   

 

Enter number of minutes. 

 

LCR TYPE 

The code denoting the type of radio load control receivers being defined in the control set 

elements definition.  The receiver codes are as follows: 

 

0 = REMS-100, REMS-101 and REMS-102 

1 = AS&E controllers 

2 = Westinghouse controllers 

3 = QEI LMU controllers 

 

Enter the receiver type code. 

 

ENABLE WEEKDAYS 

A checkbox enabling Volt-VAR Optimizer evaluation on weekdays. 

 

Check, if default load shedding is desired on weekdays. 

 

ENABLE WEEKENDS 

A checkbox enabling Volt-VAR Optimizer evaluation on weekends. 

 

Check, if default load shedding is desired on weekends. 

 

DEMAND CONTROL PARAMETERS 

 

ENABLE DEMAND CONTROL 

A checkbox enabling Volt-VAR Optimizer evaluation using the present load in an 

algorithm comparing it against a specified threshold.  The entire group of demand control 

parameters must be defined if demand control is enabled. 

 

Check, if load shed control by demand is desired. 

 

DEMAND POINT NAME 

The name of the analog point that contains in its definition the telemetry address of the 

RTU point used for demand metering.  The value of this point in engineering units is 
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compared with the DEMAND THRESHOLD VALUE to determine if load sheds should be 

performed. 

 

Enter the telemetered analog point name. 

 

POINT TYPE 

The code indicating whether the demand point specified is from the RTUs SCADA 

database or its DAU database. 

 0 = use analog point from RTUs SCADA database 

 1 = use analog point from RTUs DAU database 

 

Enter a code denoting the demand point type. 

 

DEMAND THRESHOLD VALUE 

The demand threshold value that when exceeded, causes the RTUs Volt-VAR Optimizer 

evaluation algorithm to increase the number of elements shed. 

 

Enter the threshold value in engineering units. 

 

DEMAND DEADBAND VALUE 

Enter the amount of engineering units that the demand must drop below the threshold 

before the RTUs evaluation algorithm will start decreasing the number of elements shed. 

 

SHED LADDER SCALE FACTOR 

Enter the shed ladder scaling factor.  This value is the division in the algorithm 

determining the shed step level increment used in calculating the shed ladder index.  If 

the shed ladder scale factor is 0, then the shed step level will be incremented by 1.  The 

algorithm used to calculate the increment value is as follows: 

 

    (demand value – threshold value) 

1 + --------------------------- 

 

TIME CONTROL PARAMETERS 

 

ENABLE TIME CONTROL  

Check, if load shed control by time frame is desired.  The entire group of time control 

parameters must be defined if time control is enabled. 

 

START TIME 

Enter the time of day (in hours and minutes) at which load shedding is to be activated. 

FINISH TIME 

 

Enter the time of day (in hours and minutes) at which load shedding is to be de-activated. 

 

SHED LADDER STEP INCREMENT 

Enter the number of steps in the shed ladder the RTUs shed step level is adjusted at 

each evaluation interval.  If the present time is within the start/finish time frame, the 

increment value is added to the shed step level until the maximum shed step level is 

reached.  Otherwise, the value is subtracted from the shed step level until it reached the 

minimum (0).  This value is only used when demand control is deactivated. 

 

SHED LADDER 

Enter the number of elements of the control set to shed at each shed step level.  The 

control addresses are shed in “Round Robin” order.  The number of elements at each 
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level should be equal to or greater than the number of elements at the previous level 

unless terminating the ladder ascent.  To terminate shed ladder ascent, enter a value of 

zero in the levels above the last desired step level.  The shed step level may be adjusted 

within the range of 0 to 16 at each evaluation interval.  The valid range for the number of 

elements is 0 to 20. 

 

CONTROL SET ELEMENTS DEFINITION 

These fields define the elements to be used as shedding devices for default load shed.  

Each element is numbered to the left hand side and has five (5) data fields.  The input for 

these data fields is dependent upon the LCR type and are as described for the control Set 

Editor.  An element of all zeros indicates an unused element. 

 

10.2.3     TARGETS 

DOWNLOAD OF TABLES TO RTU 

The user may manually download the defined Volt-VAR Optimizer strategy to the LM RTU by 

pressing the “Download” button. 

If download fails to initiate, contact customer service. 

 

10.3 DEFAULT LOAD SHED APPLICATION 

The RTU default load shed information is used to construct a default table to be downloaded be 

Server to the RTU.  In the event a loss of communication between the Server and the RTU of at 

least 5 minutes, the RTU will use the default table to control load shedding until communication is 

restored. 

When communication loss with the Server is determined, the RTU will use the default load shed 

information as follows.  At each load shed interval: 

1. The evaluation interval is added to the current time to set up the next load shed interval time. 

2. If weekdays are enabled and the current date is a weekday, then the evaluation of the load 

shed information is continued.  Otherwise, if weekends are enabled and the current date is a 

weekend day, then the evaluation of the load shed information is continued.  If neither are 

enabled, the evaluation stops here. 

3. If time control is disabled, skip to number 4.  If time control is enabled, the time is tested to 

determine whether or not it is within the start/finish time frame.  The evaluation is as follows: 

- if within the time frame, and demand control is disabled, the shed ladder step increment 

 is added to the RTUs current shed step level (to a maximum of 16) and used as an index 

 into the shed ladder.  Shed controls are then issued to the number of elements specified 

 at the shed step and the evaluation is terminated. 

- if outside of the time frame and the RTUs current shed step level is greater than zero, 

 step increment is deducted from the RTUs current shed step level and used as an index 

 into the shed ladder.  Shed controls are then issued to the number of elements specified 

 at that shed step and the evaluation is terminated. 
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4. If demand control is disabled, the evaluation is terminated here.  If the demand control is 

enabled, the difference between the telemetered valued specified by the demand point name 

and the threshold value is determined and evaluated in the following manner. 

- if the difference is positive, the difference is divided by the shed ladder scale factor to 

 derive an absolute integer value.  If the scale factor is 0, then the step will be 

 incremented by 1.  This value plus one is the shed step increment (not to exceed a 

 maximum of 4).  The increment is added to the RTUs current shed step level (to a 

 maximum of 16) for use as an index into the shed ladder.  Shed controls are then issued 

 to the number of elements specified at that step. 

- if the difference  is negative and by a value of greater than the deadband value, the 

 difference is divided by the shed ladder scale factor to derive an integer value.  This 

 absolute of this value is added to 1 to determine the shed step decrement.  If the scale 

 factor is 0, then the step will be decremented by one.  The decrement is subtracted from 

 the RTUS current shed step level (to a minimum of 0) for use as an index into the shed 

 ladder.  Shed controls are then issued to the number of elements specified at that step. 

10.4 DEFAULT VOLTAGE REGULATOR EDITOR 

The RTU Default Voltage Regulator Editor (Def Voltage Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Reg 

Control tree) is used to construct default voltage regulator tables that are downloaded by the 

Server to the RTUs.  These tables are used by the RTUs to execute voltage reduction when 

communication with the Server is lost.  Up to 16 QVRCs can be specified for each RTU.  For each 

QVRC, the control addresses of the K1 and K2 control relays are specified. 

For 3 Step Regulators, the desired stage of reduction is defined by specifying the required state 

(open or close) for each of the two control relays.  The table below shows the stage of reduction 

obtained for each combination of K1 and K2 relay states. 

K1 STATE  K2 STATE  STAGE 

  OPEN     OPEN       0 

  CLOSE    OPEN       1 

  CLOSE    CLOSE      2 

  OPEN     CLOSE      3 

 

For 5 Step Regulators, the desired stage of reduction is specified directly. 
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DEFAULT VOLTAGE REGULATOR EDITOR 

10.4.1     OPERATION 

Accessing the desired record: 

 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

Add default strategy definition: 

1. Navigate to a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the device definition fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a device definition: 
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1. Access the record to be modified. 

2. Change the information in the data fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modified a DLC record, the “Apply” key must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a device record: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Blank out all data defining the strategy and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

Force an update of the online RTU default Volt-VAR Optimizer strategy: 

1. Store the data to the Server by pressing the “dbSave” button. 

 

10.4.2     DATA FIELDS 

RTU NAME 

The point name of the Load Management RTU. 

 

Enter the RTU name. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

A 20 character text description of the default voltage regulator record. 

Enter the description of the record. 

 

CONTROL POINTS 

For each QVRC, there is a pair of 3-digit K!/K2 relay control address fields.  Beside each 

control address, there is a one-digit field that, for 3 Step regulators, determines the 

desired relay state. 

 

STAGE REDUCTION 

The stage of reduction 0 to 5 voltage reduction the user requires.  For 5 Step regulator 

only. 

 

Enter the stage of reduction. 

 

TYPE 

The regulator type code indicating 3 Step or 5 Step and control type whether RTU or 

DAU.  Valid values are: 

 0 = Empty 

 1 = RTU 3 Step 

 2 = DAU 3 Step 

 3 = RTU 5 Step 

4 = DAU 5 Step 

 

Enter appropriate type number for each QVRC. 
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11 AUTOMATIC METER READING 

11.1. OVERVIEW 

11.1.1     KWH METERING 

The objective of kilowatt hour metering is to capture utilization data on customers fed by an 

electrical power distribution utility. 

Billing meters are devices that accumulate and retain this utilization data at the customer’s sight.  

These meters can then be requested to report its readings to the Server computer.  This system 

is capable of acquiring data from the following types of billing meters. 

KWH meters: 

These meters accumulate customers total kilowatt usage in pulses.  Pulses accumulate 

up to the meters maximum count then roll over (restart from zero).  To determine the 

latest KWH usage, the previous pulse count (the last processed pulse count) is 

subtracted from the present pulse count.  If the pulse count has rolled over, the previous 

pulse count is subtracted from the meters pulse count maximum and summed with 

present pulse count. 

Time of Use meters: 

These also accumulate a customer’s total kilowatt usage in pulses as with the KWH type 

meters but they also accumulate time of use readings.  These readings are the total KWH 

pulses during three time periods within the day (off-peak, shoulder and on-peak) and the 

peak 15-minute KW (demand) during each of the three time periods. These time periods 

are user defined via the Time of Use editor (Time of Use Editor in PlusEditors under LDM 

– Power Line tree). 

The Billing Voltage Meter Editor (Billing Meter Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Line tree) 

facilitates the definition of billing meters that are to be read from the QSCADA Server. 

 

11.1.2     VOLTAGE METERING 

The objective of voltage metering is to capture voltage readings from various remote points in an 

electrical power distribution network. 

Voltage meters are devices that retain present voltage, and minimum and maximum voltages 

since the last scheduled meter reading.  These meters can then be requested to report its 

readings to the Server. 

The Billing/Voltage Meter Editor (Billing Meter Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Line tree) 

facilitates the definition of voltage meters that are to be read from the QSCADA Server. 
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11.1.3     SURVEY METERING 

Survey meters are devices that store periodic readings (e.g., load voltage, etc.) in the distributed 

network of an electrical utility.  The meters are connected to the distribution line network and 

communicate using distribution carrier equipment to the Load Management Remote Terminal Unit 

(LM RTU) in the SCADA communication configuration.  The LM RTU in turn communicate directly 

with the Server. 

Load survey meters (AIM-7010) monitor loads over a set time period and store the readings in a 

set of 96 internal registers.  Each register represents the KWH measured at the end of the 

present time interval (e.g., 15 minutes).  The meter also has a KWH totalizer which tracks the total 

KWH.  This value increments and rolls back over to zero at 1677215. 

Three-phase survey meters (AIM-7011) have an additional capability over the AIM-7010 of taking 

its survey readings from either of two meters; KWH or kVARH.  The user has control as to which 

meter is to be sampled for the survey. 

Voltage survey meters (LVTs) monitor line voltage over a set time period and store the readings in 

a set of 96 internal registers.  Each register represents the voltage measured at the end of the 

preset time interval. 

The survey meter manager program at the Server is responsible for initiating the retrieval of all 

survey readings.  At user defined intervals, the survey meter manager will issue a request to the 

LM RTU to retrieve the present survey readings from a particular survey meter.  Each survey unit 

has a unique meter address and will only respond to requests directed to its address.  It in turn, 

requests the meter vial distribution line carrier equipment, to transmit its survey data.  The survey 

meter returns the current value of 96 internal registers and if an AIMs meter, the total KWH total.  

The survey readings returned are then stored in the historical data file in the QUICS database.  

Once in the historical data file, the readings can be displayed as a graph or table.  The historical 

data can be generated as a printed report. 
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11.2 BILLING/VOLTAGE METER EDITOR 

The Billing/Voltage Meter Editor (Billing Meter Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Line tree) 

facilitates the definition of billing and voltage meters that are to be read from the QSCADA Server. 

 

BILLING/VOLTAGE METER EDITOR 
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11.2.1      OPERATION 

From this editor, the operator can perform the following functions: 

-      scan records in sequential order 

-     access a desired meter record by meter id 

-     scan records by partial meter id 

-     add new meters to the system 

-     modify existing meter definitions 

-     delete meters from the system 

-     request an immediate meter reading 

-     request meter service enable/disable for so equipped meters 

 

From this editor, the operator cannot: 

 

-     modify captured meter reading data 

-    delete meters scheduled for reading on the present data 

 

Each meter must be uniquely identified by its meter identification description and its meter 

address. 

The meter record will display the latest valid readings, the last successful read date, the next 

scheduled reading date, the meter sate at last reading and the point name of the servicing RTU. 

Each page in the editor represents one meter record.  The editor is designed to be able to accept 

thousands of meter definitions.  The only restricting factor is the size of the meter database file. 

Access desired meter record: 

There are two methods of accessing the desired meter record as follows: 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a meter definition: 

1. Navigate to a blank record. 

2. Enter all relevant data into the meter definition fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a meter definition: 

1. Access the desired meter definition record. 

2. Modify the data in the meter definition fields. 
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3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a meter record, the “Apply” button must be pressed 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this is not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST.   

Delete a meter record: 

1. Access the record to be deleted. 

2. Blank out all data and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

Request an immediate meter reading: 

1. Select the “Read Meter” button. 

 

11.2.2     DATA FIELDS 

METER ID 

A 24 character text identification of the meter.  This field is used as a meter record find 

string (described below) and as such should be unique for each meter record defined.  

This field accepts all standard printable ASCII characters for the double quote (“).  If does 

not accept any graphic characters. 

 

Enter the meter identification text. 

 

DEVICE TYPE 

The numeric code specifying the model of the device.  For the definition of these codes 

refer to Appendix A. 

 

Enter the device model code. 

 

DEVICE MAKE 

The numeric code specifying the manufacturer of the device.  The device make code is 

preset to zero (0) for QEI.  For the definition of these codes refer to Appendix D. 

 

Enter the device make code if other manufacturer. 

 

DEVICE ADDRESS 

The 24 bit hardware address strapped into the meter. 

 

Enter the meter address in the range of to 16777215. 

 

DATA FORMAT 

Two meter data input formats are serviced by this software.  A KWH type meter (code2) 

returns its accumulated kilowatt hours only.  A Time of Use type meter (code 3) returns 

the accumulated KWH, plus KWH accumulations and WH maximums for ON PEAK, 

SHOULDER and OFF PEAK periods during the day.  These time periods may be defined 

by the user via the Time of Use Schedule editor and broadcast to the meters on 

command. 
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Enter the type code of 2 for KWH type or 3 for Time of Use type. 

 

FIXED REPEATER (OPTIONAL) 

The physical device address for a fixed signal repeater (Westinghouse meters only). 

 

Enter a fixed repeater address in the range 0 to 31 if required. 

 

VARIABLE REPEATER 

The device address for a variable signal repeater (Westinghouse meters only). 

 

Enter a variable repeater address in the range of 0 to 7 if required. 

 

SECTION 

The section number in the electrical distribution network to which the meter is connected. 

 If a valid section number (1-999) is entered, the input data is checked for validity and if 

correct, the database is updated.  The record contents will not be changed if the data 

input is invalid or incomplete.  A section number of zero (0) indicates that the meter is not 

connected to any section of the electrical distribution network and therefore will not be 

read by the Server.  The METER STATS text displayed on the editor will mark any meter 

in this state. 

 

Enter a section number in the range 0 to 999. 

 

NEXT READING (OPTIONAL) 

Specifies the date that the meter is scheduled for automatic read.  Automatic meter reads 

are initiated at the beginning of the scheduled day and continue until all meters scheduled 

for that day have replied or are determined unreachable.  If not date is entered, the meter 

is not included in scheduled meter reading although it may be read on demand via 

selecting the “READ METER” target on the editor.  

 

Following a scheduled meter read, the next read date is determined by adding the read 

interval (below) to the present date specified.  The user may alter any subsequent read 

date as desired provided the meter is not presently being read. 

 

It is recommended that the read date for the meters defined in the Server be staggered to 

avoid processing bottle-necks on any particular day. 

 

Dates entered occurring prior to the present system date will cause the meter to be 

automatically read on the next processing date and on each subsequent processing date 

until the next read date passes the current date in the format YY/MM/DD. 

 

Enter the initial date if automatic reading is desired. 

 

READ INTERVAL 

Specifies the automatic meter read frequency.  It consists of two fields; the interval 

magnitude and the interval scale.  The interval scale can be day (D), week (W) or month 

(M).  The interval magnitude is the value to multiply the scale by to derive the frequency.  

Following a successful attempt to read the meter, the value derived from this interval will 

be added to the NEXT READING date to determine when next to read the meter. 

 

Enter the read interval if automatic reading desired. 

 

SERVICE DISCONNECT SUPPORTED 
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If the meter being defined has the physical capability to be disconnected from the QUICS 

VI Server system, the user can enable the SERVICE STATUS message output and the 

SERVICE DISCONNCT/CONNECT action targets described below: 

 

Check to enable service disconnect capability. 

 

BILLING METERS – READINGs 

For KWH type meters, the most recently read KWH pulse value is displayed to the right of 

“KWH TOTAL>” 

 

The readings displayed here are those that would appear in the billing meter report if it 

were to be generated at the present time (refer to meter Reports). 

 

These values are for output only (not modifiable by user). 

 

BILLING METERS – POINT NAMEs 

The meter readings are always stored in the meter file for reporting purposes.  These 

input fields facilitate the additional use of an analog point to retain the meter reading(s). 

For KWH type meters, only the KWH total point is applicable. 

 

Enter billing meter readings analog points if desired. 

 

VOLTAGE METER READINGs 

Values in the “READINGS” column and identified in the “VOLTAGE METER” column 

reflect the most recently read voltages. 

 

These values are for output only (not modifiable by user). 

 

VOLTAGE METERS – POINT NAMEs 

The meter readings are always stored in the meter file for reporting purposes.  These 

input fields facilitate the additional use of an analog point to retain the meter reading(s). 

Only point names identified in the “VOLTAGE METERS” column are applicable. 

 

Enter voltage meter reading analog points if desired. 

 

ASSIGNED RTU, BUS 

The point name of the LM RTU that was used for the last meter read attempt and the bus 

through which the LM RTU can reach the meter.  This is determined by the system 

through an analysis of the distribution network connections to find the RTU servicing the 

section to which the meter is defined. 

 

This field is for output only (not modifiable by user). 

 

ACTIVE SET 

The meter register set that is presently being used to accumulate time of use values.  The 

Time of Use meter has two banks of use registers in which to accumulate these values in 

order to prevent loss of data in the event of communication problems between the meter 

and the Server. 

 

This field is for output only (not modifiable by user). 

 

LAST READING 

The date of the last successful meter reading whether automatic or read on demand of 

the user. 
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The field is for output only (not modifiable by user). 

 

METER STATUS 

Text messages indicating the state of the meter and/or communications with the meter at 

the last reading. 

 

This field is for output only (not modifiable by user). 

 

The following is a list of possible status messages and an explanation of each: 

 

CURRENTLY BEING POLLED 

The RTU has been requested to read the meter and has not yet replied with the 

response. 

 

SATISFACTORY 

The last meter read resulted in a valid response. 

 

METER NOT CONNECTED 

The meter has been defined on a distribution section that is not connected to a 

Load Management RTU. 

 

COMMUNICATION FAILURE 

The meter has failed or did not respond on any bus in service to the assigned 

RTU. 

 

METER POWER FAILURE 

The meter has experienced power loss. 

 

METER ALARM DETECTED 

The meter has detected an alarm condition. 

 

METER SELF-TEST FAULT 

The meter has detected a self-test fault. 

 

AUXILIARY STATUS SET 

The voltage meters, indicate that the meter is strapped to measure in the 230 volt 

range. 

 

RTU REPLY GARBLED 

The data returned by the RTU for this meter was invalid. 

 

RTU UNREACHEABLE 

The meter read was not performed for one of the following reasons: 

-     the RTU is not defined 

-     the RTU is failed or manually set to fail 

-     the RTU is not a Volt-VAR Optimizer type. 

-     the comm. line has not been defined. 

-     the comm. line is failed or manually set to failed 

 

SERVICE STATUS 

Text messages indicating the present state of power supply to the customer.  

This field is for output only (not modifiable by user).  The following is a list of 

possible status messages and an explanation of each: 
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CONNECTED 

Electrical service is manually enabled by the meter. 

 

DISCONNECTED 

Electrical service is manually disabled by the meter. 

 

ENABLED 

Electrical service is firmware enabled by the meter. 

 

DISABLED 

Electrical service is firmware disabled by the meter. 

11.2.3     ACTION TARGETS 

The following is an explanation of the meter editors action targets which allow the user to initiate 

the specific system function described. 

READ METER 

The user may request an immediate meter reading by selecting the “Read Meter” button.  

If the meter is on an RTU that is presently busy reading meters, the request is queued 

until the RTU completes its present meter reads. The read request is then processed in 

the same manner as a regularly scheduled meter read except that the “NEXT READING” 

date is not updated. 

 

The message “METER READ HAS COMPLETED” is displayed on the right of the second 

line of the screen from which the meter read was issued when the read was complete.  

The readings on the editor updates as soon as the read completes.  A maximum of one 

meter read on demand request can be pending at any one time. 

 

11.3 TIME OF USE EDITOR 

The Billing Meter Time of Use Editor (Time of Use Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Line 

tree) is used to define the daily demand periods used by TOU billing meters in the maintaining of 

ON PEAK, SHOULDER and OFF PEAK readings.  The schedule defined are automatically 

downloaded to all billing meters, with a group address within the GROUP ADDRESS range 

specified, at the times specified in the subject record. 
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BILLING METER TIME OF USE EDITOR 

11.3.1      OPERATION 

From this editor, the operator may: 

-     scan records in original entry order 

-     access a desired record by record number 

-     add records 

-     modify records 

-     delete records 

-     request the immediate broadcast of the scheduled to applicable billing meters. 

 

 Record Access: 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press 

<ENTER> to access that record. 

To enter/modify a record, the user enters the required data into the editor input fields and 

presses the “Apply” button. 
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11.3.2      DATA FIELDS 

The following is a description of each field in the editor.  When you have completed a TIME OF 

USE record, press the “Apply” button and the input will be checked for validity. 

DAILY DOWNLOAD TIMES 

These times specify the times (military format) that the TOU schedule will be automatically 

broadcast to the TOU billing meters.  The schedules are broadcast on all communication lines 

that are active. 

Enter from 1 to 5 times in the format “HH” and “MM”. 

 

GROUP START ADDRESS 

All meters with a group address equal to or greater than this address and less than or 

equal to the GROUP END ADDRESS is to use this schedule. 

 

Enter the lower meter group address limit. 

 

GROUP END ADDRESS 

All meters with a group address equal to or less than this address and greater than or 

equal to the GROUP START ADDRESS is to use this schedule. 

 

Enter the upper meter group address limit. 

 

DEMAND INTERVAL 

The time interval in minutes on which the KW demand sample is based. 

 

Enter 15, 30, or 60 minutes for the demand interval. 

 

WEEKDAY – MORNING PEAK 

The times of day defining the first OFF PEAK, SHOULDER, and ON PEAK periods to be 

used for each weekday.  Refer to the DAILY DEMAND diagram at the bottom of the 

display as a guideline in determining these times.  The times must be sequentially 

increasing. 

 

Enter the day times in 24 hour format (HH:MM) defining the first demand period for 

weekdays. 

 

WEEKDAY – EVENING PEAK 

The times of day defining the second OFF PEAK, SHOUDER, and ON PEAK periods to 

be used for each weekday.  Refer to the DAILY DEMAND diagram at the bottom of the 

display at a guideline in determining these times.  The times must be sequentially 

increasing. 

 

Enter the day times in 24 hour format (HH:MM) defining the second demand period for 

weekdays. 

WEEKEND AND HOLIDAYS – MORNING PEAK 

The times of day defining the first OFF PEAK, SHOULDER, and ON PEAK periods to be 

used for each weekend day and holiday.  Refer to the DAILY DEMAND diagram at the 

bottom of the display as a guideline in determining these times.  The times must be 

sequentially increasing. 

 

Enter the day times in 24 hour format (HH:MM) defining the first demand period for 

weekends and holidays. 
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WEEKEND AND HOLDAYS – EVENING PEAK 

The times of day defining the first OFF PEAK, SHOULDER, and ON PEAK to be used for 

each weekend day and holiday.  Refer to the DAILY DEMAND diagram at the bottom of 

the display as a guideline in determining these times.  The times must be sequentially 

increasing. 

 

Enter the day times in 24 hour format (HH:MM) defining the first demand period for 

weekends and holidays. 

11.3.3      ACTION TARGETS 

DOWNLOAD TIMES TO METERS 

This target allows the operator to force an immediate download of all the defined time of 

use schedules to the appropriate billing meters.  Select the “Download” button to initiate 

the download. 

 

11.4 METER READING 

11.4.1      TROUBLESHOOTING 

The Billing Meter Read Manager (BMRMGR) activity can be monitored via the ScanMonitoring 

utility. 

The actions in ScanMonitoring should be directed to LdmBillingMeterServerLog. 

The following is a list of monitor log messages and an explanation of each: 

MONITORING INITIATED FOR LdmBillingMeterServer PROCESS 

Monitoring has started and output has started. 

 

LdmBillingMeterServer – DAILY METER READING CYCLE INITIATED 

The daily meter reading cycle has started. 

 

223 METERS ARE TO BE READ IN THIS CYCLE 

223 meters are scheduled to be read on the present date. 

 

PROCESSING QUIC05  /RTU 2 

The meter manager program is searching for a meter    record for a meter that is serviced by 

RTU 2 on comm line 2 and scheduled to be read on the current date. 

 

 

NO METERS TO PROCESS FOR QUIC05  /RTU 2 

RTU 2 on comm line 5 is capable of accepting meter read requests processing, but there are 

no more meters scheduled to be read on the present date. 

 

POLL TABLE ENTRY – METER ADDRESS 00255410 

A meter with address 255410 has been appended to the read list to be downloaded to the 

RTU. A read list may contain up to 7 meters if the meters are KWH only type. 

 

POLL TABLE HAS 6 ENTRIES 

The read list to be sent to the RTU contains 6 meters. 

 

POLL TABLE SENT TO QUICS  /RTU 2 
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The read list has been sent to RTU 2 comm  line 5 

 

POLL TABLE SEND TO QUICS05 FAILED 

The read list sent to QUIC05 has failed. Usually means that QUIC05 scan task is not active. 

Rebuild the scan table. 

 

POLL TABLE UPLOAD FROM QUIC05  /RTU 2 

The read list serviced by RTU 2 on comm. line 2 has been completed and the meter 

manager has requested the data be transmitted to the Server to be stored in the meter 

database. 

 

METER COUNT ERROR: UPLAD =1 DOWNLOAD=6 

The meter data uploaded is in error. The meter count returned by the RTU is not consistent 

with the number of meters that where downloaded in the poll table. The data is not discarded 

until it is determined that the individual meter data is inconsistent also. This condition may be 

caused by communication line noise or RTU error. 

 

METER ADDRESS ERROR: UPLAD=3320 DOWNLOAD=102400 

The uploaded meter data is in error.  The individual meter data returned by the RTU is not   

consistent. The meter address uploaded is not the same as the meter address requested in  

the read list. The data for this meter is discarded. This meter is marked as in error and is     

bypassed until the next processing date. This condition may be caused by communication   

line noise or RTU error. 

 

QUIC05  /RTU 2 RESPONSE TIMEOUT 

RTU 2 on comm line 5 has not responded in a reasonable amount of time currently 5           

minutes).  The same download will be attempted only once again and if the RTU does not    

respond in time, the meters being read will be marked as in error and bypassed until the next 

processing date.  This condition may be caused by communication line or RTU failure. 

 

RETRYING QUIC05  /RTU 2 

The same read list is sent to RTU #2 on comm line 5.  The read request is retried only once 

for an RTU and follows a response timeout for the RTU. 

 

PROCESSING FINISHED FOR QUIC05  /RTU 2 

There are no more meters to read via RTU 2 comm line 5 in the daily meter reading cycle. 

 

METER READ REQUEST FROM SCREEN 02 ACCEPTED – ADDRESS 222222 

The operator at QSCADA screen # 2 requested an immediate read of a meter. The request 

is accepted and the meter read is posted. This message originates from the editor when the 

“REAMETER” target is selected then executed. 

 

METER READ REQUEST FROM SCREEN 02 REJECTED – ADDRESS 67851 

The operator at QSCADA screen #2 requested an immediate read of a meter.  

 

The request is rejected because of one of the following reasons: 

 

1. a previous immediate “METER READ” is outstanding 

2. the section defined for the meter is not connected 

3. the RTU servicing the meter has failed 

 

The message originates from the editor wen the “METER READ” target is selected, then 

executed 
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TEMPORARILY RELEASING LDM TABLES 

The meter manager is temporarily pausing to allow the connections table to be redetermine 

to the system.  

 

REBUILDING PROCESSING TABLES 

The connections table has been redetermined and the daily meter reading list must now be   

redetermined.  

 

Therefore, the daily meter reading cycle is re-initiated. 

 

MONITORING DISABLED FOR LdmBillingMeterServer PROCESS 

Monitoring has been turned off and output will cease. 

 

11.6 SURVEY METER EDITOR 

The Survey Meter Editor (Survey Meter Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – Power Line tree) is 

used to define the individual survey meters. A description of each entry in the editor is given.  

Each meter that the Server is to retrieve data from must be defined using the Survey Meter Editor. 

 Each record in the editor represents one survey meter definition. 

The editor allows the user to define new survey meters, modify existing meter definitions or delete 

meters from the system.  Each meter must be uniquely identified by its meter identification 

description and its meter address. 

Once the Server begins polling of the meter, the meter record will display information on last and 

next poll times, the current state of communication and the RTU that is servicing the meter. 
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SURVEY METER EDITOR 

11.6.1    OPERATION 

Record Access: 

1. Manual sequential scan of records: 

The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

2. Go to record number: 

The record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

To enter/modify a record the user types in the required data into the data fields and then to 

complete the operation, the “Apply” button is pressed. 

The editor requires the specification of a read interval which must be an even multiple of the 

survey reading interval in survey meter device. For example, if the load survey reading interval is 

15 minutes, the poll interval could be one of 15, 30, 45 minutes, 1 hour etc. 

The survey meter data is stored in a historical data set. This allows the readings to be stored over 

a long period of time (i.e., days, months, etc.).  This historical data set must be created before the 

survey meters are defined.  The data set is defined using the Historical Index Editor.  A data 
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collect code of “L” must be specified and the sample interval of the historical data set must be 

equal the time interval of the survey meters. 

11.6.2     DATA FIELDS 

The following is a description of the individual data entry fields of the Survey Meter Editor. 

ENABLE SURVEY 

The field allows the meter to be removed from its normal scheduled read cycle. 

 

Check once meter definition is complete to activate reading of this meter. 

 

METER ID 

A 24 character text identification of the meter.  This field is used as a meter record find 

string (described below) and as such, should be unique for each meter record defined.  

This field accepts all standard printable ASCII characters except for the double quote (“).  

If does not accept any graphic characters. 

 

Enter the unique meter id text. 

 

DEVICE TYPE 

The numeric code specifying the model of the device.  For the definition of these codes 

refer to Appendix D. 

 

Enter the device model code. 

 

DEVICE MAKE 

The numeric code specifying the manufacturer of the device.  The device make code is 

preset to zero (0) for QEI.  For definition of these coders refer to Appendix D. 

 

Enter the device make code if other manufacturer. 

 

DEVICE ADDRESS 

The 24 bit hardware address strapped into the survey meter. 

 

Enter the meter address in the range 0 to 16777215. 

 

SURVEY TYPE 

A code indicating the type of data that the survey meter monitors.  Input from voltage 

surveys require conversion to engineering units prior to storing.  A code of zero (0) 

represents LOAD SURVEY and a code of one (1) VOLTAGE SURVEY. 

 

Enter the survey data type code. 

 

FIXED RPTR (OPTIONAL) 

The fixed portion of the repeater address, for Westinghouse survey meters. 

 

Enter a fixed repeater in the range of 0 to 31. 

 

VARIABLE RPTR (OPTIONAL) 

The variable portion of the repeater address, for Westinghouse survey meters. 

 

Enter a variable repeater in the range of 0 to 7. 
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SECTION 

The section number in the electrical distribution network which the meter is connected.  If 

a valid section number (1-999) is entered, the input data is checked for validity and if 

correct, the database is updated.  The record contents will not be changed if the data 

input is invalid or incomplete.  A section number of zero (0) indicates that the meter is not 

connected to any section of the electrical distribution network, and therefore will not be 

read by the Server. 

 

The METER STATUS text displayed on the editor will indicate any meter in this state. 

 

Enter a section number in the range of 0 to 999. 

 

READ INTERVAL 

Indicates how often the Server will poll the survey meters for data.  This interval must be 

an even multiple of the sample interval of the historical data set.  The read interval is 

entered as days, hours, minutes and seconds. 

 

DUAL INPUT SURVEY 

Three-phase survey meters (e.g. AIM-7011) can take its survey readings from either one 

of two meters; KWH or KVARH.  This field allows the user to inform the system that it is 

dealing with a dual input type meter and that the input is user switchable. 

 

Check if defining a three-phase meter. 

 

SURVEY INPUT 

For three-phase meters, this field allows the user to control from which input the survey 

readings are taken. 

 

Select “A” for KWH surveying or “B” for KVARH surveying. 

 

HIST DATA SET 

The number of the historical data set in which to store the readings received from the 

survey meters.  The historical data set must be already set up to store the survey data. 

 

SURVEY READING 

The name of an analog point whose value will be updated with the most current readings 

received for the survey meter. 

 

TOTAL KWH (OPTIONAL) 

The analog point whose value will be updated with the accumulated total reading received 

from the survey meter. 

 

SAMPLE INTERVAL (OUTPUT ONLY) 

The sample interval of the historical data set.  The sample interval is displayed in days, 

hours, minutes and seconds. 

 

NEXT READING (OUTPUT ONLY) 

The time the next read of the survey meter takes place. 

 

LAST READING (OUTPUTONLY) 

The time the last successful read of the survey meter occurred. 
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ASSIGNED RTU, BUS 

The point name of the LM RTU that was used for the last meter read attempt and the bus 

through which the LM RTU can reach the meter.  This is determined by the system 

through an analysis of the distribution network connections to find the RTU servicing the 

section to which the meter is defined. 

 

This field is for output only (not modifiable by user). 

 

METER STATUS (OUTPUT ONLY) 

A message indicating the current status of communications with the survey meter.  The 

following is a list of possible error messages and an explanation of each: 

 

 CURRENTLY BEING POLLED 

       The RTU has been requested to read the meter and has not yet replied with the 

response 

 

 SATISFACTORY 

       The last meter read resulted in a valid response to the Server. 

 

 METER NOT CONNECTED 

       The meter has been defined on a distribution section that is not connected to a Load   

       Management RTU. 

 

 METER WAS TIME SYNCED 

       The meter requires a time-sync from the RTU.  The RTU will send a time-sync when  

       it completes the upload of data to the Server. 

 

 RTU UNREACHABLE 

 

The meter read has failed for one of the following reasons: 

- the RTU has failed or has been manually set to failed 

- the comm. line has failed or has been manually set to failed  

- a response to a read meter request was not received within the meter poll 

timeout period. The meter response timeout period is 30 minutes 

- the RTU is not defined or is not a Volt-VAR Optimizer RTU 

- the communication line has not been defined 

- the read meter request or response from the RTU failed. 

 

 COMMUNICATION FAILURE 

      Communication between the RTU and the survey meter has failed 

 

 METER POWER FAILURE 

     The power has failed on the survey meter 

 

 METER ALARM DETECTED 

      A meter alarm has occurred.  The RTU will attempt to reset the meter’s alarm flag. 

 

 METER SELF-TEST FAULT 

     A meter self-test fault has occurred.  The RTU will attempt to reset the meter’s flag. 

 

ASSGIGNED RTU (OUTPUT ONLY) 

The point name of the RTU by which the survey meter is serviced (read). Determined by 

analysis of the distribution network connections defined in the Connections Editor. 
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11.7 SURVEY METER READING 

The Survey Meter Manager is the program responsible for scheduling an issuing meter read 

requests to all the meters defined in the Survey Meter Editor.  It schedules meter read requests 

based on the poll interval of the survey meter. 

The meter data returned is stored in a historical data file so that the data can be used to create 

line graphs, histograms and tabular reports. The most resent KWH and total KWH readings 

returned can be stored in analog points so that they can be displayed on Single Line Diagram. 

ACTIVATION 

The following is a list of steps to implement survey metering on the QSCADA Server. 

1. Define analog points to store the current KWH reading and optionally the total KWH 

reading for each survey meter.  These points must not have a telemetry address. 

2. Create a historical data set to store survey data.  Each data set must have the following 

attributes: 

-      the sample interval must be the same as the sampling interval to be defined in the survey 

meter definition. 

-      a data collect code of “L”  indicating the data set will be updated with readings from survey 

meters. 

-      specify the point name of the analog point defined to hold the CURRENT READING> as 

defined in the survey meter. 

3. Define all survey meters using the Survey Meter Editor. 

4. Define the RTU service area through the definition of the network connections 

(Connections Editor). 

Once the historical data set is loaded with the survey meter data, the Historical Data Editor can be 

used to observe the meter readings. Each sample set will contain the survey meter readings for a 

particular poll time.  If the meter data has not been read for that time, then “”NO SAMPLE”” will be 

displayed for that meter’s entry.  It is possible several sample sets with some entries filled and 

some are still empty. 

Each entry is flagged with a condition code, which can be one of the following: 

**  - normal 

“I”  - the entry’s value has been interpolated because there were not readings available     

     for the sample time. 

“X” - the entry’s value has been manually changed by the operator 

“L” - a loss of power occurred on the load survey meter during this interval. 

“B” - there was bad data from load survey encoder fault or halt in processing of metering  

      data during this interval. 

“F” - a communications failure with load survey encoder during this interval. 
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11.7.1      HISTORICAL INDEX EXAMPLE 

 

Explanation:  Survey data set sampling every 15 minutes.  Note “L” data collect code is Volt-VAR 

Optimizer. 
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12 DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION 

12.1 OVERVIEW 

In general, Distribution Automation is the computer automated control of electrical distribution by 

data acquisition from and control of devices remote to the QSCADA Server. 

The QSCADA system is able to communicate with devices spread about an electrical distribution 

network through the use of distribution line carrier equipment which inject electronically addressed 

messages on to the distribution network.  These messages are picked up by devices listening on 

the distribution line for messages with the particular address.  These devices can then construct 

and inject various electronic replies. 

Electrical distribution networks are dynamic in nature.  Faults can occur at any point within the 

network causing sections of the network to be isolated from electrical service.  Distribution 

Automation for the QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer Subsystem is designed so that communication 

with devices can be easily maintained during these distribution network changes. 

The Volt-VAR Optimizer Subsystem of the QSCADA Server encompasses many features which 

allow the user to control distribution Automation as described: 

Remote Device Data Acquisition 

Billing Metering facilities retrieval of power usage readings from smart customer meters. 

The possible readings are total kilowatt hours, off-peak/shoulder/on-peak kilowatt hours 

and off-peak/shoulder/on-peak kilowatt demands.  After retrieval, these readings can be 

used to automatically produce input for customer billing computer systems. 

 

 Voltage Meter facilitates retrieval of voltage readings from line voltage transponders 

located throughout the network.  The data retrieved here can be used to make corrections 

to voltage fluctuations or inconsistencies. 

 

Survey Metering facilitates retrieval of kilowatt hour, kilowatt hour and line voltage surveys 

from so equipped devices along the distribution network.  This information can be used to 

produce graphs and tables for forecasting and planning purposes. 

 

Distribution Line Communication facilitates the retrieval of real-time readings from around 

the distribution area such as load samples, atmospheric readings or transformer 

temperatures. 

 

Remote Device Control 

Distribution Line Communication facilitates the transmission of control commands to 

devices about the network.  This allows the user to trip or close motorized poll top 

breakers or open water gates for hydraulic generation while sitting at the QSCADA 

terminal. 

 

Distribution Line Fault Detection 

Distribution Line Communication facilitates the monitoring of many types of devices 

placed in crucial locations throughout the network in order to detect the occurrence and 

location of distribution line faults.  This allows the user to respond quickly to isolate the 

fault area and restore service to the other side of the fault. 
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12.2 DISTRIBUTION LINE COMMUNICATION DEVICE EDITOR 

The Distribution Line Communications Device Editor allows the user to define the DLC device to 

the QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer Subsystem. 

Distribution line communication devices are any piece of electrical distribution equipment able to 

respond via distribution line carrier equipment.  The primary objective of the DLC subsystem is to 

monitor the distribution network for faults.  Its secondary objective is to routinely retrieve data from 

DLC devices with data storage capability. 

QEI  DLC devices include the following equipment: 

Distribution Automation Units (DAUs) 

Line Voltage Transponders (LVTs) 

Communication Verification Transponders (CVTs) 

Distribution Load Control Receiver (DLCs) 

Addressable Intelligent Meters (AIMs) 

 

Some of these pieces of distribution monitoring equipment are also able to return other data to the 

Server although this capability will not be discussed in this section. 

 

DISTRIBUTION LINE COMMUNICATION DEVICE EDITOR 

 

12.2.1     OPERATION 

Access desired record: 

     Manual sequential scan of records: 

 The “Forward” and “Back” buttons can be used to scan through the records. 

 

     Go to the record: 

The specific record number may be typed in to the GoTo textbox and press <ENTER> to 

access that record. 

 

Add a device definition: 

1. Place the cursor in the DLC key field located directly below the RECORD # key field in the 

upper right hand of the editor and press <ENTER> to access a blank record. 

2. Enter the relevant data into the device definition fields. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by a message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

Modify a device definition: 

1. Access the desired DLC device definition record. 
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2. Modify the data in the DLC device definition record. 

3. Press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

4. If notified of input errors by a message, correct the specified error and redo step 3. 

** NOTE:  When the user add/modifies a DLC record, the “Apply” button must be pressed before 

proceeding to any other screen.  If this not done, all the newly entered DATA WILL BE LOST. 

Delete a device record: 

1. Access the desired device record to be deleted. 

2. Blank out all data and press the “Apply” button to save the changes. 

Force an update of the RTUs DLC device table. 

1. Store the data to the Server by selecting the “dbSave” button. 

12.2.2     DATA FIELDS 

The following is an explanation of the data items required to define a distribution line 

communication device to the QSCADA system. 

 

DLC POINT NAME 

The status point name of the DLC device.  The point must have been previously defined by 

the user as an RTU type point as it is used to indicate the communication status of the 

device and also as a remote device to which its enabled points (if any) are related. 

 

Enter the DLC point name. 

 

DLC DESCRIPTION 

A 24 character test description of the device (for operator reference only). 

 

Enter the text description 

 

DEVICE MODEL 

A code indicating the DLC device type.  This code indicates to the system how 

communication with the device is to be handled.  For example, if the device is a DAU-8010, 

there is no need for the RTU to use it in fault identification as DAUs are polled in a continual 

data acquisition cycle.  For Westinghouse Carrier Control Units (CCU) with dual power 

amplifiers, the model code entered for unit #1 will determine which power amplifier is used 

for communications.  Refer to Appendix D under device model codes to determine the 

correct code for the device being defined. 

 

Enter the device’s model code. 

 

DEVICE MAKE 

A code indicating the manufacturer of the device.  Indicates to the system the protocol used 

to communicate with the device.  Refer to Appendix D under device manufacturer codes to 

determine the correct coder for the device being defined. 

 

Enter the device’s manufacturer code. 
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DEVICE ADDRESS 

The unique physical address strapped into the device.  The system uses this address to 

direct any required communications to the device. 

 

Enter DLC device address as an integer value. 

 

DEVICE PRIORITY 

The code to mark the device for priority handling.  This feature is made available for Line 

Voltage Transponders involved in closed-loop voltage control.  Presently unsupported by 

RTU firmware (future). 

 

SECTION 

The section number in the electrical distribution network to which the device is connected.  If 

a valid section number (1-999) is entered, the input data is checked for validity and if correct, 

the record is updated.  The record contents will not be changed if the data input is invalid or 

incomplete.  A section number of zero (0) indicates that the device is not connected to any 

section of the electrical distribution network, and therefore will not be read by the Server. 

 

Enter a section number in the range of 0 to 999. 

 

FIXED REPEATER (CLOCK) 

For Westinghouse devices, the fixed address for the repeater device.  The valid range is 0 to 

31.  If no repeater is used, enter 31. 

 

For AS&E devices, the clock polarity code where 0 indicates positive and 1 indicates 

negative. 

 

VARIABLE REPEATER (BUS/PHASE) 

For Westinghouse devices, the variable address for the repeater device, the valid range is 0 

to 7.  If no repeater is used, enter (7) to indicate no repeater used. 

 

POINT CONFIGURATION AND ASSIGNMENT 

 

Some DLC devices have extended data acquisition and control capabilities.  These extended 

capabilities can be defined to the Server via these point tables.  The user need only specify 

which points are to be retrieved from the DLC device (if any) by enabling the point by 

checking the Enable box. 

 

ENABLE STATUS 

The RTU contains a table in its memory to store the DLC status point values.  This table is 

organized as an array of 16 panels (numbered 0-15) with 16 status points per panel making a 

total of 256 available status points.  Status points of panel 0 are reserved for LM RTU status 

reporting (refer to LM RTU PSEUDO STATUS).  Panels 1 to 15 are available for DLC status 

points which therefore number 240 (16 to 255).  These status points can b dynamically 

allocated to store status values returned from DLC devices defined in the LM RTUs DLC 

device table downloaded from the Server. 

 

Each DLC can allocate up to 12 status points in the LM RTUs database.  To allocate status 

points in the LM RTUs database for input from this DLC, enable the desired DLC status point 

by checking the status number on the editor.  When the record is stored and the LM RTUs 

DLC device table is updated, the RTU will allocate the enabled status points starting from 

status #16 in the LM RTUs status table.  The bracket field to the right of the status enabled 

on the editor will then reflect the status point number (bracketed status #) allocated in the LM 
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RTUs database.  To convert this to a physical panel/status value for troubleshooting, use the 

following algorithms. 

 

Panel # = bracketed status # / 16 

Relative status # = bracketed status # - (panel # * 16) 

 

Example:  110 on the DLC Editor converts to panel relative status 14 on status panel #6. 

 

Status panel # = 110 / 16 = 6 

Panel relative status # = 110 – (6 * 16) = 14 

 

 

ENABLE CONTROL 

The RTU contains a table up to 106 DLC control points that can be dynamically assigned to 

DLC devices defined in the RTUs DLC device table downloaded from the Server. 

 

Each DLC can allocate up to 4 positions in the LM RTUs control table. Each of the items in 

the DLC device records control table relates directly to the same physical control point in the 

DLC device. 

 

To assign LM RTU control table entries to the DLC device, enable the desired DLC control 

point by checking the control number on the editor. 

 

When the record is stored and the LM RTUs DLC device table is updated, the RTU will assign the 

enabled control points starting from entry #0 in the LM RTUs control table on an as needed basis. 

The bracket field to the right of the control enabled on the editor will then reflect the control point 

assignment in the LM RTUs database. 

 

ENABLE ANALOG 

The RTU contains a table in its memory to store up to 128 DLC analog point values.  This 

table is organized as an array of analog words, numbered 0 to 127.  These analogs can be 

dynamically allocated to store analog values returned from DLC devices in the RTUs DLC 

device table downloaded from the Server. 

 

Each DLC can allocate up to 8 analog points in the LM RTUs database.  Each of the items in 

the DLC device record analog table relates directly to the same physical analog point in the 

DLC device. 

 

To allocate analog points in the LM RTUs database for input from the analog points in the 

DLCs analog database, enable the desired DCL analog point by checking the analog number 

of the editor.  For example, the temperature point in a DAU-8010 is always point #5 in the 

device.  This DLC analog point is physically connected to the electronic thermometer in the 

device.  When the record is stored and the LM RTUs DLC device table is updated, the RTU 

will allocate the enabled analog points starting from analog #0 in the LM RTUs analog table.  

The bracket field to the right of the analog enabled on the editor will then reflect the analog 

point number allocated in the LM RTUs database. 

 

ENABLE ACCUMULATOR 

The RTU contains a table in its memory to store up to 128 DLC analog point values.  This 

table is organized as an array of 9 banks (numbered 0-8) with 16 accumulators per bank 

making a total of 144 accumulators.  Accumulators of bank 8 are reserved for LM RTU 

communication statistics reporting.  Banks 0 to 8 are left available for DLC accumulators 

which therefore number 128 (0 to 127).  These accumulators can be dynamically allocated to 
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store accumulator values returned from DLC devices defined in the RTUs DLC device table 

downloaded from the Server. 

 

Each DLC allocate up to 8 accumulators in the LM RTUs database.  Each of the items in the 

DLC device record accumulator table relates directly to the same physical accumulator in the 

DLC device. 

 

To allocate accumulator points in the LM RTUs database for input from the accumulators in the 

DLC accumulator database, enable the desired DLC accumulator by checking the accumulator 

number on the editor.  When the record is stored and the LM RTUs DLC device table has been 

updated, the RTU will allocate the enabled accumulator points starting from accumulator #0 in the 

LM RTUs accumulator table on an as needed basis.  The bracket field to the right of the 

accumulators enabled on the editor will then reflect the accumulator number (bracketed 

accumulator #) allocated in the LM RTUs database.  To convert this to the physical 

bank/accumulator for troubleshooting, use the following algorithms: 

 

bank # = bracketed accumulator # / 16 

relative accumulator # = bracketed accumulator # - (bank * 16) 

 

Example:  accumulator number 23 on the DLC Editor converts to the bank relative accumulator 

number 7 on accumulator bank number 1. 

 

accumulator bank # = 23 / 16 = 1 

relative accumulator # = 23 – (1 * 16) = 7 

 

ASSIGNED RTU 

The point name of the RTU that services communication with this DAU device.  This is 

determined through an analysis of the present distribution networks configuration.  For user 

reference only (not user modifiable) 

 

BUS 

The bus number by which the RTU communicates with the device.  This is determined 

through an analysis of the present distribution networks configuration.  For user reference 

only (not modifiable). 

 

UNIT # 

The assigned LM RTUs DLC device table entry number (1-255) of the DLC device.  This is 

determined through an analysis of the present distribution networks configuration.  For user 

reference only (not user modifiable). 

 

INTERROGATE FOR FAULT IDENTIFICATION 

 

A checkbox that will enable the DLC device as possible candidate for fault identification if the 

device is determined to be the endpoint of any distribution network path. 

 

Check if the device may be an interrogated as an endpoint. 

 

UPLINE DLC, UNIT # 

For user reference only (not user modifiable). 
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12.2.3     DLC DEVICE COMUNICATION 

Since distribution networks are dynamic in nature, the distribution line communications devices 

must be reachable from at least two points (LM RTUs) on the network in order to maintain 

communication in each device.  This requires the ability to easily transfer the task of polling any 

device from one LM RTU to another.  The QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer system facilitates this 

need through the use of a “PSEUDO” Communications Line. 

Pseudo Communication Lines do not require a physical communication line nor the allocation of a 

computer port.  Their purpose is to direct DLC device communication to the real communication 

line that services the LM RTU which presently reach the DLC device.  Therefore, any operator 

initiated communication with DLC device requires the system to convert its fixed system address 

into the dynamic physical address for LM RTU relayed transmittal and visa-versa any input from 

the device must have its address converted for storing into the proper points in the system.  To 

perform this, the pseudo communication line must be defined using the SCAN TASK NAME of 

“QDLC”.  The rest of the definition is the same as any other comm. line although no actual 

communication information is required.  Refer to Communication Line Points in the DB3000- 

DATABASE MANUAL.  It is recommended that the commline number used to define the pseudo 

commline be the highest available value (e.g. 63) so it won’t be confused with real communication 

lines. 

Al DLC devices must be defined to the system as an RTU status point as it is used to indicate the 

communication status of the device and also used as a remote device to which its enabled points 

(if any) are related.  The communication lien number used in its definition must be that of the 

pseudo commline definition. 

 

12.2.4     DLC POINTS ADDRESSING 

The QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer DLC subsystem is designed so that communication with the 

DLC devices can be easily maintained after the configuration of the distribution network. 

DLC device points, like all other points in the system, are defined via the Point Editor. The only 

difference from defining any other type of remote point is the use of the fields in telemetry and 

control addresses.  For a detailed description for all fields in the point editor not discussed in this 

section, refer to the DB-3000 DATABASE MANUAL. 

All addressing for DLC device points use the communication line number and RTU number 

specified in the definition of the RTU status point used in defining the DLC device. 

STATUS TELEMETRY ADDRESS 

The status number found to the left of the status enabled on the DLC editor must be entered 

in the “A” field.  The rest of the telemetry address can be zeroed. 

LM RTU operational statuses are returned to the Server in line number zero (0) in the 

standard RTU response.  The statistics available at the creation of this document are the 

total DLC device polls and the DLC device response failures.  The user can address these 

using the LM RTUs communication line and RTU number and the “A” fields as follows: 

                       Telemetry       Address 

  Status meaning closed  (1)   A field         B field 
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  LM RTU has reset   0  0 

  DLC device table failure   0  1 

  Default LM table failure   0  2 

  Server /RTU clear to send  0  3 

  REMS frequency synthesizer failure 0  4 

  Meter data ready   0  5 

  Survey data ready   0  6 

  Default LM is running   0  7 

 

CONTROL ADDRESS 

The DLC control point number found to the left of the control enabled on the DLC editor must 

be entered in the “A” field.  The rest of the telemetry address is defined as normal. 

 

ANALOG TELEMETRY ADDRESS 

The DLC analog point number found to the left of the analog enabled on the DLC editor must 

be entered in the “A” field.  The rest of the telemetry address is defined as normal. 

 

ACCUMULATOR TELEMETRY ADDRESS 

The DLC accumulator number found to the left of the accumulator enabled on the DLC editor 

must be entered in the “A” field.  The rest of the telemetry address is defined as normal. 

 

Communication statistics accumulators are returned to the Server in bank number eight (8) 

of the accumulator poll response.  The statistics available at the creation of this document 

are the total DLC device polls and the DLC device response failures.  The user can address 

these using the LM RTUs communication line and RTU number and the “A” fields as follows: 

 

                               Physical      Accumulator 
  Communication statistic    Bank/Accumulator     Number  

        
  Total DLC device polls   8 0    128 

  DLC device response failures  8 1    129 
 

12.3 SERVER RTU OPERATION 

When the “Update RTU” button is selected, the DLC configuration is evaluated by the Server as 

follows: 

1. Scan the DLC device database for devices presently serviced by an LM RTU. 

2. For each LM RTU, construct a DLC device table loading pertinent device data into the 

next available DLC device table unit entry starting from the first entry in the DLC device 

table (Unit #1). 

3. Scan the DLC device table unit# order and sequentially assign the enabled points to the 

appropriate point table in the LM RTU.  The results produced here are for Server. 

4. Compare the newly created LM RTUs DLC device table with its existing DLC device table 

and if any difference, download the new table to the LM RTU. 

5. After downloading a new DLC device table to an LM RTU, the Server evaluates the unit 

status for the DLC devices assigned to it.  By analysis of all paths through the present 

distribution network configuration, the Server determines which communication 
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verification devices are the most remote devices not marked as failed (endpoints).  The 

devices included in this evaluation must have the following attributes: 

a) user defined to “INTERROGATE FOR FAULT IDENTIFICATION” 

b) not a devices polled in DLC data acquisition (e.g., DAUs) 

**NOTE:  Any DLC device may be defined to the DLC device editor as a CVT if the device 

is not to return data.  In this case, the device will be requested to respond with an “IM 

HERE” only.  For example, an LVT or DAU may be defined in the editor as a CVT if data 

is required from the device.  AIMs devices are only polled as CVT and therefore, need 

only be defined as AIMs in the DLC database. 

6. The LM RTU is then notified which devices are the endoints so that it can request an “IM 

HERE” response from these devices only.  This is to eliminate redundant device polling 

because if the endpoint device is responding to “IM HERE” requests, then it has to be 

assumed that there is no line fault preceding this device and that the upline devices would 

respond if requested to anyway. 

7. Every time that an LM RTU reports that one of its devices has failed, the endpoints for 

that LM RTU are re-evaluated so as to revise the LM RTUs endpoints list. 

 

12.4 RTU to DLC OPERATON 

Load Management RTUs contain a Distribution Line Communication device table that is organized 

as an array of 255 DLC Unit entries, numbered Units 1 to 255.  Each entry may contain pertinent 

data on each DLC device to be serviced by the LM RTU. DLC devices are dynamically assigned 

to each LM RTUs device table by evaluating the present distribution network configuration by 

scanning the DLC database for devices that are on a section that is presently serviced by the LM 

RTU. 

To communicate with the DLC devices, the LM RTU uses distribution line carrier equipment to 

inject messages on to the distribution line at a speed that is easily separable from the 60 cycle 

power transmission.  Each message contains the physical device address at a fixed position so 

that only the specific device strapped with that address will respond to the message. 

Once the LM RTU receives a complete DLC device table, it initiates the DLC data acquisition 

cycle where every 5 minutes the following performed: 

1. Address unit # 1 in the DLC device table. 

2. If a DAU or LVT, 

 a)  send it a message requesting data transmission 

 

b)  if no response, and the device is not already marked as failed, retry the request up to 

two more times. 

 

c)  if still no response, mark device has failed, notify the Server on the next request for 

changes, go to step 4. 
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 d)  if device transmitted its data and any data has changed, store the changed data in 

 the assigned points of the appropriate LM RTU point database, transmit the changed 

 data to  the Server on the next request for changes. 

3. If a CVT or AIM and its marked as endpoint, 

 a)  send it a message requesting a “IM HERE” response. 

 

 b)  if no response, and the device is not already marked as failed, retry the request up to 

 two more times. 

 

c)  if still no response, mark device as failed, notify the Server on the next request for 

changes, go to step 4. 

4. Address the next unit in the DLC device table. 

5. If reached the end of the DLC device table, wait for next five minute iteration. 

6. Go to step 2. 

** NOTE:  This data acquisition cycle will restart every 5 minutes unless it takes more than 5 

minutes because there are too many devices.  In this case, the cycle will restart as soon as 

the previous one completes. 

 

12.5 REPORTS  

There are two reports that the user can use to give a concise report of present distribution line 

communication device configuration and assignment.  These are the DLC Cross Reference 

(DLCXRF) and the Substation Map of DLCs (DMUMAP) which can be generated from 

UtilityClient. 

DLC CROSS-REFERENCE REPORT GENERATION 

Select DLCXRF from the UtilityClient option pulldown menu.  Enter the LM RTU Point in the RTU 

Point text box.  Select the “Send Request” button. 
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DLX CROSS-REFERENCE REPORT 

 

SUBSTATION MAP REPORT GENERATION 

Select DMUMAP from the UtilityClient option pulldown menu.  Enter the LM RTU Point in the RTU 

Point text box.  Select the “Send Request” button. 
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SUBSTATION MAP REPORT 

 

12.6 FAULT IDENTIFICATION 

The Volt-VAR Optimizer Distribution Automation Subsystem is designed around the need to 

rapidly determine when and where a line fault has occurred.  The QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer 

System determines this by monitoring the response from DLC devices along the distribution line 

network.  DLC devices are electrical distribution equipment that can respond to electronic 

requests injected on to the various phases of the distribution bus.  The following is a description 

by example of the method used to detect faults in the distribution lines. 

The diagram below depicts a hypothetical distribution line network.  Along the distribution lines 

there are two types of devices.  The devices that are numbered and connected onto the side of 

the lines are communication verification devices used for monitoring the lines for fault detection. 

The lettered devices in-line are sectioning breakers that can be used to reroute the electrical 

service around a fault. 
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The present configuration has breakers E,V,T,P and M tripped causing the following paths 

through the closed breakers: 

path 1: thru A, B, C ,D ending at V 

path 2: thru I, J, K, L, N ending at P 

path 3: thru H, G, F ending at E 

path 4: thru H, G ending at T 

path 5: thru O, Q, U ending at V 

path 6: thru O, R, S ending at M 
 

Considering this configuration, the Server would send the LM RTU and endpoint list containing CV 

devices 2, 9, 3, 13, 14 and 10.  The LM RTU then monitors the devices contained in this list on a 

cyclical basis. 

Scenario: 

1. A poll supporting the line between CV device 7 and breakers K is knocked down in an 

auto accident causing the line to fault. 

2. In the LM RTUs monitoring, it realized that CV device 9 has not responded after three 

attempts. 

3. The LM RTU reports this failed device to the Server. 
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4. The Server alarms the operator of the failure and re-evaluates the network configuration 

to create a new endpoints list. 

5. The Server determines the new endpoints list to be 2, 8, 3, 13, 14 and 10.   ** Note that 

device 9 is no longer in the endpoint list.  It has been replaced with the device directly 

upline from it; device 8. 

6. The Server sends the revised endpoints list to the LM RTU along with a request to check 

device 8 for response immediately. 

7. The LM RTUs immediately requests a response from device 8 and realizes that CV 

device 8 does not respond. 

8. The LM RTU reports this failed device to the Server. 

9. The Server alarms the operator of the failure and re-evaluates the network configuration 

to create a new endpoints list. 

10. The Server determines the new endpoints list to be 2, 7, 3, 13, 14, and 10.  **Note that 

device 8 is no longer in the endpoint list.  It has been replaced with the device directly 

upline from it; device 7. 

11. The Server sends the revised endpoints list to the LM RTU along with a request to check 

device 7 for response immediately. 

12. The LM RTUs immediately requests a response from device 7 and which responds 

immediately. 

13. The operator views this sequence of events via a Single Line Carrier Diagram of the 

distribution network and can deduce that there is a fault between 7 and 8. 

14. The operator can then isolate the fault by tripping breakers J and L and reroute service by 

closing breaker P. 

The new configuration has breakers E. V. T, J, L and M tripped causing the following paths 

through the closed breakers: 

path 1: thru A, B, C, D ending at V 

path 2: thru I ending at P 

path 3: thru H, G, F ending at E 

path 4: thru H, G ending at T 

path 5: thru O, Q, U ending at V 

path 6: thru O, R, S ending at M 

path 7: thru O, P, N ending at L 

 

When the fault has been repaired, the operator can return the network to its normal configuration. 

The distribution network used is hypothetical and may not depict a viable configuration.  Its only 

purpose is to aid in explaining the functioning of the fault detection software of QSCADA 

Distribution Automation. 
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13 Appendix A – Closed Loop Voltage Control 

The appendix describes the QUICS-IV Closed Loop Voltage Control algorithm (VC).  VC 

determines the proper stage of Voltage Reduction using measured voltage values and operator 

entered limits. 

13.1 Glossary 

The following nomenclature is used in this appendix: 

StrategyStep 

 A level of Volt-VAR Optimizer based on Demand exceeding the Demand Threshold. 

 

DesiredStep 

A regulator stage based on the demand at a BillingPoint.  Load management determines the 

value on the stage based on the CurrentStrategyStep and StrategyTable. 

 

PerCentDutyCycle 

The percent shed for a given LoadClass at a particular StrategyStep. 

 

StrategyTable 

A data structure that is part of the Volt-VAR Optimizer DataBase.  The table is a matrix - 

rows are StrategyStep, columns are LoadClasses, and the value at the intersection is a   

PerCentDutyCycle or a VoltageReduction Stage. 

 

VoltageReduction 

This term refers to the QUICS-IV VoltageRegulator Management algorithm. 

 

VoltageControl (VC) 

This term refers to the Closed Loop Voltage Control algorithm. 

13.2 Overview 

The QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer software provides a control algorithm for voltage regulators 

defined using the Voltage Regulator Group Editor (Regulator Editor in PlusEditors under LDM – 

Reg Control tree).  Each regulator has an assigned LoadClass and section number.  The section 

number associates the regulator with a BillingPoint.  The LoadClass is used to find a desired 

stage of voltage reduction for the regulator using a StrategyTable associated with each 

BillingPoint.  Multiple Strategy/Tables can be created; however each BillingPoint has only one 

active StrategyTable.  A StrategyTable is a matrix where the rows are StrategySteps and the 

Columns are Load Classes.  For Voltage Regulators, the value at the intersection of each row 

(StrategyStep) and each column (LoadClass) specifies a voltage reduction stage.  The maximum 

stage specified for a particular VoltageRegulator must not reduce the voltage below the allowable 

minimum level.  This maximum stage value must be estimated or determined empirically.  Since a 

conservative approach must be used, the amount of voltage reduction that can be obtained is 

usually less than ideal.  This form of voltage control is termed VoltageReduction. 

The VoltageControl algorithm is a closed loop scheme that determines the appropriate stage of 

voltage reduction based on real-time measurement of the voltage on the line.  For one to eight 

voltage measurement points can be specified for each VoltageRegulator.  The minimum 

measured voltage value is used to determine the output stage for the regulator. 

Although any analog input can be used to monitor line voltage, a convenient method is to use Line 

Voltage Tranducers (LVTs) for these inputs.  A calculation finds the lowest voltage from the 
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readings of all defined monitor points.  This minimum line voltage is compared to a minimum 

voltage limit and a deadband value.  If the minimum line voltage is greater than the limit plus the 

deadband, the regulator can be controlled to a higher stage (a greater degree of voltage 

reduction).  Regulators controlled by this algorithm will be called “VoltageControl Regulators” 

(VCRs). 

Voltage Control works in conjunction with the Volt-VAR Optimizer software.  VCRs are defined 

using the regulator editor in the same manner as VoltageReduction Regulators.  Additional inputs 

are required to define the parameters required by the VC algorithm. Operators monitor and 

manage the operation of the algorithm using Single Line Displays (SLDs). Initiation of control of a 

CVCR is controlled by the mode of the BillingPoint and the active StrategyTable.  If Volt-VAR 

Optimizer specifies that an increased stage of voltage reduction should be output, the 

VoltageControl algorithm is triggered.  The actual stage of reduction that is applied depends on 

the voltage limit, the deadband and the measured minimum voltage.  After VC has been triggered, 

the algorithm attempts to reduce the voltage as much as possible without violating the lower limit. 

When Volt-VAR Optimizer determines that voltage reduction should be removed, the 

VoltageControl algorithm removes reduction using one of two operator selectable methods. 

Follow/Mode – In this mode, VC follows the “backout” strategy defined in the 

StrategyTable.  Whenever the Strategy calls for output of a stage that is lower than the 

stage determined by VC, VC uses the stage specified by the Strategy.  When the Strategy 

calls for output of a stage zero (No reduction), VC sends the control outputs required to 

force the regulator to stage zero.  At this time, the VoltageControl algorithm becomes 

inactive and will not control regulators until again triggered by Volt-VAR Optimizer. 

Not FollowMode – In this mode, VC continues to apply the maximum possible stage of 

reduction until the Strategy calls for output of stage zero.  At this time, VC sends the 

control ouputs required to force the regulator to stage zero and becomes inactive as 

described above. 

Since data acquisition of values from the line voltage monitoring points and the physical control of 

voltage regulators can take longer than the Volt-VAR Optimizer interval, VC uses a separate time 

interval to delay computation of a new minimum until a valid reading has been obtained.  This time 

interval is entered into a pseudo analog point named SYS$,AVCINT.  (This point must be created 

using the Point Editor). 

On any given BillingPoint, regulators can be defined to use the VoltageReduction algorithm or the 

VoltageControl algorithm. 

 

13.3 Definition of Voltage Control Regulators 

VCRs are defined using the Volt-VAR Optimizer Regulator Group Editor.  The editor display 

screen shown in Figure 13.2 - 1. 
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Figure 13.2 – 1 Volt-VAR Optimizer Regulator Group Editor 

 

13.3.1      Navigation/Control 

There are two methods of accessing the desired voltage regulator record. 

1. The “Forward” and “Back” buttons will access the next/previous record. 

2. The GoTo textbox can be used to locate the particular record in which you are interested. 

 To do this, enter the record number in the GoTo textbox and then press <ENTER> to 

retrieve the record entered. 

From this editor, the operator may: 

- scan records in original entry order 

- access a desired record by record number 

- add a voltage regulator definition 

- delete a voltage regulator definition 
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The following is a description of each field.  When a record is completed, press the “Apply” button 

and the input will be checked for validity.  If all is correct, the data can be stored to the Server 

using the “dbSave” button. 

 

13.3.2      Data Fields required for both regulator types 

The following data fields are required for both Voltage Reduction and Voltage Control regulators: 

NAME 

An up to 6 character text name for the voltage regulator for user reference only. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

An up to a 20 character text description of the voltage regulator for user reference only. 

 

MODE POINT 

The pseudo status point name which defines the operating mode for this group.  Actually, the 

term “mode” is a misnomer.  The purpose of this point is to allow entry of the control status 

for a regulator. The control status (active or inactive) determines if the regulator can be 

controlled.  The state ([0] INACTIVE or [1] ACTIVE) is set by the user. 

 

SECTION 

The number of the section in the distribution network to which the voltage regulator device is 

connected. 

 

LOAD CLASS 

The group of regulator devices which are to be controlled in parallel in accordance with Volt-

VAR Optimizer strategy (see STRATEGYEDITOR).  One of 32 classes can be specified. 

 

STAGE POINT 

The name of the pseudo analog point that receives the current stage of voltage reduction 

(from 0 to 5) as determined by the program. 

 

REG. TYPE 

The type of voltage regulator controller (3-step regulators or 5-step regulators) 

 

POINT # 1 AND POINT # 2 

The names of the status/control points which operate the regulator controller via the RTU. 

 

For 3-step regulators: 

The RTU contains a QEI Regulator Controller (QVRC) which contains two (2) control relays, 

K1 and K2 which pertain to point 1 and point 2 respectively. 

 

For 5-step regulators: 

Point 1 is the status/control point which takes the regulator through the levels of reduction.  

Each close control to this point causes an increased level of reduction.  Point 2 is the 

status/control which, by means of a close command, resets the regulator to the 0 level of 

reduction. 

SETPOINT 

The name of the telemetered setpoint for the regulator controller via direct communications 

to the regulator.  This point will replace POINT 1 and POINT 2 for those regulators controlled 

by setpoint. 

CMD INT 
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The name of the pseudo analog point that contains the delay (in seconds) between allowed 

setpoint commands to the voltage regulator.  Required for regulators controlled by setpoint. 

Enter the pseudo analog point name. 

STRATEGY 

The name of the pseudo analog point that contains the regulator strategy record number for 

the voltage regulator.  Required for regulators controlled by setpoint. 

Enter the pseudo analog point name. 

13.3.3      Data Fields for Voltage Control Regulators 

Entries in the following fields define VoltageControl regulators.  These fields should be left blank 

for VoltageReduction regulators. 

 

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT POINTS – Line Voltage Measurement points 

The name of the analog points that contain the measured voltage values associated with this 

VCR.  The fields should be used in order, e.g., if four Line VoltageMeasurement points are 

used, then Point #1, Point #2, Point #3 and Point #4 should contain point names and the 

remainder of the fields should be blank. 

 

CALCULTED POINT – MIN VOLTAGE 

The name of an analog point to contain a calculated value. The value is the minimum value 

of all defined Line Voltage Measurement points. 

 

VC MODE 

The name of the point that contains the Voltage Control operational mode for this VCR (See 

Section 13.4.1) 

 

LOWER LIMIT 

The name of the point that contains the Lower Limit for the minimum voltage. 

 

DEADBAND 

The name of the point that contains the deadband value used to prevent hunting by providing 

a margin between the need to increase or decrease a step (stage) of regulation. 

 

VOLTAGE CONTROL LOAD CLASS 

The name of the pseudo point that contains the Voltage Control Load Class for this VCR. 

This point will contain the value of the Load Class previously entered.  This allows display of 

the editor input on an SLD. 

 

INITIAL LEAST VOLTAGE 

The name of the pseudo point that contains the Initial Least Voltage value.  This value is 

captured when Voltage Control is initiated and is used to calculate PERCENT DROP. 

 

PERCENT DROP 

The name of a pseudo point that contains the percent drop in voltage after Voltage Control is 

initiated. 

 

FOLLOW LM BACKUP 

The name of a pseudo status point that contains “FOLLOW” parameter for this regulator. If 

“YES”, indicates VoltageControl should use a lower stage value supplied by Volt-VAR 
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Optimizer. If “NO”, indicates VoltageControl should use voltage feedback to determine the 

regulator stage. 

 

13.4 Voltage Control Operation 

This section describes the operation of the VoltageControl algorithm.  For each mode of 

operation, a description of the VoltageReduction algorithm is given, followed by the modified 

actions of VoltageControl.  The description of the VoltageReduction algorithm is in Italics. Note: In 

all modes of operation if the value of the MODE_POINT is INACTIVE, no control outputs are 

made to that regulator. 

13.4.1     BillingPoint In AUTOMATIC Mode 

When a BillingPoint is in AUTOMATIC mode of VoltageReduction, Volt-VAR Optimizer performs 

voltage reduction as part of a load shed scheme. Initiation and control of load shed is determined 

by one of three possible modes; 

DEMAND – In this mode, load shed is performed when demand exceeds an entered 

threshold value. 

TIME – In this mode, load shed is performed when the current time is within specified time 

periods. 

TIME AND DEMAND – In this mode, load shed is performed whenever demand exceeds 

the threshold and the current time is within specified time periods. 

When the shedding has been initiated, Volt-VAR Optimizer finds a “RequiredStep” of Volt-

VAR Optimizer for each BillingPoint based on criteria specified by the control mode (i.e., 

in DEMAND mode the CurrentDemand, the DemandThreshold, and the previous 

RequiresStep determine the next RequiredStep). The active Strategy table used to 

translate the RequiredStep into a “DesiredStage” for all Voltage Regulators in a 

LoadClass.  All regulators in that class are controlled to the “DesiredStage” (one stage at 

a time, if necessary).  Directed by control mode criteria Volt-VAR Optimizer may continue 

to increase the RequiredStep on each execution.  Depending on the configuration of the 

StrategyTable, this RequiredStep increase can result in a higher DesiredStage.  If the 

control mode criteria indicates that load shed action should be “backed out”, Volt-VAR 

Optimizer decreases the RequiredStep. This may result in a lower DesiredStage, i.e., 

VoltageReduction is backed out using the same strategy used when it was applied.  A 

RequiredStep of zero is an implicit DesiredStage of zero, and all voltage reduction is 

backed out. 

Regulators that are defined as VCRs also operate as part of the load shed scheme. Whenever 

Volt-VAR Optimizer determines that load shed should be performed for a BillingPoint in 

AUTOMATIC mode (using the control mode criteria described above) and the VC Mode for the 

regulator is AUTO, the VC algorithm is triggered.  The Line Voltage Measurement points are 

examined and an initial minimum voltage is computed and saved.  If this voltage is larger than the 

sum of the lower limit and the deadband, VC outputs a stage increase.  After a successful control 

output, a timer is started to delay processing until acquisition of a proper value (e.g., a value that 

reflects the result of the regulator control).  These timers are defined on a per regulator basis.  On 

subsequent Volt-VAR Optimizer intervals, VC examines each timer to determine if a new 

minimum can be calculated.  When the timer expires, a new minimum voltage and a percent drop 

are calculated.  If the minimum voltage is larger than the sum of the lower limit and the deadband, 

another stage of reduction is output (if possible) and the timer restarted.  If the new minimum 
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voltage is between the lower limit and the sum of the lower limit and the deadband, no action is 

taken. If the new minimum is below the lower limit, a stage of reduction is removed and the timer 

restarted. If a Line Voltage Measurement point has a telemetry error indication, the value will not 

be used in the calculation of minimum voltage unless it is lower than the previous value for that 

point. 

When Volt-VAR Optimizer determines that load shed should be backed out, Voltage Control uses 

one of the following two strategies: 

 Follow the Volt-VAR Optimizer Strategy 

 Continue to use voltage feedback to determine the regulator stage until Volt-VAR 

Optimizer indicates the load shedding is no longer required.  (This is indicated by a 

DesiredStage equal to zero). 

If the VC_MODE of a Voltage Control regulator is set to MANUAL, the regulator is maintained at 

the value of the VC_STAGE point.  The value is maintained until the VC_MODE is changed. 

If the VC_MODE of a Voltage Control regulator is set to DEACT, the regulator is controlled to zero 

(if voltage reduction stages are active) and remains at zero until the VC_MODE is changed. 

If the VC_MODE of a Voltage Control regulator is changed from DEACT or MANUAL or AUTO 

and load shed is in progress, the Voltage Control algorithm is initiated. 

13.4.2     BillingPoint in MANUAL Mode 

When a BillingPoint is in Manual mode for VoltageReduction, Volt-VAR Optimizer controls all 

regulators in a Load Class to the DesiredStage specified by the manually entered value of an 

“ActualStep” point and the current StrategyTable. 

Whenever Volt-VAR Optimizer determines that a stage output should be made for a regulator on 

a Billing Point in MANUAL mode and the VC_MODE of that regulator is in AUTO, VoltageControl 

is triggered.  The stage of reduction is determined using the minimum line voltage, the lower limit 

and the deadband as described in Section 13.5. 

If the VC_MODE of a Voltage Control regulator is set to MANUAL, the regulator is maintained at 

the value of the VC_STAGE point.  The value is maintained until the VC_MODE is changed. 

If the VC_MODE of a Voltage Control regulator is set to DEACT, the regulator is controlled to zero 

(if voltage reduction stages are active) and remains at zero until the VC_MODE is changed. 

If the VC_MODE of a Voltage Control regulator is changed from DEACT or MANUAL or AUTO 

and load shed is in progress on a BillingPoint in MANUAL mode, the Voltage Control algorithm is 

initiated. 

13.4.3     BillingPoint in DEACT Mode 

When a BillingPoint is in DEACT mode for VoltageReduction, Volt-VAR Optimizer suspends all 

control regulators for that BillingPoint, and e.g., the required step remains the same, which means 

that Volt-VAR Optimizer finds the same DesiredStage for all regulators. The effect is to suspend 

VoltageReduction at the current level. 
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If the MODE of BillingPoint is set to DEACT, the VC_Stage points for all the VoltageControl 

regulators on that BillingPoint are set to zero. This means that all VCRs will be controlled to stage 

zero regardless of the VC_MODE. 
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14 APPENDIX B  Load Shed Control Addresses 

This appendix gives the values of the control addresses for the supported types of Load Shed 

Control devices.  These values are required entries on the Control Set editor pages. 

14.1 Westinghouse Control Addresses 

Westinghouse Control Addresses are given in Table 14 – 1 

Table 14 - 1  Westinghouse Control Address (Continued) 

Control Set Address (Field “A”) Westinghouse Address 

00000 1 “Silver Address” 

00001 2 I 

00002 3 I 

00003 4 I 

00004 5 I 

00005 6 I 

00006 7 I 

00007 8 I 

00008 9 I 

00009 9 I 

00010 10 I 

00011 11 I 

00012 12 I 

00013 13 I 

00014 14 I 

00015 15 I 

00016 16 I 

00017 17 I 

00018 18 I 

00019 19 I 

00020 21 I 
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Table 14 - 1  Westinghouse Control Address (Continued) 

Control Set Address (Field “A”) Westinghouse Address 

00021 22 V 

00022 23 ”Silver Address” 

 

Table 14 - 1  Westinghouse Control Address (Continued) 

Control Set Address (Field “A”) Westinghouse Address 

00023 24 “Silver Address” 

00024 25 I 

00025 26 I 

00026 27 I 

00027 28 I 

00028 29 I 

00029 30 I 

00030 31 I 

00031 32 I 

00032 33 I 

00033 34 I 

00034 35 I 

00035 36 I 

00036 37 I 

00037 38 I 

00038 39 I 

00039 40 I 

00040 41 I 

00041 42 I 

00042 43 I 

00043 44 I 
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Table 14 - 1  Westinghouse Control Address (Continued) 

Control Set Address (Field “A”) Westinghouse Address 

00044 45 ! 

00045 46 I 

00046 47 v 

00047 48 ”Silver Address” 

 

14.2 General Electric Control Address (REM-100) 

14.2.1     Switch Addresses and Message Formats 

The REMS-100 receiver is designed to mount on or immediately adjacent to the appliance under 

control.  The receiver is self-contained requiring only power, which is usually supplied by the line 

that feeds the appliance.  The REMS-100 unit controls the appliance relay which is usually 

supplied within the receiver itself.  The receiver is normally activated (turns off the power to the 

appliance) by a single radio command; the appliance stays off for a predetermined period (7.5 

minutes nominal) and then automatically restores power after its time-out-period.  No radio 

command is required to turn the power back on.  If more than 7.5 minutes of shed time is 

required, multiple transmissions are required (Function 4 of the REMS-100 receiver relieves this 

air time problem since it specifies a 30 minute load shed interval). 

Not all receivers respond to the same radio transmission. Each receiver can be configured to 

recognize one of a set of 256 standard addresses.  This allows separate control of geographical 

areas, type of appliances, or the amount (percentage of consumers that are controlled at one 

time). 

The address is that part of the message sent to a receiver that makes it take action.  An address 

can specify a unit or a group of units that will then respond to the message.  The message 

contains more information than simple specifying which unit(s) is to respond.  The additional 

information determines what is to occur at the given address, how long the concurrence is to last, 

etc.  The REMS-100 message format Figure 14.2 -1 shows that the address is only eight (8) of 

the eighteen (18) bits transmitted.  See Appendix C (Section 14) for the action taken by the unit in 

response to receipt of each FUNCTION code. 

 

Figure 14.2 - 1 
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14.2.2     Address Setup 

The address of the receiver is set in one or two ways.  The unit may be supplied with an eight 

position dip switch (S1) or eight zero ohm resistors (W1-W8).  To set an address using the dip 

switches, choose a ControlSetAddress from Table 13 – 2 (REMS-100 DIP Switch Setting for 

Receiver Addressing) and find the corresponding DIP_SwitchPositionCode. In the 

DIP_SwitchPositionCode, a zero (0) means that the corresponding switch position should be 

OPEN.  For example, for ControlSetAddress, address 38, the table shows a 

DIP_SwitchPositionCode of 01000110.  Reading from left to right, this code number specified the 

following switch settings: 

 

 

Table 14 – 2 REMS-100 DIP Switch Setting for Receiver Addressing 

 

 

DIP-Switch Position 

Binary Digit in 

DIP_SwitchPositionCode = 01000110 

 

 

Switch Setting 

Position 1 0 CLOSED 

Position 2 1 OPEN 

Position 3 0 CLOSED 

Position 4 0 CLOSED 

Position 5 0 CLOSED 

Position 6 1 OPEN 

Position 7 1 OPEN 

Position 8 0 CLOSED 

 

14.2.3      REMS-100 Switch Addresses 

Table 14 – 3 shows the equivalent (corresponding) ControlSetAddress, DIP_SwitchPositionCode, 

and Binary MessageAddress assignments for a REMS-100. 

 

 

Table 14 – 3 (Continued) 

Dip_Switch 

PositionCode 

 

ControlSetAddress 

  

BinaryMessageAddress 

 

11110011 00252 11111100  

 

 

GC 

 

 

Group 15 
11111011 00253 11111101 

11110111 00254 11111110 

11111111 00255 11111111 
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14.2.4     Selecting a Switch Address 

Two hundred fifty-six (256) addresses are available from the eight DIP_Switch positions. In 

addition, there are four (4) functions (usually relays) that can be controlled at each address.  Note 

that by using each function as an addition address bit, the total separate addressable points may 

be extended to one thousand twenty-four (1024).  Each address could be used simply to address 

an individual receiver and indeed the majority of the addresses are used this way. However, 

several addresses are reserved for special features. See Sections 200, 200, and 201. 

14.2.5     All Call Address 

Anytime the address 01010101 (8510) is sent, all units. (with no exception) will respond no matter 

what address is set via the DIP_Switch or zero ohm resistors.  Note, however, how the unit 

responds is still controlled by the FUNCTION code in the message (See Appendix C for Control 

Set Function Codes (Section 15). 

14.2.6     Group Call Addresses 

The 256 addresses are divided into 16 groups of 16 addresses each.  (One group, starting at 

0101xxxx should never be used as a single individual address.  (See Inter Group Addresses 

Section 14.2.7).  In each of the 15 remaining groups, one address in the GroupCall Address, 

leaving fifteen (15) individual addresses.  When the GroupCall Address (Shown as “GC” in Table 

14-2) is sent, all units in that group will respond.  A typical implementation of GroupCall 

addressing is as follows (this example assumes three areas of control A, B, and C with one 

substation in each area): 

 For each substation one group of 15 addresses is assigned. 

 If all load is to be dropped at once, the AllCall Address is sent. 

 To shed all load at a substation, the GroupCall Address is sent. 

 To refine the amount of load shed, then 1 to 15 individual addresses for any substation 

could be sent. 

Thus, the system can shed load over a range of 7% to 100% of a single class of appliances (i.e., 

water heaters).  Of course, the addresses could be disturbed among dissimilar loads (i.e., water 

heaters and air conditioners).  In addition, another group could be employed in any of the control 

areas that would have another GroupCall Address and Individual addresses independent of the 

other groups. 

 

14.2.7     InterGroupCall Addresses  

In the previous example, groups were assigned to substation areas and control were implemented 

using Individual and GroupCall Addresses.  In many cases, the implementation scheme for Volt-

VAR Optimizer requires that the same percentage of load be dropped in each substation area.  

This could be accomplished by sending the appropriate Individual addresses in the group 

assigned to each area.  This would require three transmissions.  InterGroupCall Addresses 
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provide a means to address switches between groups using only one transmission.  The 

InterGroupCallAddress is structured as follows: 

 

0101xxxx 

 

 where: 

 

 0101 

      Is the InterGroupCall Identifier in the Address 

 

 xxxx 

      Is the least significant portion of the Individual switch address that will respond in all groups. 

 

For example, an InterGroupCall Address of 01011101 will cause the following switches to 

respond. 

  

 00001101,00011101,00101101,00111101,01001101,01101101,01111101,10001101 

 10011101,10101101,10111101,11001101,11011101,11101101,11111101 

 

14.3 AS&E Control Addresses (LCR) Models (5451,5452,5453) 

Table 14 - 4 shows ControlSetAddress assignment used to specify AS&E addresses. 
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15 Appendix C Control Set Function Codes 

This section should the values of the function codes for supported devices that should be on the 

Control Set Editor page. 

15.1 Westinghouse Function Codes 

Table 15 - 1 shows the values to be entered in the Control Set Editor Switch Address Field “E” to 

specify the function code for the type of device and the desired DeviceFunctionCode. 

 

Table 15 - 1 – Westinghouse  Function Codes 

Device Function Code   Function Code for            

Switch Address Field “E” 

LMT-1 LMT-2 Load Shed Bit Pattern 

FC1 FC1 A 001 02 

FC2 FC2 B 010 04 

FC3 - C 100 06 

- FC4 D 000 08 

FC7 FC7 SCRAM 111 14 

 

15.2 GE (REM-100) Function Codes 

Table 15 – 2 shows the values to be entered in the Control Set Editor Switch Address Field “E” to 

specify the function for the Device Function. 

 

Table 15 –2  REM-100 Function Codes 

Device Function Bit Pattern In Message FunctionCode for Switch   

Address Field “E”      

F1 ON 1000 08 

F2 ON 1010 10 

F3 ON 0001 01 

F4 ON 0011 03 

F1 OFF 1001 09 
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F2 OFF 1011 11 

F1 thru F3 ON 0101 05 

F1 thru F4 ON 1100 12 

F1 thru F2 ON 1110 14 

F1 thru F3 OFF 0110 06 

F1 thru F4 OFF 1101 13 

F1 thru F2 OFF 1111 15 

MEMORY ERASE 0000 00 

PROP CHECK OFF 0010 02 (Note 1) 

PROP CHECK 0111 07 (Note 7) 

Note 1:  Turns off green LED in Receiver Switch 

Note2:  Turns on green LEF in Receiver Switch 
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16 Appendix D – Device Codes 

16.1 Manufacturer’s Codes 

 

Code Manufacturer 

0 QEI  

1 AS&E 

2 Westinghouse 

 

16.2 Device Model Codes 

 

 Manufacturer Code Model               DLC      BME       SME 
   
 QEI   1 DLC-2020   Yes      No     No 
        2 DAU-8010   Yes       No     No 
       3 LVT-8040   Yes      Yes      Yes 
    4 CVT-8040   Yes  No     No 
    5 DMU-6500   No  No     No 
    6 AIM-7010   Yes  Yes     Yes  
    7 AIM-7011   Yes  Yes     Yes 
 
 
 AS&E   1 5381, 5382, 5383 DAUs 
    2 5350, 5309 Transponder 

    3 5327  Transponder 
    4 5321  Transponder 
 
 
 Westinghouse  0 DCT Terminal 
    1 MCT-200 Terminal 
    1 LMT-2 Power Terminal 
    8 DCT Terminal 
    9 MCT-200 Terminal 
    9 LMT-2 Power Amplifier #2 (right) 
 

16.3 Load  Controller Device Types 

  Code   Device 

  0   REMS 100/101/102 

  1   AS&E 

  2   Westinghouse 

  3   QEI  LMU 

  4   Simulated protocol (frequency synthesizer) 

  5   REMS 100 (frequency synthesizer) 

  6   REMS 101/102 (frequency synthesizer) 
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  7   RCCA (Software) 

  8   Motorola LMI (Special Software) 

  9   RTC 1032 (Special Software) 

 

For device codes 0 to 3, the command is formatted at the RTU then delivered to the load 

controller. 

For device codes 4 to 6, the command is formatted at the Server and the LM RTU merely passes 

it to the frequency synthesizer.  These types can perform more functions at the load controller.  

Types 5 & 6 permit the use of more switch features such as transmitter delay which is otherwise 

preset at the RTU. 

For device type 4, the transmitted load shed command is defined bit-by-bit by the user. (refer to 

Radio Tone Frequency and Radio Tone Sequence Editors). 

Note that if an RTU is equipped with a frequency synthesizer card, it converts any type 0 

commands for REMS 100/101/102 messages to REMS 101/102 format.  This means that for 

REMS 101/102, if the RTU is equipped with a frequency synthesizer, the user can use either 

device type 0 or device type 6.  A type 0 command is slightly more efficient, but type 6 commands 

allow the use of more switch features. 

If the switch is a REMS 100 and the RTU is equipped with a frequency synthesizer, the user 

MUST assign it a device type 5, since such RTUs convert these load shed commands to REMS 

101/102 format. 
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17 Appendix L - Load Shed Controls 

17.1 REMS 100/101/102 (6ST/6TT) 

This is the load control definition for LCR device type 0 via the LM RTU with 6ST & 6TT. 

A: Enter the physical address strapped into the load controller as described in 

 Appendix (See Section 14).  The valid range is 0 to 255. 

B: Enter the transmitter selection code. Not used - enter 0 

C: Not used 0 - enter 0. (Transmitter delay is preset at RTU.) 

D: Not used - enter 0. 

E: Enter the function code as described in Appendix C (See Section 15). 

 

17.2 AS&E  

This is the load control definition for LCR device type 1. 

A: Enter the physical address strapped into the load controller as described in 

 Appendix B (See Section 14).  The valid range is 0 to 79. 

B: Not used - enter 0. 

C: Not used - enter 0. 

D Not used - enter 0. 

E: Not used - enter 0. 
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17.3 Westinghouse 

This is the load controller definition for LCR device type 2 via LM RTU equipped with an SCU.   

A:     Enter the address of the switch described in Appendix B (See Section 14).  The valid 

 range is 0 to 63. 

B Enter the address of the fixed repeater device.  The valid range is 0 to 31. 

C: Enter the address of the variable repeater device.  The valid range is 0 to 7. 

D: Enter the shed time code as follows: 

 

Shed Time Code (Field “D”) Shed Time 

0 7.5 minutes 

1 15 minutes 

2 30 minutes 

3 60 minutes 

 

E:      Enter the function code as described in Appendix C (Section 15). 

 

17.4 QEI LMU 

This is the load control definition for LCR device type 3 via an LM RTU equipped with distribution 

line carrier equipment. 

A:     Enter the start address. This is the first address in a sequence of addresses to be shed 

 with a single command.  This address should be the same as the end address if only one 

 device is to be shed with a single command.  The valid address range id 0 to 63. 

B: Enter the end address.  This is the last address in a sequence of addresses to be   

 shed with a single command.  This address should be the same as the start address if 

 only one device is to be shed with a single command.  The valid address range is 0 to 

 63. 

C: Enter the random delay flag. This is the flag indicating whether a 0-t-2 minute     

 random delay is to occur on load shed or load restore: 

  0 = immediate shed, random delay on restore 

  1 = random delay on shed, immediate restore 
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D: Enter the multiplier. This is an integer value from 0 to 15 that the base shed duration is 

multiplied by to determine the effective shed duration.  Values 0 and 15 have special significance, 

as shown below: 

  0 = restore load (random delay will be applied if the random delay flag is   

  0) 

  1-14 = multiply base shed time by multiplier value and shed load for that time  

  (random delay will be applied if the random delay flag is 1). 

  15 = do nothing. 

 Base shed times (see load classes below): 

  Load class 1 = 5.0 minutes 

  Load class 2 = 2.5 minutes 

  Load class 3 = 2.5 minutes 

E: This field contains three flags to selectively enable any combination of three load classes 

 to be shed by this control element. For example: 

 100 = shed load class 3 

 011 = shed load classes 2 and 1 

 111 = shed all loads 

17.4.1     Simulated Protocol 

This is the load control definition for LCR device type 4 via an LM RTU equipped with a frequency 

synthesizer. 

A: Enter the number of the radio tone sequence user defined to control this switch element. 

 Refer to Radio Tone Generation. 

B: Enter the transmitter selection code. 

 1 = transmitter 1 

 2 = transmitter 2 

 3 = both transmitters 

C: Enter the transmitter delay in number of 40 millisecond time periods (i.e., 2 = 80 

 milliseconds). 

D: Not used - enter 0. 

E: Not used - enter 0. 
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17.4.2     REMS 100 (Frequency Synthesizer) 

This is the load control definition for LCR device type 5 via an LM RTU equipped with a frequency 

synthesizer. 

A: Enter the address of the switch as described in Appendix B (See Section 14). The valid 

 range is 0 to 255. 

B: Enter the transmitter selection code. 

  1 = transmitter 1 

  2 = transmitter 2 

  3 = both transmitters 

C: Enter the transmitter delay in units of 40 millisecond time periods (0 - 15, 0 = no delay, 

 15 = 600 milliseconds). 

D: Not used - enter 0. 

E: Enter the function code as described in Appendix C (See Section 15). 

17.4.3     REMS 101/102 (Frequency Synthesizer) 

This is the load control definition for LCR device type 6 via an LM RTU equipped with a frequency 

synthesizer. 

This is the load control definition for LCR device type 0 via the LM RTU with a frequency 

synthesizer. 

A: Enter the physical address strapped into the load controller as described in Appendix B 

 (See Section 14). The valid range is 0 to 4095. 

B: Enter the transmitter selection code. 

  1 = transmitter 1 

  2 = transmitter 2 

  3 = both transmitters 

C: Enter the transmitter delay in units of 40 millisecond time periods (0 - 15, 0 = no delay, 

 15 = 600 milliseconds). 

D: Shed time. Valid range is 0 – 7.  (0 = 7.5 minutes, 7 = 60 minutes). 

E: Enter the function code as described in Appendix C (See Section 15).
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18 DATA AND EVENT RECORDING 

18.1 OVERVIEW 

The QSCADA Volt-VAR Optimizer package records values and events relevant to devices in the 

distribution network.  This data can be reported for network analysis.  The following data archiving 

is recorded by the Volt-VAR Optimizer package. 

 Device Types 

o Billing point, feeder, regulator, capacitor bank, voltage sensor 

 Value Types 

o Demand, voltage, KVAR, capacitance, power factor, voltage target, voltage limits, 

calculated voltages, operating mode 

 Event Types 

o Capacitor in and out, Voltage regulator up and down, voltage target up and down 

18.2 VALUE REPORT 

The Value Report produces text reports of selected data.   

The data report may be activated from the UtilityClient.  The user should select LMVAL from the 

UtilityClient options pulldown menu.  The user can use the report options to filter the data. 

The Dev Type option limits the data reported to a specific device type.  The valid device types are: 

 1 = Billing Point 

 2 = Feeder 

 3 = Voltage regulator 

 4 = Capacitor bank 

 5 = Voltage sensor 

The Dev Num option limits the data reported to a specific device number. 

The Val Type option limits the data reported to a specific device type.  The valid device types are: 

 1 = Demand 

 2 = Voltage 

 3 = KVAR 

 4 = Capacitance in service 

 5 = Power factor 

 6 = Voltage target 

 7 = Minimum voltage limit 

 8 = Maximum voltage limit 

 9 = Minimum voltage deadband 

 10 = Maximum voltage deadband 

 11 = Minimum calculated voltage 

 12 = Maximum calculated voltage 

 13 = Voltage optimization mode 

 

The Start option limits the data reported to a specific starting date. 

 

The Interval option limits the data reported to a specific range. 
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LMVAL REPORT
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18.3 EVENT REPORT 

The Event Report can be viewed by using the LM Event Summary in WorldView.  See WVPC-

3000-Op (Worldview PC Operator's Guide) for details. 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and 
services to the Electric Utility Industry. QEI’s customers are a 
mixture of major utilities, government and military agencies as 
well as global Electrical Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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